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In-core thermal-hydraulics during a PWR reflood phase following a large-break LOCA are quite

unique in comparison with two-phase flow which has been studied widely in previous researches,

because the geometry of the flow path is complicated (bundle geometry) and water is at extremely low

superficial velocity and almost under stagnant condition. Hence, some phenomena realized during a

PWR reflood phase are not understood enough and appropriate analytical models have not been

developed, although they are important in a viewpoint of reactor safety evaluation. Therefore, author

investigated some phenomena specified as important issues for quantitative prediction, i.e. (1) void

fraction in a bundle during a PWR reflood phase, (2) effect of radial core power profile on reflood

behavior, (3) effect of combined emergency core coolant injection on reflood behavior, and (4) the core

separation into two thermal-hydraulically different regions and the in-core flow circulation behavior

observed during a combined injection PWR reflood phase. Further, author made analytical models

for these specified issues, and succeeded to predict reflood behaviors at representative types of PWRs,

i.e.cold leg injection PWRs and Combined injection PWRs, in good accuracy.

Above results were incorporated into REFLA code which is developed at JAERI, and they improved

accuracy in prediction and enlarged applicability of the code. In the present study, models were

intended to be utilized in a practical use, and hence these models are simplified ones. However,

physical understanding on the specified issues in the present study is basic and principal for reflood

behavior, and then it is considered to be used in a future advanced code development and improvement.

Keywords: Safety Analysis, PWR, Reflood, LOCA, Emergency Core Coolant Void Fraction,

Radial Power Profile, Combined Injection PWR, CCFL Circulation Flow
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 LOCA sequence and reflood behavior

LQCA

One of the important design basis accidents for the reactor safety analysis is a large-break

Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA). This accident is assumed to be caused by a double-ended

sudden rupture of the primary loop piping. Figure 1.1 illustrates a large-break LOCA of a typical

Pressurized Water Reactor .(PWR). If the double-ended sudden pipe rupture takes place, the

coolant in the primary system flushes out through the break point because of the high pressure in

the primary system and hence the inventory of the coolant in the core decreases. This causes the

degradation of the core cooling and hence the temperature of the nuclear fuels in the core increases.

The nuclear fuels continue to generate the decay heat due to fission products even after the reactor

is shut off at the large-break LOCA Accordingly, the dads of the nuclear fuels may melt, if no

action for the recovery is conducted. This postulated accident of the coolant-loss following the pipe

rupture is called a LOCA.(1)|(23)

ECCS
To cool the nuclear fuels at a LOCA and to keep the integrity of the clads, i.e. the first

enclosures of the fission product, the reactor is equipped with an Emergency Core Cooling System

(ECCS). The ECCS is designed to inject Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) water into the reactor

pressure vessel. The ECCS for typical PWRs consists of an Accumulator (Ace) system, a High

Pressure Injection System (HPIS) and a Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS). These three

injection systems are designed to inject ECC water into the pressure vessel under the different

conditions, in order to keep the core cooling in various situations of the accidents.

ECC injection locations

The location where the ECC water is injected is depending on PWR plant design. In most

Japanese PWRs the ECC water is injected into the cold legs (abbreviated as cold leg injection

PWRs in this paper), while in some PWRs it is injected into either the upper plenum or the

downcomer. Some PWRs in other countries, e.g. Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), have the

ECC water injection locations at both cold legs and hot legs (abbreviated as combined injection

PWRs in this paper).

Reactor safety evaluation analyses

The governmental ECCS evaluation guideline^ on the reactor safety for a licensing

requests PWR manufacturers to indicate that the maximum clad temperature of the nuclear fuels

does not exceed the maximum allowed temperature (1200°Q during a LOCA sequence. To

indicate this, manufacturers usually perform a reactor safety analysis for each PWR. In the reactor

safety analysis, the thermal-hydraulic behavior during the LOCA is analyzed usually by being

- 1 -
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divided into three sequential periods, i.e. the blowdown, the refill and the reflood periods.

Biowdown
In the blowdown period, the rapid loss of the coolant through the break point takes place

and the pressure in the pressure vessel decreases rapidly. When the pressure reaches the preset
value, the ECC water is injected into the cold legs (in case of cold leg injection PWRs). However,
while the fluid up-flow rate in the downcomer toward the break point is significantly high, the ECC
water is not able to flow downward in the downcomer but is carried out to the break point.
Therefore, the ECC water is not effective for the core cooling during most blowdown period.

Refill
When the fluid up-flow rate in the downcomer becomes low, the carrying-out of the ECC

water ceases and the ECC water begins to flow downward in the downcomer. The ECC water

accumulates in the bottom part of the pressure vessel and the water level in the pressure vessel

increases gradually with time. Thus, the refill period initiates.

ReilQJid.
When the water level exceeds the bottom of the core (the bottom of the heated length of

the nuclear fuels), the reflood period begins. After this (the reflood initiation), the ECC water enters
the core and the core initiates to be cooled. If the ECC water is supplied sufficiently much into the
core, the core is cooled completely until its temperature is below the saturation temperature.

Example of a result of a reactor safety analysis on IX)CA

Figure 1.2 shows an example of a result of a reactor safety analysis^ on LOCA The clad
temperature increases for a short while after the reflood initiation. It shows the maximum clad
temperature, defined as the turnaround temperature, and then decreases with time. Eventually it
shows the quick decreasing nearly to the saturation temperature. This quick decreasing is due to the
quenching phenomenon of the clad. The clad temperature just before the quenching is called the
quench temperature. According to typical reactor safety analyses, the maximum clad temperature
appears during the reflood period. Therefore, the thermal-hydraulic behavior during the reflood
period is important for the reactor safety analyses.

1.2 Previous works on PWR reflood behavior

Previous experimental works with small-scale test facility

A number of experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the thermal-hydraulic
behavior during the reflood phase of PWRs. Researchers at Westinghouse company in USA
performed a series of FLECHT (Full Length Emergency Core Heat Transfer) experiments,^'(5)

which were systematic experiments with using a full-length simulated rod bundle. They developed
empirical correlations for quench front elevation, heat transfer coefficient, and carry-over ratio.
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They defined the carry-over ratio as a ratio of the core outlet fluid flow rate to the core inlet fluid

flow rate. These correlations were widely used in the reactor safety analyses.® Similar reflood

experiments were conducted with "Semiscale" fac i l i ty^ in USA, "PKL" facility*10*(11) in FRG,

and "Small scale reflood test"(12)l (13) in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). These

reflood experiments were actively performed in late 70s and early 80s. In parallel to these reflood

experiments, PWR LOCA experiments were conducted at "LOFT" facility0'0 in USA, "ROSA-II"

facility^ in JAERI, and "LOBI" facility(16) in

Previous experimental works with large-scale test facility

Above facilities for the reflood experiments were small-scaled ones in comparison with

PWRs. Hence since 80s, JAERI has performed systematic reflood simulation tests with using

large-scaled Cylindrical Core Test Facility (CCTF)(17) and Slab Core Test Facility (SCTF)(18) in

order to extend the understanding on the reflood phenomena, to confirm the effectiveness of ECCS

for the core cooling, and to prove the validity of the current reactor safety analysis methods. CCTF

is a large-scaled reflood test facility with using about 2000 heated rods, which simulate nuclear

fuels. The facility has a primary system simulating a PWR well. Therefore, through CCTF tests, the

thermal-hydraulic behaviors both in the simulated reactor core and in the simulated primary system

have been clarified.(17)> (19) On the other hand, SCTF is a reflood test facility having a simulated core

of full-sized radius. Therefore, through SCTF tests, the thermal-hydraulic behavior in the wide core

has been clarified.(18)i ^ In FRG, a systematic test has been performed with using Upper Plenum

Test Facility (UPTF). The UPTF is a full-scaled reflood test facility, although it does not have a

simulated heated core. Through UPTF tests, the effect of the scale of the experimental facility on

the reflood behavior has been investigated.pl)

Issues on thermal-hydraulic phenomena during the reflood period

Through these small-scaled and large-scaled reflood tests, the important thermal-hydraulic

phenomena during the reflood period to be studied have been identified. They are dependent on the

PWR plant design and listed in Table 1.1 for cold leg injection PWRs. The important thermal-

hydraulic phenomena can be classified into two major fields, i.e. in-core thermal-hydraulics and

system thermal-hydraulics. Many researchers, as indicated in the table, have extensively investigated

them.

One of the important issues concerning the in-core thermal-hydraulics is a flow pattern

established in the core. Several researchers have studied the flow pattern. Muraofc^ and Ishii^^'

^ works are representative concerning the flow pattern in the core during the PWR reflood phase.

Figure 1.3 shows the result of Muraok This was derived from his observation carried out with

using a test section of a heated glass tube. Ishiifc result is almost the same as Murao^s. The unique

flow regime shown in Fig. 1.3 is a transition flow, which is usually called inverted annular flow or

inverted slug flow.*25' Through the observation, Murao pointed out that various flow regimes co-

existed in the core and that understanding on characteristics of heat transfer and void fraction in
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each flow regime was essentially important. He also indicated*13* that heat transfer coefficient was

closely related to void fraction during most PWR reflood phase. Thus, it is important to clarify the

void fraction characteristics during the PWR reflood phase.

Most previous experiments except for CCTF, SCTF and UPTF focused on the thermal-

hydraulics in the core having radially flat power profile. This is because the experiments were

performed with small-scaled facilities and hence it was difficult in the experiments to realize the

radial power profile effect on the thermal-hydraulics. However in actual PWRs, the radial power

profile is not flat and in addition the core is wide. For example, according to a typical reactor safety

analysis,*3* the radial peaking power factor is assumed to be 1.55 and the core diameter is around 4

m. Hence, it is not proved whether the experimental result with small-scaled facilities under flat

power profile condition can be extrapolated to PWRs. It is necessary to clarify the effect of the

radial power profile on the in-core thermal-hydraulics as well as the scale effect of the experimental

facility.

In-core thermal-hydraulics are closely linked with the system thermal-hydraulics. This is

because the core boundary conditions, i.e. water flow rate, water temperature, and pressure at the

core bottom, are governed by the primary system response. Therefore, it is important to clarify the

system thermal-hydraulics. The important sj-stem thermal-hydraulics in cold leg injection PWRs are

water accumulation behavior in the upper plenum, primary-to-secondary-side heat transfer in the

steam generators and so on, as listed in Table 1.1. They have been extensively studied*265" P Q by

using data of FLECHT, CCTF, SCTF, and UPTF, and are clarified sufficiently.

Some PWRs are equipped with ECCS of either downcomer injection or upper plenum

injection instead of cold leg injection, as described in section 1.1. In these PWRs, ECC water is

injected into either downcomer or upper plenum. In addition, some PWRs are equipped with

ECCS of combined injection. ECC water is injected into both cold legs and hot legs in this type of

PWRs. The system thermal-hydraulics during the reflood phase in PWRs with downcomer injection

and upper plenum injection have been investigated and it is found that they are uniquely different

from those in cold leg injection PWRs.*38*"*40* On the other hand, according to the preliminary study

on the reflood behavior in combined injection PWRs,*41*'*42* the core being full-scaled is important

to simulate appropriately the reflood behavior. Nevertheless, most previous experiments for

combined injection PWRs were performed with small-scaled facilities.*10*' (11) Therefore, it is

necessary to analyze the .experimental results of the large-scaled CCTF, the full-radius SCTF and

the full-scaled UPTF.

Previous works on code development

In parallel to the above experimental studies, a number of efforts to develop computer

codes to predict the thermal-hydraulic behavior during the reflood phase were conducted. To

predict the clad temperature transient, some computer codes, for example, REFLUX,*43* FLIRA,*44*

- 4 -
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WREM,(6) TRAC,(45)' (46) REFLA,(47)> (48) RELAP5,(49) CATHARE,(50) DLUFAN,(50) and

WREFLOOD,(S1) have been developed.

The REFLA code is a one-dimensional computer code developed at JAERI for the best-

estimate (BE) analysis of the in-core thermal-hydraulic behavior during a PWR reflood phase. The

flow pattern in the core is assumed in REFLA code based on Fig. 1.3. The calculated void fraction

with REFLA code was in a poor agreement with the experimental da ta .^ Therefore, a suitable

correlation to calculate the void fraction is expected in order to improve the predictive capability of

REFLA code.

Since the PWR core has a radially non-uniform power profile and a resultant non-uniform

clad temperature profile, it is necessary to analyze the effect of the non-uniform radial power profile

for the accurate prediction of the in-core thermal-hydraulics. However in most codes written above,

it is assumed implicitly that the in-core thermal-hydraulics are one-dimensional in order to simplify

the codes and accordingly those codes do not calculate the effect of the non-uniform radial power

profile. TRAC code is an exceptional example to treat the in-core thermal-hydraulics three-

dimensionally.

The TRAC-PF1 code,(45)l (46) which is a code in the TRAC code family, is a computer code

developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory in USA for the BE analysis on the transient of a

PWR LOCA. The code treats the thermal-hydraulics in the core three-dimensionally, and then it

has a potential capability to analyze the radial power profile effect on the in-core thermal-hydraulics.

However, it was evaluated by Akimoto et al.(52) that TRAC-PF1 code predicted poorly the

hydraulic transient, for example the void fraction transient, although it predicted clad temperature

transient fairly well. Furthermore, it was evaluated that the predictive capability on three-

dimensional thermal-hydraulics was not satisfactory.*71' Akimoto et al. improved the predictive

capability of TRAC code on the hydraulic transient.(107) The predictive capability was confirmed to

be improved for one-dimensional thermal-hydraulics. However, it was evaluated that the predictive

capability was still not satisfactory for three-dimensional thermal-hydraulics.^1* Thus, the

development of an appropriate prediction method for the radial power profile effect is expected in

order to extend the predictive capability of the codes.

Based on the above, the author et al. have developed an correlation*12*' p6) on the void

fraction and an analytical model to predict the radial power profile effect.*30*' ^ The correlation and

the model have been incorporated into REFLA code. It has been indicated that REFLA code

predicts the in-core thermal-hydraulics well and that the correlation and the model are appropriate

for practical use.

Many researchers evaluated the predictive capabilities of REFLA code and TRAC-PF1

code widely concerning the system thermal-hydraulics as well as the in-core thermal-hydraulics.

- 5 -
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The author et al.(53)l (54) have indicated that REFLA code predicts the system thermal-hydraulics as

reasonably well as the in-core thermal-hydraulics for cold leg injection PWRs. While REFLA code

has become possible to predict the system thermal-hydraulics for cold leg injection PWRs, it has

not been possible to predict the system thermal-hydraulics for combined injection PWRs. The

reason is described later. Hence, it is expected to develop an analytical model to predict the overall

reflood phenomena for combined injection PWRs in order to extend the predictive capability of

REFLA code.

Issues investigated in the present study

Based on the above investigation, the following four issues have been specified.

1) Experimental study on void fraction characteristics during reflood phase of cold leg

injection PWRs and development of void fraction correlation

2) Experimental study on radial power profile effect on in-core thermal-hydraulics during

reflood phase of cold leg injection PWRs and development of model for radial power

profile effect

3) Experimental study on reflood phenomena in combined injection PWRs and modeling of

principal phenomenon governing the reflood behavior

4) Development of analytical model on overall thermal-hydraulics of combined injection

PWRs during a reflood phase

The above-specified issues have been investigated in the present study. The results of the present

study are described in chapter 2 through 5, respectively. The accomplishment of the study has been

incorporated into REFLA code. Resultantly, REFLA code has been highly improved and its

predictive capability is extended. The conclusions of the study are given in chapter 6.

1.3 Description on specified issues and objective of present study

The specified issues are described in the following. Specifically, the previous works and the

present study are outlined.

(1) Void fraction in the core

The followings are features of the in-core thermal-hydraulic behavior during a PWR reflood

phase.

1) The geometry of the flow channel is a bundle.

2) The clads of the nuclear fuels are hot and unquenched (dry).

3) The superficial water velocity is significantly low.

4) The superficial steam velocity is significantly low.

According to the previous reactor safety analysis(3) and the representative reflood simulation

experiment/17^1 (19) the clad temperature of the nuclear fuels is considered to be 400 - 1300 K and

the superficial water velocity at the core inlet is considered to be 1 - 4 crn/s except for a short while
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just after the reflood initiation. The superficial steam velocity in the core is considered to be less

than 10 m/s.

Many works for the void fraction in the vertical flow channel were performed. However,

most works focused on the void fraction in a wet (quenched) pipe(55)"(59) and the void fraction in a

wet bundle under reactor operating condition(60)'(63)l (88)> (89) (high fluid flow velocity). Few works

focused on the void fraction under the conditions of the above features 1) - 4). Therefore, the

effects of the superficial water velocity and the equivalent diameter on the void fraction were not

clarified for a bundle, although they were considered to be dominant from the previous experiments

using pipe test sections. The effect of the rod wall condition (unquenched or quenched) were not

clarified either.

Besides, a quantitative correlation to predict the void fraction in a PWR reflood phase was

not established yet in early 80s. Morooka et al.<60) indicated that the drift flux model was applicable

to predict the void fraction in a BWR fuel bundle under the reactor operating condition. However,

according to author^ study, Zuber-Findlay correlation,(57) i.e. a representative drift flux model,

showed a big discrepancy of the void fraction between the prediction and the measured for a PWR

reflood phase. Cunningham and Yeh(64) developed an empirical void fraction correlation for a

bundle under stagnant water condition. Author has applied tentatively Cunningham-Yeh correlation

to the PWR reflood phase. The result has indicated that Cunningham-Yeh correlation seems

promising for a PWR reflood phase. However, the applicability of the correlation has not

sufficiently been evaluated yet in a wide range of the conditions expected in the PWR reflood

phase.

Consequently, the objectives of the present study are firstly to clarify the void fraction

characteristics during a reflood phase of cold leg injection PWRs, and secondly to develop a void

fraction correlation applicable in the wide range of the conditions expected in a PWR reflood phase.

Specifically, it is intended that the developed correlation describes quantitatively the effects of the

superficial steam and water velocities and the equivalent diameter of the bundle on the void fraction

under the PWR reflood condition, i.e. low superficial fluid velocity condition in an unquenched or

quenched bundle. By incorporating the presently developed correlation into a reflood-behavior

analysis code REFLA, it is intended to improve the predictive capability of the code.

(2) Core radial power profile effect

It was not possible to study the radial power profile effect on the in-core thermal-hydraulics

in the PWR reflood phase based on previous small-scaled facilities/45' w> (12) Since late 80s, it has

become possible to study it based on the tests with the large-scaled facilities, i.e. CClh<17) and

SCTF.(18) However, there is no appropriate model to describe the effect quantitatively. Although

TRAC-PF1 code(45)l (46) is a three-dimensional code and is intended to have the capability to predict

the radial power profile effect, the capability is not evaluated to be satisfactory,(52)l (71} as described

n
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in section 1.2. Thus, in spite of the importance of the effect of the radial power profile for analyzing

the clad integrity of PWRs, the effect is not satisfactorily clarified.

Consequently, the objective of the present study is to clarify the effect of the non-uniform

radial power profile on the in-core thermal-hydraulics in a PWR reflood phase. Based on the

present study, development of a quantitative model to predict the radial power profile effect is

intended. By incorporating the presently developed model into REFLA code, it is intended that

REFLA code becomes applicable not only to the core having a uniform radial power profile but

also to the core having a non-uniform radial power profile.

(3) Reflood phenomena in combined injection PWRs

Data on reflood behavior in combined injection PWRs were supplied from previous several

experiments/10*(u) Brant et al. found through PKL experiments that there was hardly any flow in

primary loops. This trend means that the thermal-hydraulic behavior in the pressure vessel is little

affected by the primary loop characteristics. They also indicated that the thermal-hydraulic behavior

in the pressure vessel was not horizontally uniform. Author et al. found experimentally the same

trends during a reflood phase of a combined injection PWR. Thus, to analyze the clad integrity, it is

sufficient to investigate the thermal-hydraulic behavior in the pressure vessel instead of that in the

whole primary system.

It is considered that the observed non-uniform thermal-hydraulic behavior in the pressure

vessel is dependent on the radius of the core. Therefore, the reflood experiments with a full-radius

core is essentially necessary, while the previous experimental facilities are small-scaled and the

horizontal non-uniform thermal-hydraulics are not completely simulated. Thus, in spite that the core

radius is considered to influence significantly the in-core thermal-hydraulics in combined injection

PWRs, there are little experiments with full-scaled facilities and it is not confirmed that the previous

findings with small-scaled facilities are applicable to PWRs.

Consequently, the objective of the present study is firstly to clarify the essential reflood

behavior in combined injection PWRs and to clarify the differences from that in cold leg injection

PWRs by performing reflood tests with SCTF having a full-radius simulating core. Secondly, it is

intended that a mechanism of the flow circulation phenomenon which has been found as one of the

most important phenomena governing the reflood behavior is clarified and a quantitative model on

the flow circulation rate is developed.

(4) Analytical model on thermal-hydraulics in pressure vessel of combined injection

PWRs during reflood phase

Although REFLA code succeeds to predict the system respoase(54) as well as the in-core

thcrmal-hydraulics(53) for cold leg injection PWRs, it is considered that the code has no capability to

predict the unique thermal-hydraulic characteristics in combined injection PWRs, e.g. the flow

- 8 -
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circulation behavior. Main reason is that the REFLA code is essentially one-dimensional, although

it can take into account the radial power profile effect in cold leg injection PWRs, as indicated in

chapter 3.

Consequently, the objectives of the present study are to develop an analytical model

concerning the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel of combined injection PWRs during a

reflood phase, based on the physical understanding obtained through the experimental investigation.

By utilizing the present accomplishment, it is intended that REFLA code becomes applicable not

only to cold leg injection PWRs but also to combined injection PWRs.

- 9 -
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Table 1.1 Important thermal-hydraulic phenomena for reflood behavior

of cold leg injection PWRs

1. In-core thermal-hydraulics

Flow pattern(22K24)

Heat t ransfer 0 3 ^

Quench front advancement^'(68)

Voidfraction(2Q'(12)

Effect of non-uniform power profile(28H30)

Effect of facility scale

Effect of grid spacer(59)'(70)

Effect of rod pitch and diameter(71)

Effect of thermal-hydraulic characteristics of rods(71)>(72)

2. System thermal-hydraulics

Water accumulation behavior in upper plenum(31)

Water accumulation behavior in plenum of steam generatorp3)

Heat transfer in steam generator^

Effect of primary pump flow resistance(5)>(74)

Thermal-hydraulics in cross over leg(3Z)

ECC condensation at cold leg(75)

Thermal-hydraulics in cold leg(75)

Water accumulation and entrainment in downcomer

Thermal-hydraulics in broken cold leg(34)

Parameter effect on system response
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Fig. 1.1 Structure of PWR and a postulated pipe rupture
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2. VOID FRACTION IN CORE DURING PWR REFLOOD PHASE

2.1 Introduction

During a reflood phase of cold leg injection PWRs, water is reflooded into the core from the

bottom at very low velocity. Water cools the hot core and then much steam is violently generated.

Resultantly, entrained water is distributed along the entire elevation of the core shortly after the

reflood initiation. Some entrained water accumulates along the entire elevation, and steam-water

two-phase flow is developed in the core. The expected flow pattern is illustrated in Fig. 1.3.

Two-phase flow in the core during the PWR reflood phase has the following features, as

described in chapter 1.:

1) The geometry of the core is a bundle.

2) The surface of the nuclear fuel is hot (400 - 1300 K) and often unquenched (dry).

Resultantly, the major flow pattern is transition flow or saturated two-phase flow (so called

inverted annular or inverted slug two-phase flow).*255

3) Velocity of water at the core bottom is very low and water is almost stagnant. According to

typical reflood simulation tests,(17)l (19) the superficial water velocity is approximately 1 - 4

cm/s except for a short while just after the reflood initiation.

4) Superficial steam velocity is also low and approximately less than 10 m/s.(17)'(19)

5) Fuel rod diameter and rod pitch are dependent on plant design.

6) Flow condition is not equal to each other among subchannels due to the horizontally non-

uniform decay heat level and non-uniform arrangement of non-heated rods (instrumentation

rods, etc.).

Previous works and remaining issues

Many works for the void fraction in the vertical flow channel were performed. However,

most works treated the void fraction in a wet (quenched) pipe(55)'(59) and the void fraction in a wet

bundle under reactor operating condition.(60)> (63* Few works treated the void fraction of two-phase

flow in an unquenched bundle under the PWR reflood condition.̂ 26*' ̂  Resultantly, following issues

to be clarified are specified.

1) General characteristics of void fraction during a PWR reflood phase

2) Difference between void fraction in a pipe and void fraction in a bundle

3) Effect of superficial water velocity on void fraction in a bundle under nearly stagnant water

condition

4) Difference between void fraction in an unquenched (dry) bundle and void fraction in a

quenched (wet) bundle

5) Effect of the equivalent diameter of the bundle on void fraction

6) Effect of the horizontally non-uniform flow condition among subchannels on void fraction
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Previous correlation

As shown later in the present chapter, Cunningham-Yeh void fraction correlation(64) has
indicated the best prediction of void fraction during a PWR reflood phase among the previous void
fraction correlations by Akagawa,(55) Butterworth,(56) Zuber-Findlay,(57) Wilson,(58) Sudo,(59) and
Cunningham-Yeh. Hence, Cunningham-Yeh correlation seems promising for prediction of void
fraction during a PWR reflood phase. Cunningham-Yeh correlation is an empirical correlation and
is derived through a test performed with a wet bundle containing 480 electrically heated rods. It is
formulated as follows.

acr= 0.925 (pg/pi)OJ39(ugo/ubcry{ugo/(ugo+u,o)}0-6 (2-1)

Here, Uba = 1.53 (og /pi)025

a = 0.67 for (ug0/ubcr) ^ 1
0.47 for (ug0/ubcr) > 1

and CCCY is the void fraction predicted with Cunningham-Yeh correlation. The term to describe the

effect of superficial water velocity Uw, i.e. {ugo/(ugO + «/o)}°'6» is negligible during a PWR reflood

phase, because ui0 is sufficiently small. For example, since uio is generally less than 4 cm/s, the term

{ugol{Ugo + Uio)}06 contributes to less than 4% of aCr at ugo = 0.5 m/s~10 m/s. Therefore, Eq. (2-

1) can be approximated to

acr= 0.925 (pg/plf
239(ugo/ubcr)\ (2-1)'

Cunningham and Yehfc aim is to apply their correlation to a small break accident. They
obtained their data with boil-off tests under pressure of 0.1, 0.7 and 2.8 MPa. The condition in a
PWR reflood phase is different from their experimental condition. In order to use their correlation
for a PWR reflood phase, it is necessary to assess it in the wide range of the conditions expected
during a PWR reflood phase.

Studies in the present chapter

The author has performed an experiment and measured the void fraction in a bundle under
the typical reflood condition. He has studied the above-specified issues 1) — 5) on the void fraction
characteristics. The results are described in the present chapter. The discussion on 6) is presented in
chapter 3.

The author has assessed the applicability of the previous void fraction correlations,
specifically Cunningham-Yeh correlation, to wide experimental conditioas expected during a PWR
reflood phase. In the present chapter described are the results of the assessment of Cunningham-
Yeh correlation and so on, a modification of the correlation and the assessment of the modified
correlation.
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2.2 Experiment

(1) Experimental facility
Most data referred in the present chapter have been obtained with 4x4-rod test facility shown

in Fig. 2.1. This facility has been designed to investigate the thermal-hydraulic behavior in a PWR
core during the reflood phase. The test facility consists of the following major components:

1) Test section simulating a PWR core with a rod bundle, an upper plenum and a lower
plenum

2) Coolant supply system simulating ECCS of a PWR

3) Orifice and steam venting line simulating a PWR primary loop between the upper

plenum and the break point

Figure 2.2 shows the cross section of the test section. The test section consists of a heated
rod bundle and a channel housing. The heated rods are arrayed in a 4x4 square lattice. The rods are
nearly equal to PWR nuclear fuels in the size, pitch and heated length. The outer diameter and the
heated length of heated rods are 10.5 mm and 3.6 m, respectively. The pitch of the rods is 13.8 mm.
Dimensions of a typical PWR (15x15 type) are 10.7 mm in fuel diameter, 3.66 m in fuel heated
length and 14.3 mm in fuel pitch, respectively. The flow area of the test section is about 1/2100 of
that of 1100 MWe-class PWRs. The ratio of the flow area of the facility to that of a PWR is nearly
equal to the ratio of heated rod number. Therefore, the heat generation rate per unit flow area in a
PWR core is simulated in the present test facility.

The heated rods in the facility are indirectly heated with electrical power. The internal
structure of the heated rods is shown in Fig. 2.2. In order to simulate the thermal characteristics of
the nuclear fuels, the heated rods have an axial cosine-shaped power profile with a peaking factor
of 1.6, and have the inconel cladding, the boron nitride as the insulator, and the nichrome ribbons as
the heater elements. The channel housing surrounding the bundle is made of stainless steel.

The lower plenum, to which water is injected, is connected to the bottom of the channel
housing. The upper plenum is connected to the top of the channel housing.

The water injected into the lower plenum flows upward through the bundle and into the

upper plenum, where steam is separated from water. The steam then flows into the containment

tank through the orifice. A pressure regulating system is equipped to the containment tank to keep

pressure constant by venting excessive steam during a test. The water separated in the upper

plenum is extracted into a hold-up tank.

(2) Measurement
Followings are major measurements:
(1) Pressure
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(2) water mass flow rate and temperature into the bundle

(3) power supplied to heated rods
(4) differential pressure across orifice to measure steam flow rate
(5) water volume in the hold-up tank to measure water mass flow rate out of the bundle

(6) clad temperature of heated rods

(7) differential pressure across each elevation in the bundle
(8) temperature of the channel housing

(9) fluid temperature

They were measured during tests, and were recorded on a digital magnetic tape for data
reduction by a computer. Flow pattern in the bundle was observed with video camera through
viewing windows on the channel housing. Ungrounded sheathed thermocouples of 0.5-mm outer
diameter were used for clad temperature measurement. They were buried in grooves on the outer
surfaces of cladding. The outer surfaces of heated rods were made smooth to prevent an adverse
effect of the thermocouple on the reflood behavior.

(2) Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure is as follows: The test section is filled with saturated steam up to

a specified pressure (usually 0.2 MPa). The electrical power is supplied to the heated rods to heat
up. The water injection into the lower plenum is initiated when the clad temperature of heated rods
reaches a pre-selected value (usually 673 K). The water level rises up in the lower plenum and
reaches the bottom of the bundle. This time has been defined as 0 s or the reflood initiation time. As
the water level advances up in the bundle, two-phase flow develops in the bundle. The measured
clad temperature has traced the similar curve ^hown in Fig. 1.2. That is, the clad temperature-
increasing rate decreases gradually. Then, the clad temperature turns around, and begins to
decrease. Finally heated rods are cooled down nearly to the saturation temperature. Thus, one test
ends. By changing the experimental condition, tests have been repeated.

(3) Experimental Conditions
The experimental conditions for the present tests are summarized below:

• Pressure P : 0.1-0.4 MPa
• Inlet water flow velocity «&, : 2-10 cm/s
• Peak linear heat rate of heated rod qm^ : 1.0-2.8 kW/m
• Initial clad temperature T^ : 673-1073 K
• Inlet subcooling Arre6 : 20 K
• Temperature of channel housing wall Tw : Saturation temperature (373-413 K).

Both qmax and Tdmt shown above are the values at the mid-elevation of heated rods. The

above conditions cover almost the complete range of conditions expected during a PWR reflood

phase.
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23 Data analysis

(1) Description on void fraction(12)

According to one-dimensional two-fluid model for two-phase flow, following equations are
derived for a vertical up-flow with constant flow area.*255 In the equations, a* is selected properly
depending on investigators.076*

1) Continuity for the vapor phase

_ + _ w v ^ = r (2_2)
dt dz

2) Continuity for the liquid phase

dt dz

3) Momentum for the vapor phase

dt dz dz

4) Momentum for the liquid phase

— + a^- + aPg8-aFgraFgW=ru' (2-4)

d{(l-a)plUf} dP
dz dzdt dz dz (2-5)

+ (l-a)plg-(l-a)Fig-(l-cc)Fiw = -ru'

Following equation is derived from above equations.

^ = -g{<zpg+(l-cc)Pl} + Fw-^{aPgug + (l-a)plUl}-^ (2-6)

where

In the above derivation, following relations are used.
1) Newton's third law : aFgl + (l-a)F,g = 0 (2-7)

2) Definition of wall friction : Fw = aF^ + (l-a)F!w (2-8)
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Void fraction a is written from Eq. (2-6) under steady-state condition as follows.

a-

Fw and dDvldi are frictional and accelerational losses per a unit volume, respectively. If Fw and dDv

Idi is negligible, Eq. (2-9) can be simplified as follows.

The averaged void fraction Ot in section Az can be expressed as follows.

( 2 ' U )

a has been calculated with Eq. (2-11) in the present study by using the measured differential

pressure AP/Az.

Two points must be justified in order to use Eq. (2-11). The first one is justification of the
steady-state assumption in Eq. (2-9). The second one is justification of neglecting the frictional and
accelerational losses. Both have been justified under typical PWR reflood conditions, as shown in
Appendix 1.

(2) Calculation of superficial steam velocity
Superficial steam velocity is an important factor to describe void fraction. This is known from

Cunningham-Yeh correlation, i.e. Eq. (2-1)', and other previous correlations. Superficial steam
velocity has been calculated with an energy conservation equation in the present study, as follows.

According to Murao^ observations,^ the flow pattern and the axial clad temperature
distribution are thought during the reflood phase, as shown in Fig. 2.3. The axial clad temperature
distribution indicates discontinuity at the quench front. The surface of a heated rod above the
quench front is dry, while wet below the quench front. Since the quench front usually advances
upwards, the boundary of the wet and dry clad regions advances up. Significant heat release per
unit length from a heated rod occurs due to the quench front advancement. Therefore, to calculate
the accurate superficial steam velocity, the discontinuous clad temperature distribution at the
quench front must be taken into account. Hence the superficial steam velocity ug0 at a given
elevation z is expressed as follows:
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1) When z is above the quench front elevation Zq,

tt\-fr(CPpA)h\— ] dz + (cppA)hUqATq

(2-12)

ug0 =

2) When z is below the quench front elevation Zq,

1
Ug0 = ~^ dz + \z

Qqdz (2-12)'

N is the number of the heated rods. The subscript h means the heated rods. The sum of the

first and third terms in the bracket of Eq. (2-12) are the stored (or released) heat in the section [0,

z] of the heated rods except at the quench front. The second term is the heat release due to the

quench front advancement. The fourth term is the heat input by the electrical power. The last term

is the heat necessary to make the injected subcooled water saturated.

The above equations are obtained under the following assumptions.

1) Thermal equilibrium exists between steam and water at each elevation.

2) The flow behavior is quasi-steady. This means that the values uq, ATq, {dTldt\ and

P can be assumed constant for the period when the steam generated at the lower

portion of the heated rods reaches the elevation z.

3) There is either heat loss nor heat addition through the channel housing.

4) The heat stored at the unquenched elevation of the heated rod is released due to the

quenching instantaneously until the clad temperature becomes the saturation

temperature.

5) The radial temperature distribution inside the heated rods is uniform.

The validity of the above assumptions has been evaluated in Appendix 2. As shown in

Appendix 2, it can be regarded that the introduced assumptions are valid in the core during most

PWR reflood phase except for the early reflood phase and the vicinity of the quench front.

Consequently, the data where the assumptions are regarded to be valid are treated in the following

study.

The relation between the superficial steam velocity and the superficial water velocity can be

described as follows from Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3).

+ PiUio + fo { 8(aPg) I <% + e%l-a)pi/ci } dz (2-13)
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Since the flow is regarded to be steady, as indicated in Appendix 1, the above equation can be
simplified to

uio = uu, - (pg/pi)ug0. (2-14)

In the present study, ugo is calculated by Eq. (2-12) or Eq. (2-12)' and u» is calculated by Eq. (2-

14).

2.4 Parameter dependency of void fraction during a PWR reflood phase

(1) Flow pattern in a bundle and relation between void fraction transient and flow pattern

The transients of a and Ugo have been calculated with Eqs. (2-11) and (2-12). An example

obtained around the mid-elevation of the core (ug0 at the 2.0-m elevation from the bottom of the

heated length and a in the section between 1.8 m and 2.2-m elevations) are shown in Fig. 2.4. It

was known from the clad temperature measurements that the quench front reached the 1.8 m

elevation at 125 s, and passed through the 2.2-m elevation at 180 s. These timings are shown in the

figure by vertical lines.

Until about 20 s, calculated a is almost 1. Video observations showed that there were no

droplets for the first several seconds after the reflood initiation. Then some droplets moving at high

speed were observed, although the exact speed could not be specified. The droplets increased

gradually in quantity and in size, but each droplet could be distinguished visually, indicating that the

quantity was not so large. This observation suggests that the flow pattern is the dispersed flow

shown in Fig. 1.3.

At about 20 s, calculated a decreases in a stepwise manner but the value remains at a high

value ( Cl » 0.85). On the other hand video observation indicated that the quantity and size of

droplets increased rapidly and the observed flow pattern became chaotic. This suggests the change

of the flow pattern from the dispersed flow to the transition flow in Fig. 1.3.

During the period later than 20 s, calculated a and calculated ug0 decrease roughly

monotonously with time. Video observation indicated chaotic image until the end of the test.

Therefore, it is difficult to identify the change of the flow pattern through the video observation

during the period. However, the chaotic image suggests that significant amount of water exists in

the observed elevation in comparison with the case of the dispersed flow. Until 125 s, the quench

front is below the concerned elevation (1.8 m from the bottom). Therefore, it is considered that the

wall is dry and the flow pattern is transition flow. At about 180 s, the quench front leaves the

concerned elevation. Therefore, it is considered that the wall is wet and the flow pattern is saturated

two-phase flow. The calculated a and the calculated ug0 become almost constant after the time.
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The general transient of a described above was similar to all other elevations and all other

tests. The first period when the dispersed flow was observed tended to be shorter with the higher

initial clad temperature condition. Therefore, it is considered that this period is required to heat the

subcooled water entering the core to the saturation temperature and to generate steam to entrain

droplets.

The saturated two-phase flow and the transition flow were considered to be formed after

about 20 s in the present test, and to last at least until 200 s, when the rods at all elevation were

quenched. Thus, it is known that the saturated two-phase flow and the transition flow are

predominant regimes during a reflood phase. Accordingly, the present study treats void fraction

only in these regimes, i.e. a after the stepwise decrease in the first period. In these flow regimes

(20 s~200 s in Fig. 2.4), the transient of a indicates a close relation with ugO) that is, a decreases

with decrease in ug0. This is investigated in section (3) below.

(2) Comparison with previous studies on flow pattern in a bundle
Previous studies^ "p4) on the flow pattern for a PWR reflood phase were performed by using

tubular test sections. On the other hand, the present result was obtained by using a bundle test
section. As known from the investigation shown in the above section (1), no symptom indicating
different flow pattern characteristics between in a tube and in a bundle is recognized. In both cases,
it is considered that the saturated two-phase flow and the transition flow are predominant flow
regimes.

Flow pattern in a bundle was studied by Venkateswararao et a l . ^ and Williams et al.(78)

under wet wall condition. Williams et al. photographed flow patterns, and stated that bubble, froth,
slug, and annular flows occurred in a bundle. They made a flow pattern map. Their experiment was
performed with boiling water under mass flow velocity of above 400 kg/sm2, which was about
tenth larger than that during a PWR reflood phase. Their experimental condition was out of the
range of the conditions expected in a PWR reflood phase. Venkateswararao et al. performed an
experiment under nearly stagnant water condition (iiu, = 0.01-0.7 m/s). Their flow pattern map is
shown in Fig. 2.5. They stated that bubbly, slug, churn and annular flows occurred. Their data were
obtained with air-water two-phase flow in a wet bundle. Therefore, they did not observe the
transition flow (or inverted slug and/or annular flow). The transition condition from churn flow to
annular flow occurs at ug0 of approximately 8 m/s in their flow pattern map.

Traces of the transients of the present data are also shown in Fig. 2.5. The data shown have
been obtained at the mid- and the top- elevations of the bundle. It is suggested from the figure that
the flow condition in a PWR reflood phase lies mainly in churn flow region of the map. Although
the observation was not made at the top of the bundle in the present experiment, it is suggested that
saturated two-phase flow and transition flow are dominant even at the top of the core.
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(3) Effects of various parameters on void fraction
Effects of superficial steam velocity, pressure and linear heat rate

Figure 2.6 shows a relation of a and ugo under PWR reflood conditions. It is noticed that

a is dependent on ug0, P and uw. The higher superficial steam velocity, the higher pressure and the

lower superficial water velocity result in higher void fraction. It is also noticed that the effects of

initial clad temperature and peak linear heat rate on void fraction are negligible under the

experimented conditions.

The above characteristics suggest that the void fraction be mainly described by the term,

t (n,m,k>0). (2-15)

The effect of ug0 and P is considered as follows. Water is supported by steam in transition flow and

saturated two-phase flow regimes. Consequently, the larger drag force applied to the water will

give the higher void fraction. Resultantly, a seems to be correlated by the term {pg{ug-ui )2}", or
2" when ct is high and ug » Ut, to describe the effects of ugo and P. Dependency of a on

is shown in Fig. 2.7. Data are concentrating in a narrow range, specifically when pgug0
2 is

above 2. Thus, a is proved to be correlated with (pgugo
2y.

Cunningham-Yeh correlation uses similar formulation. This is known from Eq. (2-1),
indicating that the index number of pg (= 0.239) is about half of the index number of ug0 (= 0.47)
when ugo is high.

Effect of superficial water velocity

To assess the effect of the superficial water velocity Ui0 on void fraction, an additional
experiment has been performed under a wide range of the superficial water velocity (0.02m/s - 0.15
m/s). The result is shown in Fig. 2.8. The void fraction is lower with increase in the superficial
water velocity. The correlation of the superficial water velocity and the void fraction is presented in
section 2.5.

Effect of wall condition (unquenched rods or quenched rods)

The effect of wall condition (unquenched rods or quenched rods) on void fraction is

considered to be small empirically as follows. In Fig. 2.6 the comparison of void fraction in dry wall

region with that in wet wall region is shown. Dark and white symbols mean void fractions under

dry and wet wall conditions, respectively. There is little distinct discrepancy in a between both

conditions. The maximum discrepancy is seen when P, TdnU, itm and ug0 are 0.2 MPa, 973 K, 3 - 4

cm/s and 4 m/s, respectively. In this case, a is about 0.7 under wet wall condition and about 0.77

under dry wall condition. Discrepancy is 0.07, or 10% of a. Accordingly, the effect of wall
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condition (unquenched rods or quenched rods) can be neglected practically during the reflood

phase. Hence, the same correlation can be applied to saturated two-phase flow and transition flow.

This tendency (negligibility of the effect of wall condition) is confirmed extensively in the wide

range of the conditions later in section 2.6.

Although it is empirically proved that the void fraction in dry wall region is almost the same

as that in wet wall region, the mechanistic interpretation is not performed, since the sufficient

understanding on the flow structure is not obtained. A further investigation is necessary to make the

sufficient mechanistic interpretation.

(4) Applicability of previous void fraction correlations and difference between void

fraction in a pipe and void fraction in a bundle

Grouping of correlations

The measured void fraction has been compared with the predicted with previous correlations,

i.e. Akagawa,(55) Butterworth,(56) Zuber-Findlay,(57) Wilson,(58) Sudo,(S9) and Cunningham-Yeh.(54)

Previous correlations can be classified into four groups in terms of applicable conditions as follows.

(Group 1) Correlations for a single tubular flow passage under forced convection condition

Akagawa, Butterworth, Zuber-Findlay

(Group 2) Correlations for a single tubular flow passage under stagnant water condition

Wilson, Sudo

(Group 3) Correlations for a bundle flow passage under forced convection condition

Toshiba^ correlation (=similar to Zuber-Findlayfc)

(Group 4) Correlations for a bundle flow passage under stagnant water condition

Cunningham- Yeh

An equivalent diameter of the present tested bundle has been used as a pipe diameter to use the

above correlations for a single tubular flow passage.

Comparison of the measured and the predicted void fractions

The result of the comparison is indicated in Fig. 2.9. The agreement between the measured

and the predicted void fractions is not sufficient except for Cunningham-Yeh correlation. The

measured is much lower than the predicted by most correlations. This suggests that void fraction in

a bundle is lower under low water flow rate condition than that in a pipe. Osakabe et al.(62) also

indicated that the void fraction in a bundle was lower than that in a rectangular single channel under

relatively low gas velocity (mostly less than 2 m/s). This is consistent with the present result. The

reason why void fraction in a bundle is different from that in a pipe is discussed in section 2.8, based

on the flow observation result.

On the other hand, Morooka et al.(60) indicated that the void fraction in a BWR bundle was
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fairly well correlated with a drift flux model, e.g. Zuber-Findlay correlation,(S7) under relatively large
mass velocity (800-1400 kg/m2s). This means that the void fraction in a bundle is nearly equal to
that in a pipe under relatively large mass velocity. This is an opposite trend to the present result,
where Zuber-Findlay correlation does not give good prediction. Thus, the stagnant water condition
is important for the void fraction during a PWR rcflood phase. The reason of the abode opposite
trend is discussed in section 2.8.

Summary

In summary, it is concluded that

(1) void fraction in a bundle is low than that in a pipe under the same superficial steam
velocity and the same equivalent diameter, particularly when mass velocity is low (< 100
kg/m2s), and that

(2) the difference between both void fractions becomes smaller when mass velocity becomes
higher.

Consequently, void fraction during a PWR reflood phase is not predicted with correlations for a
single tubular flow passage or with correlations for forced convection condition in a bundle flow
passage. It seems to be predicted with correlations for stagnant water condition in a bundle flow
passage.

(5) Applicability of Cunningham-Yeh correlation
It is promising, as shown in above section 2.4(4), that void fraction for PWR reflood phase is

predicted with a correlation for a bundle passage and stagnant water condition, for example
Cunningham-Yeh correlation. Therefore, the applicability of Cunningham-Yeh correlation is
assessed for wide condition expected during a PWR reflood phase in the following.

Figure 2.10(l)~(4) shows a comparison between the measured a obtained with Eq. (2-11)

and the predicted a obtained with Cunningham-Yeh correlation. Figure 2.10(1) shows the effect

of pressure. Although a is dependent on pressure as mentioned in section 2.4(3), the predicted

a agrees with the measured a within ±20% error except for the condition of a > 0.75.

Accordingly, it can be said that Eq. (2-1)' predicts the effects of pressure fairly well for a PWR

reflood phase, although a detailed comparison shows that the lower pressure brings the higher

predicted a at the constant measured a. This indicates the possibility of further improvement of

the correlation by taking into account the pressure effect.

Figure 2.10(2)~(3) also indicates that the predicted a agrees with the measured a within

±20% error except for a > 0.75. Figure 2.10(4) indicates that a under uw /ess than 5 cm/s can

be predicted with ±20% error for a < 0.75. However, a at ul0 of 9-10 crn/s is overpredicted.

oc
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Applicable range

From the above comparison, it is concluded that Eq. (2-1)' predicts the void fraction during

the reflood phase within a ±20% error band under the following conditions:

P : 0.1-0.4 MPa, ul0 : 1 -5 cm/s, q^: 1.0-2.8kW/m, TM : 673-1073 K

a: 0.3-0.75, «g 0 :<7m/s

Deficiencies for applying to PWR reflood condition

On the other hand, following deficiencies of Eq. (2-1)'have been found.

(1) Applicability for high ugo condition (ugo > 7m/s)

(2) Applicability for high uw condition (««> > 5cm/s)

These deficiencies come from that Eq. (2-1)' is not based on the experimental data under such

conditions. Additionally, there are following deficiencies.

(3) Neglecting of equivalent diameter effect on void fraction

(4) Neglecting of viscosity effect on void fraction

According to previous researches on void fraction in a pipe, it is well known that void fraction is

dependent on equivalent diameter and fluid viscosity. Therefore, void fraction in a bundle is

considered to be dependent on these parameters. However, the effects of these parameters are not

taken into account in Eq. (2-1)'.

In order to apply Eq. (2-1)'to PWR reflood behavior, modification is necessary for the above

points. Deficiency (3) is taken into account in section 2.7 and a reference/1095 Deficiency (4) is

taken into account in a reference/109* According to these references, errors due to the neglecting of

equivalent diameter effect and fluid viscosity effect are negligible. Therefore, deficiencies (1) and

(2) are taken into account in section 2.5.

2.5 Modification of void fraction correlation*12'

Based on the result in section 2.4, Cunningham-Yeh correlation is modified. In this section,

deficiencies (1) and (2) are taken into account.

Basic concept

The basic concept for the modification is illustrated in Fig.2.11. Cunningham-Yeh correlation

is used for low superficial steam velocity condition, while Butterworth correlation(56) is used for

high superficial steam velocity condition. The switching of the correlations has been performed by

a = min(acY, aBunmvnh), (2-16)

where min{ac\; cc.BuatTworth) means the smaller of either CCCY or
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The above switching has been led primarily due to different applicable range of each
correlation. Cunningham-Yeh correlation was derived based on data under low superficial steam
velocity and then high superficial steam velocity is out of applicable range. Although Butterworth
correlation is based on data obtained in a wide range of superficial steam velocity, the correlation is
based on data obtained in a pipe flow passage. Since void fraction in a bundle is much lower than
that in a pipe especially under low mass velocity, as described in section 2.4(4), the applicability of
the correlation is questionable to void fraction in a bundle under low superficial steam velocity.

The mechanistic reason of the switching of the correlations is discussed in section 2.8.

Modification of Butterworth correlation

Butterworth(56) obtained a following correlation by modifying the Lockhart-Martinelli

correlation.^

02SccButtenonh
l = 1 + 0.28 (ul0/ug0f

M (pi/pg)

Butterworth correlation was derived based on data obtained in a pipe flow passage. Void
fraction in a bundle is different from that in a pipe flow passage. Therefore, to apply Butterworth
correlation to a bundle flow passage, following modification has been introduced.

aBunerwnh' = 1 + A:X0.28(ulo/ugO)OM(pi/Pgf2* {&/Ms?™ (2-17)

where superscript * means modification and k is a newly introduced empirical coefficient to
describe the difference between a bundle flow passage and a pipe flow passage under high
superficial steam velocity. There is no mechanistic reason to introduce k as a coefficient instead of
an index number or other forms. However, since originally Butterworth correlation is an empirical
correlation and there is no physical meaning in the form of the correlation, k has been selected to be
a coefficient for the modification^ being simple.

Figure 2.12 shows void fraction calculated with Eq. (2-17). It is noticed that Eq. (2-17) can
predict void fraction under high superficial steam velocity and high water flow rate by using an
appropriate value of k. The figure indicates that

is the most appropriate for the present data. Therefore, the factor k=2 is tentatively chosen,

although the original value was 1. The adequacy of k=2 is checked in section 2.6 in the wide range

of the experimental conditions.

Modification of Cunningham-Yeh correlation
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The data used for the development of Cunningham-Yeh correlation were obtained under

nearly stagnant water condition. Therefore, the slip velocity AH between two phases can be

expressed as

Au = ug01 OCY . (2-18)

On the other hand, assuming completely separated two-phase flow and no velocity gradient

in the steam and water phases, AM is written as

Au = ug0 / a - uw / (l-a). (2-19)

From Eqs. (2-18) and (2-19), void fraction under not-stagnant water condition can be

converted to

a'cr = [1 + (ugQ + ul0) I AM - {1 + 2(ul0 - ug0) I Aw + (ug0 + ulof / Au2}m] 12. (2-20)

The superscript * means modification. AM is calculated by Eqs. (2-1)'and (2-18).

Final formulation

Finally, void fraction is calculated by

a = min{aa-, aButtenonh). (2-21)

a'cr is calculated by Eqs. (2-1)', (2-18) and (2-20), and aBuaerworth is calculated by Eq. (2-17).

2.6 Evaluation of modified void fraction correlation

The modified void fraction correlation, i.e. a combination of Eqs. (2-1)', (2-17), (2-18), (2-

20), and (2-21), is assessed by using test results with 4x4-rod test, CCTF<17) and SCTF08' tests.

(1) Application to transient condition supposed during a PWR reflood phase
Figure 2.13 shows a comparison of transient void fraction between the measured and the

predicted. The predicted void fraction agrees with the measured within ±10% except for the first
short period, when the flow pattern is considered to be dispersed flow which is out of the range of
the present study. Thus, it is confirmed that the present correlation reasonably predicts transient
void fraction during a PWR rcflood phase.

(2) Application to high steam and water flow rate(12)

The measured void fractions in 4x4-rod test arc compared with the predicted in Fig. 2.14. All
data obtained with 4x4-rod test are in the shaded area, including data under high steam and water
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flow rates, where good prediction has not been obtained with Cunningham-Yeh correlation. Thus,
it is confirmed that the prediction with the modified correlation agrees with the measured void
fraction within a nearly ±20% error band in saturated two-phase flow and transition flow under the
following conditions.

P: 0.1-0.4 MPa, u!g: 1-10 cnVs, q^: 1.0-2.8kW/m, TM : 673-1073 K

a : 0.3-0.9, ug0: 0.5-10 m/s

(3) Application to data obtained in a large-scaled test section
Present correlation has been applied to tests with CCTF075 and SCTF08* facilities. Both

facilities are large-scaled reflood experiment facilities, and have about 2000 heated rods simulating

fuel rods. Therefore, the applicability of the present correlation to a large-scaled core can be

evaluated. More detailed description on CCTF and SCTF facilities is presented in chapter 3.

Power level of each heated rod can be adjusted in CCTF and SCTF, so that the radial power
distribution in the core can be either uniform or non-uniform in dependence on the purpose of the
experiments. Data obtained under uniform radial power distribution are compared with the
prediction. The comparison is shown in Fig. 2.15 for CCTF and in Fig. 2.16 for SCTF. The major
experimental conditions are shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. It is known from the figures that the
present correlation provides a good prediction of transient void fraction for the large-scaled core.

Accuracy of the prediction with the present correlation is shown in Fig. 2.17. The predicted

void fraction agrees with the measured within ±30% error, which is slightly larger than that for

4x4-rod test.

(4) Application to various elevations in a test section
The present correlation has been applied to void fraction at various elevations. It is known

from Figs. 2.15 - 2.17 that void fraction is reasonably predicted at each elevation.

However, according to the detailed investigation, void fraction at the upper elevation tends to
be overestimated. This tendency is commonly seen in CCTF and SCTF (above 2.44 m in CCTF
and above 2.98 m in SCTF). The superficial water velocity at the elevation is estimated to be less
than 1 cm/s. Thus, it is considered that this tendency (overestimation of void fraction at the upper
elevation for it® < 1 cm/s) comes from the following facts. First, the void fraction at the upper
elevation is predicted with Eq. (2-17) instead of Eq. (2-1)', because the void fraction is high and out
of the applicable range of Eq. (2-1)'. Second, Eq. (2-17) has primarily introduced in order to extend
the applicability of the present correlation to high Um condition. And the equation is not assessed for
stagnant water condition (i.e. low Um condition), although it has been assessed under Uw 0.02 m/s,
as shown in Fig. 2.12. Third, as known from the form of Eq. (2-17), the void fraction predicted
with the equation approaches 1.0 infinitely with decrease in «/0 and is 1.0 at Uw = 0 m/s. Whereas, it
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is not proved empirically that the void fraction approaches 1.0 infinitely. Therefore, further

improvement of the correlation is expected for low uio condition («« < 1 cm/s) combined with high

ugo condition (ugo > 3 m/s). However, this improvement has not been tried, because in a viewpoint

of PWR safety analysis the prediction of void fraction at the upper elevation of the core is not

important.

2.7. Investigation on effect of equivalent diameter on void fraction with air-water

experiment

As indicated in section 2.4, void fraction in a bundle is much lower than that in a pipe with

the same equivalent diameter. The reason of this difference is not clarified. In addition, the effect of

the equivalent diameter on void fraction in a bundle is not clarified by previous studies.

The equivalent diameter D, of a PWR bundle depends on the plant design. Typically

following two types of bundles are used in current PWRs.

1. 15x15 type : d = 10.7 mm, p - 14.3 mm, square lattice array, D, = 13.6 mm

2. 17x17 type : d = 9.5 mm, p = 12.6 mm, square lattice array, De = 11.8 mm

The d and p are fuel rod diameter and fuel rod pitch, respectively. To apply the present void

fraction correlation to the PWR reflood phase, it is necessary to study the equivalent diameter

effect on void fraction in a bundle of De ranging 11.8 mm to 13.6 mm.

An air-water test with transparent test section has been performed to study the effect of the

equivalent diameter of a bundle on void fraction. The difference between flow pattern in a bundle

and flow pattern in a pipe is also assessed through the air-water test.

(1) Experimental facility and test procedure

Figure 2.18 shows a used experimental facility. No heating has been supplied in the present

test section. Test section was made of acrylic plastic to make visual observation. The cross section

of the test section is also shown in the figure. Simulated fuel rods are installed in the shroud. The

top and the bottom of the simulated fuel rods are tied with perforated plates.

Length and diameter of the simulated fuel rods are 900 mm and 12 mm, respectively. By

changing the arrangement of the simulated fuel rods, the following bundles have been

experimented.

1) Bundle size: 7x7 rows, 7x5 rows, 7x3 rows, 7x2 rows, 2x2 rows

2) Equivalent diameter: 16.2 mm (Gap of simulated fuel rods = 4.3 mm)

13.8 mm (Gap of simulated fuel rods = 3.6 mm)

10.3 mm (Gap of simulated fuel rods = 2.5 mm)

7.3 mm (Gap of simulated fuel rods =1.5 mm)
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In order to change the bundle size, fillers have been installed to adjust the flow area.

Air and water flow rates have been measured with rotameters. Differential pressure has been

measured with D/P cells. Pressure taps are positioned, as shown in Fig. 2.18.

The test procedure is as follows.: Air and then water have been supplied to the test section

with specified flow rates. After steady state has been established, differential pressure and pressure

have been measured. In addition, flow observation has been made. All tests have been performed

under atmospheric pressure. Experimented flow condition is as follows.

Superficial air velocity 0.1 ~ 9m/s

Superficial water velocity 0 ~ 0.07m/s

(2) Flow observation

Since the present test has been performed with no heating condition, rods are always wet and

the saturated two-phase flow is simulated with air-water flow.

Figure 2.19 shows the sketches of flow patterns observed in a bundle (De = 16.2 mm, Bundle

size = 7x7 rows). At superficial air velocity of less than about 0.05 m/s, bubble flow has been

observed. Each bubble has risen up in an individual subchannel. Diameter of bubbles has increased

with increase in superficial air velocity. For example at ug0 = 1 m/s, bubbles and slugs have been

observed. Shape of slugs has been irregular and some slugs have occupied several subchannels, as

shown in the figure. This is a unique difference from the shape of slugs in a pipe, which is almost

circular. Venkateswararao et al.(77) indicated that there existed slugs of such shapes. They called

such flow pattern churn flow. They stated that the direction of liquid flow changed in an irregular

way from up-flow to down-flow and vice versa. At a certain time, steam flowed up in some

subchannels while water flowed down in other subchannels. Under high Ugo (for example at Ugo = 8

m/s in Fig. 2.18), annular flow has been observed, as Venkateswararao et al..

(3) Measurement of void fraction

In the present air-water test, void fraction has been calculated with the following equation by

neglecting accelerational and factional losses, as similar to Eq. (2-11).

at = 1 + (pgg + APt/tei) I (p, - pg)g

a,- is void fraction at i-th section. AP,- and Az,- are the measured differential pressure and the axial

length of I-th section, respectively.

Deletion of the end effect

To delete the end effect of the flow channel, a has been defined by at- when at is linearly

related with i.
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Bundle size effect

In addition, void fractions obtained under various bundle size conditions have been compared

with each other to delete the housing wall effect. The comparison is shown in Fig. 2.20. The nearly

same void fraction at the same superficial air velocity is obtained among bundles of 7x7, 7x5 and

7x3 rows. However, the smaller bundle (7x2 rows) gives higher void fraction. Hence, it is

considered that the effect of the housing wall is negligible when the bundle size is larger than 3

rows. To delete the housing wall effect, data obtained with bundles larger than 7x3 rows are

investigated in the following.

(4) Effect of equivalent diameter on void fraction
Figure 2.21 shows the experimental results at various equivalent diameters. It is noticed that

the effect of the equivalent diameter is small when ugo is above 1 m/s. On the other hand, when ugo

is below 1 m/s, void fraction is higher with decrease in equivalent diameter.

The tendency of higher void fraction with decrease in equivalent diameter is the same as the
tendency observed in previous tests with using pipes. Wilson's(58) and Sudo's(59^ correlations, which
are for vertical pipes, describe the effect of equivalent diameter by a characteristic term [{<r/g(pr

Pg )}°'5/A ] " (o- = surface tension, n = constant). Wilson used n = 0.107, while Sudo n = 0.111.
Both numbers are almost the same, and the average is 0.11.

Discussion on equivalent diameter effect

The used characteristic length L is widely known as Laplace capillary constant, as follows.

L= [a/g(prpg)]
m

It is known that L is useful in determining the stability of boiling. When a bubble is generated from

bubble clouds, the radius of the bubble Rb is determined due to Taylor instability theory^ as

follows.

Rbcc[a/g(prpg)]
m (2-22)

On the other hand, the radius of bubbles generated with evaporation is described by Fritz(96) as
follows.

Rb = 0.0208 p\(Jlg{pi-pg)]
m (2-23)

where j3 is contact angle (degree). Thus, the physical meaning of the characteristic term is
considered to be a scale of a ratio of bubble diameter to equivalent diameter.
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Formulation of equivalent diameter effect

Assuming the analogy of effect of equivalent diameter on void fraction between in a pipe and

in a bundle, [{cr/g(pi-pg )}Q5IDe ] °'n is tentatively adopted to describe the effect of equivalent

diameter on void fraction in a bundle. To investigate the adequacy of the above assumption,

following modified void fraction a* is introduced.

a* = kameasured [{a/g(prpg )}Q5IDt f n (2-24)
k =0.836

where k is an empirical factor introduced to minimize H(a*-ameasured )2.

Figure 2.22 is a modified plot of Fig. 2.21, indicating that the scattering range of data

becomes narrower. Thus, it is possible to describe the effect of equivalent diameter on void fraction

in a bundle with Eq. (2-24).

Other works

In the above, equivalent diameter effect on void fraction has been investigated only by

varying rod pitch. However, equivalent diameter varies as rod diameter. Osakabe et al.(62)

performed a test by varying rod diameter and rod pitch. Based on their data, author has found(109)

that Eq.(2-24) is valid to describe equivalent diameter effect on void fraction even when equivalent

diameter varies as rod diameter.

(5) Discussion on application of equivalent diameter effect to PWR reflood phase
Although the effect of equivalent diameter can be described with Eq. (2-24), this contribution

is small and negligible for the PWR reflood behavior. This is known as follows. Assuming that De is

11.8 - 13.6 mm and P is 0.1 -0.4 MPa, which are expected conditions of PWR reflood phase,

[{<*lg{pi-Pg )}0 - 5 /A]°n is 1.205 -1.233 and brings only 2.5 % discrepancy in void fraction.

In order to apply the above results to a PWR reflood phase, it is necessary to study
additionally the effect of equivalent diameter under dry wall condition as well as under wet wall
condition. This subject has not been studied with author^ experiment. However, Ohnuki^
performed an reflood experiments with two types (15x15 type and 17x17 type) of bundles of 6x6
rows. He obtained transient void fraction data under both dry wall and wet wall conditions. His
comparison indicated that neglecting of equivalent diameter effect led to negligible influence on
void fraction prediction even under dry wall condition.

In conclusion, it is considered that the modified void fraction correlation written in section

2.5 is applicable to a PWR refiood phase under D, = 11.8-13.6 mm.
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2.8 Discussion on difference in void fraction characteristics between in a bundle and in a

pipe

In this section, physical interpretation is described concerning

(1) difference of void fraction in a bundle and in a pipe, and

(2) switching of Cunningham-Yeh correlation and Butterworth correlation shown in

section 2.5.

(1) Difference of void fraction in a bundle and in a pipe

According to authors experiment, difference between void fraction in a bundle and void

fraction in a pipe is significant in case of low superficial steam velocity, as described before. In case

of such condition, turbulence intensity is small and gravity force is larger than steam shear force.

Hence, following differences between flow patterns in a bundle and in a pipe are considered, when

superficial steam velocity is small.

(1) Since gravity force is larger than steam shear force, l)water locally drawn by steam up-flow

and 2)water flowing downward to keep mass balance can exist simultaneously, as illustrated

inFig.2.23.

According to the present observation of flow pattern in a bundle, subchannels of air-water

two-phase up-flow and subchannels of water down-flow exist simultaneously, and hence

flow condition is different among subchannels and air up-flow and water down-flow in a

bundle can be in different subchannels with each other, as shown in Fig.2.23. However, air

up-flow and water down-flow in a pipe is always in the same channel.

This will lead decrease in local slip velocity between air and water and in air shear force per

unit flow area in a bundle. Resultantly, averaged void fraction over flow area is lowered in a

bundle.

Behavior that flow condition is different among subchannels is also reported by

Venkateswararao.^ Strictly speaking, subchannels with high void fraction and with low void

fraction are formed instead of subchannels with void and without void.

(2) In a bundle flow passage, void fraction is depend on the size of flow channel as well as

equivalent diameter of a subchannel. It is observed that voids concentrate toward central

subchannels and void fraction in peripheral subchannels is lower than that in central

subchannels, specifically when the size of flow channel is large. This characteristic lowers

void fraction in a bundle. However, according to author's result, the peculiarity of peripheral

subchannels disappears up to the third rows from the periphery. This result is described in the

next chapter.

Behavior of void concentration toward central subchannels is presumed in the author's

experiment by heat transfer data instead of direct measurement of void fraction distribution.

However, Osakabe et al.(62) measured void fraction distribution directly. They measured void

fraction distribution in a bundle with X-ray computed tomography technique. He found that

low void fraction region in the peripheral subchannels and high void fraction region in the
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major central subchannels.

The result of above (1) and (2) makes to be presumed that the individual subchannels in a
bundle is not independent with each other and void fraction is lowered in a bundle in comparison
with that in a pipe.

On the contrary when superficial steam velocity is high, turbulence intensity of two-phase
flow becomes significant and flow direction of water becomes upward. Resultantly, even in a
bundle, flow condition becomes uniform among subchannels and each subchannel behaves like an
independent subchannel. As a result, void fraction in a bundle becomes closer to that in a pipe,
when superficial steam velocity is high.

(2) Switching of Cunningham-Yeh correlation and Butterworth correlation
To apply the void fraction correlation shown in section 2.5, Cunningham-Yeh correlation is

used for low superficial steam velocity and Butterworth correlation is used for high superficial
steam velocity. This switching has led primarily due to different applicable range of each correlation,
as described in section 2.5. Cunningham-Yeh correlation is based on data under low superficial
steam velocity, and then it is not proved for high superficial steam velocity. Butterworth correlation
is based on data in the wide range of superficial steam velocity. However, it is based on data in a
pipe flow passage. Void fraction in a bundle is much lower than that in a pipe flow passage
particularly when superficial steam velocity is low. Therefore, Butterworth correlation is not
proved for low superficial steam velocity in a bundle.

The mechanistic reason of the switching is considered as follows.
(1) In case of high superficial steam velocity, water is accelerated upward because of

increase in turbulence intensity and increase in steam shear force acting toward
water. Resultantly, flow condition becomes uniform among subchannels and each
subchannel behaves like an independent subchannel. As a result, void fraction in a
bundle becomes closer to that in a pipe. Therefore, Butterworth correlation
becomes applicable.

(2) On the contrary in case of low superficial steam velocity, water flow direction tends
to be downward because turbulence intensity is small and gravity force is larger
than steam shear force, although net flow direction of water is upward in order to
keep mass balance. Resultantly, instantaneous flow condition becomes non-uniform
among subchannels. Therefore, Butterworth correlation becomes not applicable
and Cunningham-Yeh correlation becomes applicable.

(3) Boundary of high and low superficial steam velocity will be depend on superficial
water velocity, since superficial water velocity will affect the turbulence of two-
phase flow.
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Thus, it is considered that switching of Cunningham-Yeh and Butterworth correlations is due

to difference in causes to govern the flow behavior.

2.9 Summary

(1) Void fraction in a bundle under stagnant water condition is lower than that in a pipe. This

void fraction difference is more significant with decrease in superficial steam velocity. On the

contrary, it is small when superficial steam velocity is larger than 3m/s and then the turbulence

intensity is large.

(2) Based on the flow observation, it has been considered that the void fraction difference

between a bundle and a pipe comes from the following fluid behaviors under stagnant water

condition. First water up-flow drawn by steam up-flow and water down-flow to keep mass

balance can be formed in respective subchannels and hence steam flows up readily in a bundle,

and second void in peripheral subchannels can concentrate toward central subchannels and

hence steam flows up readily in a bundle.

(3) Due to above void fraction difference between a bundle and a pipe, void fraction in a reactor

core during a PWR reflood phase is not predicted by most previous correlations based on the

experiments with using vertical pipes. On the other hand, Cunningham-Yeh correlation that is

based on the boil-off experiment in a bundle predicts void fraction during a PWR reflood

phase fairly well. The applicable range of the correlation has been the void fraction of 0.3 -

0.75, the superficial steam velocity of less than 7m/s, and the superficial water velocity of 0.01

- 0.05 m/s. Thus, the correlation does not adequately describe the effects of the superficial

steam and water velocities on the void fraction in the ranges of the high superficial steam

velocity (> 7m/s) and the high superficial water velocity (> 0.05 m/s), where the turbulence

intensity is large, because the range is out of the applicable range of Cunningham-Yeh

correlation.

(4) Consequently, a new correlation has been developed by taking into account the effects of the

superficial steam and water velocities, based on the experimental finding that void fraction

difference between a bundle and a pipe is smaller with increase in the turbulence intensity. The

developed correlation is written with a combination of Eqs. (2-1)', (2-17), (2-18), (2-20) and

(2-21). The developed correlation has predicted the void fraction within the error band of

±20% in the ranges of the conditions expected during a PWR reflood phase.

(5) The equivalent diameter effect on the void fraction in a bundle has been investigated through

the air-water test. A characteristic term to describe the equivalent diameter effect under

stagnant water condition has been derived as Eq. (2-24). However, the effect of the

equivalent diameter of the bundle on the void fraction has been negligible in the range of the

current PWR plant design, since the neglecting of the effect brings the error of 2.5% at most.
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Table 2.1 Test condition of CCTF flat power test

(Run 64)

Item

Core flow area

Core shape

Number of heated rods

Pressure at core top

Initial average linear power*

Decay curve of power

Axial peaking power factor

Radial power profile

Maximum clad temperature*

Water Velocity at core bottom

Water subcooling at core bottom

Value

0.26 m2

Cylindrical core
(See Fig. 3.3)

1824

0.2~0.27 MPa

1.07 kW/m

(ANS + Act.)
40s after scram

1.40

Flat

900 K

0.02~0.04 m/s
(Except 20s after reflood initiation)

0 - 3 0 K

* : Values at reflood initiation
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Table 2.2 Test condition of SCTF flat power test

(Run 718)

Item

Core flow area

Core shape

Number of heated rods

Pressure at core top

Initial average linear power*

Decay curve of power

Axial peaking power factor

Radial power profile

Maximum clad temperature*

Water Velocity at core bottom

Water subcooling at core bottom

Value

0.25 m2

Slab core
(See Fig. 3.6)

1884

0.2~0.25 MPa

1.03 kW/m

(ANS +Act.) X 1.02
40s after scram

1.40

Flat

922 K

0.01-0.025 m/s
(Except 20s after reflood initiation)

0~15K

* .: Values at reflood initiation
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© Present data : 4 x 4-rod test, 1.83m from core bottom
CD Present data : 4x4^-rod Test, 3.6 m from core bottom

• Bubbly o Slug + Churn Annular
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Fig. 2.5 Experimentally observed flow patterns in a vertical bundle
(77)
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3. RADIAL POWER PROFILE EFFECT ON IN-CORE THERMAL-HYDRAULICS
DURING A PWR REFLOOD PHASE

3.1 Introduction

In the safety analyses for a PWR LOCA, it is important to predict the clad temperature
transient of the fuel rod in order to judge the integrity of the clad, i.e. the first enclosure of the
fission product. To predict the clad temperature transient and the in-core thermal-hydraulic
behavior during a PWR reflood phase, JAERI developed a computer code REFLA(47) The
correlation described in chapter 2 has been incorporated into the code and it has been succeeded to
improve the predictability of the code.^7* ̂  The assessment of the code was performed for the test
section with a horizontally uniform power distribution by using the data of the 4x4-rod test,*225 the
FLECHT testp2) and the CCTF test.(53) In the assessments, the boundary condition at the core inlet,
i.e. water flow rate, water temperature and pressure, was given as input parameter. The
assessments indicated that the code gave good prediction on the thermal-hydraulics for a one-
dimensional core, i.e. a core having flat power profile, although there were some small deficiencies
in the predicted result.(53)

Importance of non-uniform power profile effect

As described in chapter 1, the PWR core has radially non-uniform power profile instead of
uniform power profile. This non-uniform power profile is considered to influence the in-core
thermal-hydraulics, and then it is necessary for the accurate prediction of the in-core thermal-
hydraulics to analyze the effect of the non-uniform radial power profile. However, in spite of the
importance of the effect of the radial power profile on the in-core thermal-hydraulics, the effect is
not satisfactorily clarified and the quantitative model to describe the effect properly has not been
developed yet. Although the predictive capability of REFLA code has been confirmed for a core
having uniform power profile, it has not been confirmed for a core having non-uniform power
profile.

Studies in the present chapter

Authors have intended to apply REFLA code to the prediction of the thermal-hydraulics in
the core having non-uniform power profile.^ In order to achieve this, the effect of non-uniform
power profile has been experimentally investigated. Further, a model describing the radial power
profile effect has been developed. The model has been assessed by comparing the calculated result
with the experimental data. In this chapter the result of the study on the above subjects is described.

It is considered that the radius of the core, as well as the radial power profile itself, is an
important factor for the radial power profile effect. Therefore, author et al. performed the reflood
tests with the large-scaled CCTF0^ and SCTF0^ facilities. The radius of the CCTF core is about
1/4 of that of a PWR core, and that of the SCTF core is about 1/1.
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3.2 CCTFtest

3.2.1 Facility description

The flow diagram and the major dimensions of the CCTF are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1,

respectively. The CCTF is designed to provide the capability to reasonably simulate the flow

behavior in the primary system during a PWR reflood phase, and models a four-loop 1100 MWe-

class PWR with a flow area scaling ratio of 1/21.5. It has a scaled pressure vessel with a full-height

core and four loops with passive and active component simulators, e.g. simulators of active steam

generators, primary pumps and containment tanks. The dimension of the CCTF pressure vessel is

shown in Fig. 3.2.

The CCTF simulates a 200% cold-leg-break and can be operated at the pressure less than 0.6
MPa. The core has about 2000 heated rods (indirect electrical heaters with cosine-shaped axial
power profile). Heated rods are bundled to 32 8x8-arrays and arranged in cylindrical configuration,
as shown in Fig. 3.3. The core is subdivided into three electrical power zones to establish a desired
radial power profile, as indicated by "High power zone", "Medium power zone" and "Low power
zone". An annulus downcomer with a gap of 61.5 mm surrounds the core. In the upper plenum,
upper plenum structures, i.e. guide tubes and support columns, are installed, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Each heated rod in the core simulates a full-size fuel rod. Dimensions of heated rods are

shown in Fig. 3.4. It consists of a spiral heater element, insulator, and inconel clad. The diameter

and the heated length of the rod are 10.7 mm and 3.66 m, respectively, nearly identical to those of

PWRs. Each rod has an axial power distribution to simulate PWR axial power distribution. The

axial peaking factor is 1.4 or 1.49.

3.2.2 Test procedure

CCTF tests referred in this chapter are the steep power test,0"9 the EM test,{81)l (82) the base
case test,(19)'(83) and the flat power test.(84) The base case test has been performed under the typical
test condition which is chosen from the result of a licensing calculation/19* The major test
conditions are shown in Table 3.2. The main parameter among the above four tests is the radial
power profile.

The radial peaking factor FP , defined as the ratio of the highest power level to the power
level averaged over the entire core, is listed in Table 3.2. The radial power profile is shown in Fig.
3.5.

Test procedure is as follows: Prior to a test, the facility has been pressurized with saturated
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steam to a specified pressure (0.2 MPa). Heating power has been supplied to heated rods. When
the maximum clad temperature of the heated rods has reached a specified value (around 873 K -
1117 K), the ECC water injection system has been activated and several seconds later the heating
power has started decreasing to simulate transient decay heat during a PWR reflood phase. The
ECC water has been injected into the cold leg except for the first short period (several seconds),
when it has been injected into the lower plenum. The power decay and the ECC injection rate have
been adjusted to simulate their transients estimated in a licensing calculation. Pressure in the
containment tank has been controlled at a specified pressure by venting the excessive steam.

33 SCTF test

33.1 Facility description

The flow diagram and the major dimensions of the SCTF are shown in Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.3,
respectively. The SCTF has been designed to study two-dimensional thermal-hydraulic behavior
during a PWR reflood phase, especially in the full-radius core. Therefore, the SCTF has a full-
radius slab-shaped core of full-height. The core flow area scaling ratio against the typical 1100
MWe-class PWRs is 1/20.

The SCTF has a simplified primary system consisted of one hot leg, one intact loop, one
steam-generator-side broken loop and one pressure-vessel-side broken loop. A steam/water
separator in the SCTF simulates the steam generators in PWRs. The valves shown by VI and V2
simulate a 200% cold-leg-large-break.

The pressure vessel consists of upper plenum, core, lower plenum and downcomer, as shown
in Fig. 3.6. The detailed dimension is shown in Fig. 3.7. About 2000 heated rods (indirect electrical
heaters with cosine shaped axial power profile) simulate fuel rods. The dimension of each heated
rod is 10.7 mm in diameter and 3660 mm in heated length, which are nearly identical to PWR ones.
The axial peaking factor of the heated rod is 1.4. Rods are bundled with spacers into eight 16x16-
bundles and arranged in a row. Each bundle is called bundle 1 through bundle 8, as indicated in Fig.
3.7. Bundle 1 simulates the bundle in the core center of a PWR, while bundle 8 the bundle in the
core periphery core.

3.3.2 Test procedure

The initial set-up of the SCTF tests is shown in Fig. 3.6. Prior to a test, the pressure vessel is
pressurized with saturated steam to a specified pressure (0.2 MPa). Heating power is supplied to
heated rods in the core. When the clad temperature of the heated rods reaches a specified value
(835 K or 649 K), the ECC water injection system is activated and the heating power starts
decreasing to simulate transient decay heat during a PWR reflood phase.
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The ECC water is injected into lower plenum of the SCTF, although it is designed to be

injected into the cold legs in PWRs. By the lower plenum injection, it has been tried to simulate the

exact flow rate transient at the core bottom. The power decay and the water flow rate at the core

bottom have been adjusted to simulate the result of the CCTF test performed under a typical

condition estimated with a licensing calculation. Pressure in the containment tank has been

controlled at a specified pressure by venting the excessive steam.

The major test conditions of SCTF tests referred in this chapter are shown in Table 3.4. The

radial power profile is shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.4 Effect of radial power profile in a large-scaled core on void fraction distribution

Based on the experimental results of 4x4-rod test, CCTF tests(85)> (86)l (93) and SCTF tests,(28)

the radial power profile effect in a large-scaled core on void fraction distribution has been

investigated.

(1) Experimental result of void fraction in a non-uniformly heated bundle

Author has performed experiments by using 4x4-rod test facility and investigated the non-

uniform power profile effect on void fraction in a bundle during a PWR reflood phase.p6) In the

experiments, a part out of 16 heated rods has been heated to establish non-uniform power profile.

The result is shown in Fig. 3.9. The parameter ug0 is obtained with heat balance calculation by

assuming that the steam flows uniformly among all subchannels. It is found that a is nearly constant

under the same ug0 regardless of the different fraction of the heated rods from 0.5 (8 heated rods)

to 1.0 (16 heated rods). Accordingly, it is known that a in a bundle can be predicted based on the

average ug0 regardless of the non-uniform steam generation.

In the figure, a predicted with the void fraction correlation presented in chapter 2 is shown.

The predicted a is in good agreement with the measured a within ±10%. Hence the present void

fraction correlation can be applied to a non-uniformly heated bundle.

(2) Previous study on void fraction distribution in a bundle

A new void fraction measurement technique using X-ray computed tomography (CT

scanner) has developed by Iizuka et al..(87) The CT scanner can measure void fraction distribution in

a bundle.

By using CT scanner, Morooka et al.(88)l (89) investigated void fraction distribution under

BWR operating condition (relatively high mass flow rate condition comparing with the condition in

a PWR rcflood phase) with using 4x4-rod test section. They reported that the void fraction
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distribution was nearly uniform even when there existed a locally high-powered heated rod and that
void fraction averaged over a bundle was little affected by the radial power profile. This is
consistent with the present result in spite of the difference in mass flow rate condition.

Osakabe et al.(62) also measured the void fraction distribution in a 13xl3-rod bundle with CT
scanner. His data was obtained with air-water two-phase flow under stagnant water condition. He
reported that void fraction was high in central subchannels and low in peripheral subchannels and
that the discrepancy of local void fraction against averaged void fraction was 0.63 when the
averaged void fraction was 0.49. He pointed out that the different characteristics of void fraction
distribution between Morooka and him were caused by a) the different gas injection condition
(Steam generates almost uniformly over a bundle in Morooka's heated bundle test, while air can
flow non-uniformly at the bundle inlet in Osakabefc non-heated bundle test.) and b) the different
mass flow rate (Mass flow rate is relatively high in Morookafc tests, while water is stagnant in
Osakabefc tests). However, according to his data, if the void fraction in the peripheral subchannels
(until the second most-outer row) is neglected, the discrepancy of local void fraction in each
subchannel is less than about 0.2 and the void fraction distribution can be regarded to be uniform.
Thus, it is considered that the local non-uniformity of void fraction in a bundle under stagnant water
condition is realized only in the peripheral subchannels.

(3) Scale effect on void fraction
In a large-scaled core, there may exist a corewise secondary flow and a resultant non-uniform

void fraction distribution over the core. As the first step, in order to study the scale effect and the
radial power profile effect on void fraction in a large-scaled core, data obtained in CCTF and SCTF
tests under uniform radial power profile condition have been investigated. Since a has been
obtained by converting measured axial differential pressure in CCTF and SCTF instead of CT
scanner or other local void fraction measurement technique, it is not possible to know the detailed
void fraction distribution in a bundle. However, it has been found that a is nearly uniform over the
entire core by comparing a measured in each bundle with each other. In chapter 2, it has been
indicated that measured a averaged over the core at each elevation can be predicted with the
present void fraction correlation. Thus, it is proved that the scale effect on void fraction can be
neglected, when the radial power profile is uniform.

As the second step, data obtained in CCTF and SCTF tests under non-uniform radial power
profile condition have been investigated. It has been found that the measured a is nearly uniform
over the entire core, as the same as in the tests under uniform radial power profile condition.

The measured a averaged over the core and the predicted a are shown in Fig. 3.10(1) for
CCTF steep power test and in Fig. 3.10(2) for SCTF inclined power profile test. In the prediction,
iigo is obtained by assuming the uniform ugo distribution over the entire core. The predicted a
agrees with the measured. The accuracy of the prediction can be known from Figs. 3.11(1) and
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3.11(2). Error band of the present correlation for the core having non-uniform radial power profile

is ±30%, which is nearly the same for the core having uniform radial power profile shown in Fig.

2.17. Hence the present void fraction correlation can be applied to a non-uniformly heated large-

scaled core as well as a uniformly heated large-scaled core with nearly the same accuracy.

The reason of the uniform void fraction distribution over the entire core is considered that the

gravity force due to the mass of staying (stagnant) water is more dominant than the inertia due to

flowing fluid during a PWR refiood phase and that stagnating water can easily communicate

horizontally among subchannels to flatten the horizontal pressure gradient.

(4) Void fraction distribution effect on heat transfer during a PWR reflood phase

According to Osakabe^s result(62) with a small-scaled bundle, it is considered even for a large-

scaled core that the void fraction is lower in peripheral subchannels than the average. On the other

hand, the detailed void fraction distribution has not been measured in large-scaled CCTF and SCTF.

In order to know the detailed void fraction distribution in a large-scaled core, the distribution of the

heat transfer characteristics has been investigated by comparing the clad temperature transients at

various rows of the bundle. This comparison has been made in a viewpoint whether it is necessary

or not to take into account the detailed void fraction distribution for a reactor safety analysis.

Figure 3.12 shows the maximum clad temperature at various rows of a bundle. These data

are obtained in SCTF flat power test. It is known that the maximum clad temperature is low at the

most outer row, indicating higher heat transfer coefficient. According to Muraofc study,(13) heat

transfer coefficient is higher with lower void fraction during a PWR reflood phase. Therefore, the

higher heat transfer coefficient at the most outer row suggests the lower local void fraction in the

peripheral subchannels. This tendency is consistent with Osakabes result.(62) Except for the data at

the outer rows, Fig. 3.12 shows that the maximum clad temperature are almost uniform, suggesting

uniform void fraction distribution except in the peripheral subchannels. Figure 3.13 shows the

quench time at various rows of bundles. The data are obtained in SCTF flat power test. The quench

time is almost the same at various rows. This also supports the uniform void fraction distribution

except in the peripheral subchannels.

Hence, although heat transfer has been non-uniform, the non-uniformity is limited in the

peripheral subchannels (four rows at most), where heat transfer is better than in the central

subchannels. Therefore, the detailed void fraction distribution effect on the heat transfer is

negligible in a viewpoint of a reactor safety analysis.

3.5 Description on power profile effect model

In order to be capable to predict the thermal-hydraulics in the core having non-uniform radial

power profile, authors have intended to improve REFLA code. Based on the above experimental

results, the following assumptions have been introduced.
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1) Assumption 1: Hydraulic condition

Steam and water communicate completely in horizontal direction at each elevation among all
subchannels. This assumption leads to the same steam and water flow rates, and the same
steam and water temperatures among all subchannels. That is,

Pi-Pj, Gu=Gij, Ggi=Ggj, Tu=Tij, Tgi=Tgj (i,j = subchannel identification).

This assumption leads to the same void fraction among subchannels, because in REFLA code
void fraction is correlated with Pi, Gu, Ggi, Tu, and Tp . This assumption has been led based
on the experimental result that void fraction is nearly uniform in the radial direction over the
entire core except for the peripheral subchannels regardless of non-uniform radial power profile
condition.

2) Assumption 2: Flow pattern and quench front

Flow pattern is common among subchannels. However, the quench front elevation, which is

one of key parameters during a PWR reflood phase, is not common among subchannels.

Murao formulated the quench front velocity in the following form/68* and confirmed

applicability of his equation to one-dimensional core (core having uniform power profile).

uli = Ki (Pi, A r« f c i )(cP P )Cii (3-1)

where (cpp)Cti is heat capacity of clad in a subchannel i, determined by the clad temperature just
above the quench front (quench temperature) of subchannel i, and Ki is a function of /*, and
ATsub,i • The quench front elevation in a subchannel i is assumed to be calculated with the above
equation. This assumption has been led through the consideration that the above equation can
be extrapolated to core having non-uniform radial power profile.

3) Assumption 3: Heat transfer condition

Heat transfer condition is determined individually in each subchannel. That is, the heat transfer
coefficient in a subchannel i is determined by the average hydraulic condition (i.e. pressure,
void fraction, water velocity, steam temperature and water temperature) and the local thermal
conditions (i.e. the local clad temperature and the distance from the quench front of the rod).
Therefore,(13)'(65)

h. = ft [(1 - ai)'" h «,,„• + (1 - en f2 hru,i ] (3-2)

where,

tM (3-3)

)lrad,i = eE(Tt,t - TU i) I (T*i - Tsa,,i) (3-4)
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and
/,= 1.0 for um 0.1 (3-5)1.0

10(u;o,r0.

2.0
1)

for
for
for

UlO,i

0.1-
0.2 •

0.1
< um •

< UlO,i

<0.2
<0.3

The heat transfer coefficient /*, is defined by hi = qJATsati, where ATsat,i is (Tej - T^J).

Formulating the above assumptions 1 - 3 , the present model has been incorporated into
REFLA code. The feature of the present model is to handle the hydraulics by one-dimensional
calculation with an average-power subchannel and additionally the thermals by one-dimensional
calculation with a local-power subchannel, and not to handle the thermal-hydraulics by two-
dimensional calculation. Therefore, the coding is very simple and the computing time can be
minimal in comparison with a three-dimensional code.

In the above formulation, steam generation rate in a subchannel i is different from that in a
subchannel j . However, steam flow rate at each elevation is assumed to be uniform among all
subchannels and to be average value of steam flow rates over all subchannels. Therefore, the above
assumption preserves mass conservation, if the flow area of each subchannel is equal to each other.

For the convenience of the description in this chapter, we divide the core having the radially
non-uniform power profile into three axial regions as shown in Fig. 3.14.

• Region I, or dry wall region, is defined as the elevation that is above the uppermost
quench front elevation. That is, all walls of rods are dry in this region.

• Region II, or mixed wall region, is defined as the elevation in which some rods have
quenched and some rods have still unquenched.

• Region III, or wet wall region, is defined as the elevation that is below the lowermost
quench front elevation. That is, all walls of rods are wet in this region.

3.6 Evaluation of present model

3.6.1 Improvement of clad temperature prediction

Author has incorporated the present power profile effect model into REFLA code. The clad
temperature transient has been predicted with the updated REFLA code. The result is shown in Fig.
3.15, where CCTF data and prediction with original REFLA code are also indicated. Referred data
are obtained in CCTF EM test.(81)(82) REFLA code with the present model predicts the clad
temperature transient better than the original REFLA code.

In order to evaluate the improvement of the prediction on the clad temperature transient

under wider condition, prediction with REFLA code have been performed for several CCTF tests.
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The result is shown in Fig. 3.16. The temperature rise ATnu in the figure is defined by

ATrise = !„,„, - TM, (3-6)

where Ttum is turnaround temperature and Tu& is initial clad temperature.

Dark symbols are closer to the 45° line than white symbols, indicating the improvement of

the clad temperature prediction with the present model. Although the present model has improved

the clad temperature prediction, the error exceeds +30% in some cases, especially when ATrise is

small (ATjist < 50 K). This deficiency of the present model is considered to be caused by neglecting

the heat transfer enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region,

experimentally observed by Iwamura, et al..̂ 0-1 This is described in section 3.8.

3.6.2 Comparison of clad temperature prediction between present and other models

The usual calculation process in the licensing calculations of a PWRIX)CA is as follows: The
thermal-hydraulic system response and the fuel temperature response are calculated separately. For
the first step, the thermal-hydraulic system response is calculated. In the calculation, a one-
dimensional core and average-powered fuel rods are referred. Next for the second step, the
temperature response of the high-powered fuel rod is calculated. The core boundary conditions
needed for the temperature response calculation are specified based on the first step calculation. In
the second step calculation, no horizontal communication of fluid among the subchannels over the
core is assumed. The above calculation process is often called hot rod analysis.

The hot rod analysis is intended to predict the hottest rod temperature response
conservatively in licensing calculations. On the other hand, the present model is intended to predict
the real radial power profile effect. Although the purpose of these models is different from each
other, the predictability of the present model is assessed by comparing with the hot rod analysis
result. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 indicate that the present model predicts the effect of the radial power
profile better than the hot rod analysis in terms of prediction of the clad temperature transient.

Los Alamos National Laboratory in USA has developed a computer code TRAC545)'(46) for
the best-estimated analysis on the reflood phenomena of a PWR LOCA. The code handles the
thermal-hydraulics in the core three-dimensionally, and then it can calculate the radial power profile
effect on the in-core thermal-hydraulics. The TRAC code needs much computing time to execute
the in-core thermal-hydraulics due to three-dimeasional calculation.

The clad temperature calculated with TRAC code for the CCTF EM test is shown in Fig.
3.15. Roughly speaking, the present model gives as good predictability on the clad temperature as
TRAC code. Consequently, it can be stated that the present model is a good approximation to
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predict the radial power profile effect on the clad temperature to save the computing time. Another

benefit of REFLA code with the present model is that it can be easily improved, since its structure

is much simpler.

The main reason why the present simple model is a good approximation is considered that

the good horizontal fluid communication taken into account in the present model is a dominant

factor for the effect of the radial power profile on the clad temperature.

3.6.3 Predictability of present model on thermal-hydraulic behavior

Overall predictability of the present model has been assessed by comparing the clad

temperature transient between the measured and the predicted in sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. However,

predictability on detailed thermal-hydraulics is not known through the above assessment. During

the development of the original REFLA code, Murao considered that the important in-core

thermal-hydraulics are void fraction and heat transfer coefficient.^2' Based on the consideration, he

developed the original REFLA code and succeeded to predict the clad temperature transient in the

core having flat power profile. Hence, the predictability of the present model on detailed thermal-

hydraulics in the core having non-uniform radial power profile should be assessed by comparing

void fraction and heat transfer coefficient between the measured and the predicted. This

comparison is performed below.

(1) Void fraction

The predictions with the present model have been made for the CCTF flat power test(8S) (Fp

= 1.0) and the CCTF steep power test(82) (FP = 1.37). Figure 3.17(1) shows the predicted void

fraction with REFLA code for the flat power test. Quench front arriving and quench front leaving,

shown in the figure, are defined as a time when a quench front arrives at the lower tap of the

differential pressure measurement and a time when a quench front leaves the upper tap of the

differential pressure measurement, respectively. The agreement between the prediction and the data

is fairly well except for the early reflood phase (t < 50 s). This indicates that REFLA code predicts

the void fraction well for a one-dimensional core.

It is recognized from Fig. 3.17(2) that the agreement between the prediction and the data for

the steep power test is nearly identical to that for the flat power test. Figure 3.18 shows this

characteristic more clearly. The black, dotted and white symbols mean Region I (the dry wall

region), Region II (the mixed wall region) and Region III (the wet wall region), respectively.

For Region III, the ratio apretuc,ed/ameasurett is l±0.15 in both the steep and flat power tests,

indicating the good predictability of the present model for wet wall condition. The ratio is l±0.2 for

Region II and sometimes below 0.8 for Region I, indicating the expectation to improve REFLA

code for these regions. However, since the disagreement is similarly observed for both the steep
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power test and the flat power test, it is considered that the disagreement is caused by the

insufficient predictability of the original REFLA code itself for the dry wall region of the one-

dimensional core. It is reported(53) that the predicted void fraction at the elevation lower than 2.44

m for the one-dimensional core during the early period (roughly up to 150 s) with the original

REFLA code is generally lower than data. Hence, when the original REFLA code for the one-

dimensional core is improved, the predictability of REFLA code with the present model is expected

to be improved for the core having the non-uniform radial power profile.

Thus, it can be concluded that the present model is a good approximation for predicting the

void fraction at each elevation in the core having the non-uniform radial power profile for the wet,

mixed and dry wall regions.

(2) Heat transfer coefficient

Figure 3.19(1) shows the predicted heat transfer coefficient with the original REFLA code.

The numbers in the figure indicate the quench front elevation which is one of dominant factors for

the heat transfer coefficient during a PWR reflood phase.(13) The agreement of heat transfer

coefficient between the measured and the predicted is fairly well in comparison with the error band

(±30%) of the used correlation03*(65) in the code.

Figure 3.19(2),(3) shows the heat transfer coefficient predicted with the updated REFLA

code for the high and the low power rods of the steep power test, respectively. The agreement is

not so good for the high power rod of the steep power test, since the error exceeds ±30%.

Figure 3.20 shows this characteristic more clearly. The ratio hprtdic(edlhmtasUTtd is 0.85±0.1 for

the flat power test, indicating the rather good predictability of the original REFLA code for a core

having the uniform radial power profile.

On the other hand, prediction of heat transfer coefficient in the high power rod for the steep

power test is worse. For the dry wall region, the high power rods of the steep power test give the

lower ratio than the average power rod of the flat power test. The ratio is 0.7±0.1, which is about

15% underestimation in comparison with the ratio for the flat power test. This worse prediction of

present model is considered to be caused by neglecting the heat transfer enhancement due to the

flow concentration toward the high power region, as pointed out in section 3.6.1. This is described

in section 3.8.

3.6.4 Characteristics of clad temperature predicted with present model

In section 3.6.3, predictability of present model on thermal-hydraulic behavior has been

investigated in detail by data obtained in selected tests. In this section, predicted results with present

model is overviewed by data obtained in a lot of tests to investigate predictability on the effects of
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radial peaking factor, elevation, and other experimental conditions.

(1) Predicted clad temperature for cores having various radial peaking factors

The comparison of clad temperature transient between the predicted and the measured is

shown in Fig. 3.21 with a parameter of a radial peaking factor. The comparison is made for the data

at the core mid-elevation (1.83-m height from the core bottom). The comparison of the

temperature rise between the predicted and the measured is shown in Fig. 3.16 with dark symbols.

The predicted clad temperature transient agrees relatively well with the measured at the core

mid-elevation in the range of the radial peaking factor of 1.0 to 1.37.

(2) Predicted clad temperature at various elevations

The comparison of clad temperature of the EM test between the predicted and the measured

is shown in Fig. 3.22 with a parameter of elevations. The agreement is fairly good in most cases

except for 3.05-m elevation of a high power rod, indicating the present model is applicable to most

elevations of the core, where the maximum clad temperature is expected to occur.

(3) Predicted clad temperature uder various experimental conditions'110'

The comparison of the temperature rise AT^, between the predicted and the measured has

been performed in most CCTF tests. The range of the experimental conditions is shown in Table

3.5. The comparison has been made for the data at the 1.83-m elevation. The result is indicated in

Fig. 3.23. It is known that the prediction is fairly well in all cases. This indicates that the present

model is applicable to a PWR during a reflood phase. It is also known that the prediction indicates

lower temperate rise with increase in pressure and initial clad temperature, and higher temperature

rise with increase in total core power. These trends are as the same as the measured. Thus, it is

known that the trends of the various parameter effects on the temperature rise are properly

predicted with the present model.

Figure 3.24 indicates a comparison of the temperature rises between the predicted and the

measured at the elevations of 1.83 m and 2.44 m. The fairly good prediction of the temperature rise

is observed at both elevations. However in detail, the present model generally overestimates the

temperature rise at both elevations, as pointed out in sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.3(2).

3.7 Application of present model to licensing calculation

It is necessary to obtain the conservative prediction on the turnaround temperature for a

licensing calculation. The predicted AT^, with the present model is assessed in this viewpoint.

As shown in Figs. 3.23 and 3.24, AT^ predicted with the present model is larger than the

measured under the experimented conditions, indicating that the present model is conservative.(n0)
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This discussion is based on the direct comparison between the predicted AT,^, and the measured

. In the following an additional evaluation is performed based on the theory of the statistics.

As shown in Fig. 3.24, the difference between the predicted AT^ and the measured AT^, is

in average 32.5K at 1.83-m elevation and 7.4 K at 2.44-m elevation. The standard deviation is 18.7

K at 1.83-m elevation and 16.5K at 2.44-m elevation. According to the theory of the statistics/91' if

we assume

a) that the number of data is infinite,

b) that the prediction is made under random conditions, and

c) that ((ATrisJpraticttd - (ATrisJmeasured) is a random variable,

we can say with 95% probability that

(ATrisc)prediaed " (ATris^mcosured > m - 1.645CT,

where m and a are the average and the standard deviation. The predicted AT** is distributed, as

shown in Fig. 3.25. The value (iw-1.645o) is 1.74 K at 1.83-m elevation and 19.7 K at 2.44-m

elevation, as shown in the figure. Further, if we assume that the measured ATris, simulates the AT™

in PWRs completely, we can say

l)the predicted AT™ at 1.83-m elevation is larger by more than 1.74 K than AT^e in

PWRs with 95% probability, and

2) the predicted AT^e at 2.44-m elevation is larger than AT^ in PWRs with 95%

probability by adding 19.7 K.

Figure 3.26 shows that the present model tends to give the higher conservatism with the

higher radial peaking factor. In the reactor licensing calculation, the maximum radial peaking factor

is usually assumed to be around 1.55(3) which is larger than the radial peaking factors presently

experimented. Resultantly, it is considered that the present model overestimates the maximum clad

temperature for the core having the radial peaking factor supposed in the reactor licensing

calculation at higher probability than 95%. Hence, it is considered that the present model is

utilizable as a model for a reactor licensing calculation, where it is desirable that the model always

overestimates the maximum clad temperature and the discrepancy between the estimation and the

true value is as small as possible.

3.8 Discussion on predictability of present model and its improvement

Physical interpretation on predictability of present model

As described in section 3.6.1 through section 3.6.4, the present model practically describes

the radial power profile effect on the clad temperature, the void fraction, and the heat transfer

coefficient transients, although in detail heat transfer coefficient of high power rod is

underestimated anu resultantly clad temperature of high power rod is overestimated. The reason of
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good predictability of present model is discussed in the following.

The essential point of the present model is assumptions that steam and water mass flow rates

are equal to each other among subchannels and that void fractions are equal to each other among

subchannels. This means horizontal complete communication of fluid among subchannels. The

assumptions are considered to be a rough approximation of fluid flow distribution and void fraction

distribution among subchannels, which realizes in a bundle during a PWR reflood phase. Before the

interpretation of good predictability of the present model, following characteristics should be

pointed out.

(1) According to Murao^ study, the important thermal-hydraulics in a PWR core

during reflood phase are heat transfer coefficient on the nuclear fuel clad surface

and void fraction in a bundle.

(2) Heat transfer coefficient on the nuclear fuel clad surface is strongly dependent on

void fraction, and hence prediction of void fraction is essential.

(3) Vertical differential pressure is due to static head of water (That is, contribution of

flow resistance is negligible. This is discussed in Appendix 1.), when water is nearly

stagnant and superficial steam velocity is not large, as in case of a PWR reflood

phase.

(4) Flow resistance for horizontal movement of stagnated water is negligibly small in a

PWR bundle.

Due to above (1) and (2), the present model is justified, if only the reason why the present

model gives reasonable void fraction distribution is interpreted. Furthermore, due to above (3) and

(4), it is considered that stagnated water which dominantly brings the static head can readily

communicates among subchannels. Hence void fraction distribution is flattened over subchannels.

Thus, present model (complete communication assumption) is considered to be a good

approximation.

Improvement of present model

In detail, some deficiencies of present model have been observed in section 3.6. That is, the

temperature rise has been overestimated and the heat transfer coefficient has been underestimated,

especially when radial power profile is steep.

This worse prediction is considered to be caused by neglecting the following heat transfer

enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region. Iwamura et al.*20*

reported that the heat transfer coefficient was higher in the high power region than in the low

power region when the radial power profile was non-uniform in a wide core. They explained the

heat transfer enhancement in the high power region qualitatively by the fluid flow concentration

toward the high power region, as illustrated in Fig.3.27. Since the detailed mechanism to enhance
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the heat transfer coefficient in the high power region was not clearly identified, they proposed an

empirical correlation to describe the heat transfer enhancement Ah due to non-uniform radial

power profile as follows.(90) The heat transfer enhancement Ah is defined in Fig.3.27.

Ah (W/m2K) = -168.4 + 275.9Fr - 97.7F,2 - (43.4 -31.9F,) (3-7)

Here F r and Fp are bundle power ratio and radial peaking factor of bundle power, respectively.
Bundle power ratio Fr is defined as a ratio of the local bundle power level to the power level
averaged over the entire core. Radial peaking factor Fp is defined as a ratio of the maximum bundle
power level to the power level averaged over the entire core. Applicability of the above correlation
is confirmed in the range of 0.76 <Fr< 1.37 and 1.07 < Fp < 1.37.

The present model does not include above heat transfer enhancement in the high power

region and resultantly gives lower heat transfer coefficient. It is expected to improve the present

model by taking Eq. (3-7) into account.

Consequently, new calculations have been made with REFLA code after incorporating Eq.
(3-7). Figure 3.28 shows the results. The prediction of the clad temperature transient is improved
for an early reflood phase by incorporating Eq. (3-7), although the prediction is not so improved for
a later reflood phase. The turnaround temperature is also predicted much better.

Following two types of the predicted AT^ are compared in Fig.3.29 to indicate the relation

between the improvement of the prediction and the radial peaking factor.

predicted with present model
predicted with present model after incorporating Eq. (3-7)

It is known that the prediction of AT^ is improved in the range of 1.0 < Fp < 1.37 by
incorporating Eq. (3-7).

Thus, the prediction of clad temperature and ATmt can be improved by taking into account
the heat transfer enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region.

3.9 Summary

(1) The void fraction in a bundle is lower in the peripheral subchannels due to the influence of the
outer wall surface of the flow channel than the average over the horizontal cross section of the
bundle. However, according to SCTF test, the void fraction has been almost uniform, if the
void fraction in the peripheral subchannels until the fourth row from the outer wall surface is
neglected. Furthermore, the radial void fraction distribution has been nearly uniform even when
the radial core power profile is non-uniform. This tendency has been confirmed under the radial
peaking power factor up to 1.37 with CCTF tests. This characteristic has been commonly
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observed in the saturated two-phase flow regime and the transition flow regime.

(2) Resultantly, the void fraction correlation developed in chapter 2 has been applicable to the core

having the non-uniform radial power profile, by assuming that the superficial steam velocity is

distributed uniformly over the horizontal cross section of the core. The accuracy of the

correlation has been ±30% against the experimental results of CCTF and SCTF tests under the

non-uniform power profile condition (radial peaking power factor up to 1.37), and the

accuracy has been nearly the same as that for the core having the uniform radial power profile.

(3) The uniform void fraction distribution has been considered to be caused by good

communication of stagnant water in the horizontal direction. That is, under stagnant water

condition realized during a reflood phase, gravity force acts on stagnant water stronger than

steam shear force and flow resistance for horizontal movement of stagnant water is negligibly

small in a PWR bundle.

(4) A quantitative model has been developed to predict the effect of the radial power profile on the

in-core thermal-hydraulics on the basis of the assumption that the superficial steam velocity and

the amount of the stagnating water are radially uniform over the entire core.

(5) The present model has been incorporated into REFLA code. The present model has improved

the prediction of the clad temperature transient in the core having the non-uniform radial power

profile. The present model is a better approximation to predict the radial power profile effect

on the clad temperature transient than so-called hot rod analysis method that is generally used

in the reactor safety analyses. The present model has also provided good prediction on the void

fraction in the core having the non-uniform radial power profile within the same error band as

in the core having the uniform power profile. It is revealed that, although the radial power

profile effect should be predicted by a three-dimensional analysis, the present model is useful as

a practical use since three-dimensional analyses have not given a good result.

(6) However, the present model has not formulated the experimentally observed heat transfer

enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region. Therefore, it has

slightly overestimated the maximum clad temperature. Hence, it is considered that the present

model is particularly useful as a model for a reactor licensing calculation, where it is desirable

that the model always overestimates the maximum clad temperature and the discrepancy

between the estimation and the true value is as small as possible.

(7) It is necessary for the further improvement of the present model to formulate the heat transfer

enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region. By incorporating

into the present model an empirical correlation describing this heat transfer enhancement, the

prediction has been improved further.
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Table 3.1 Major dimensions of CCTF

<Pressure vessel>

Inner diameter (m)

Upper plenum flow area (m2)

<Downcomer>

Gap (mm)

Flow area (m2)

Height (m)

<Core>

Flow area (m2)

Heated length (m)

Diameter of heated rods (mm)

Rod pitch (mm)

Number of heated rods

Number of non-heated rods

<Loops>

Cold leg elevation from core bottom (m)

Hot leg elevation from core bottom (m)

Flow area per loops (m2)

Number of loops

Intact loops

Broken loops

PWR

4.394

11.1

114.3

4.23*

6.066

5.29

3.66

9.5

12.6

50952

4825

4.849

4.849

0.487, 0.383

4

3

1

CCTF

1.084

0.678

61.5

0.197

6.066

0.26

3.66

10.7

14.3

1824

224

4.849

4.849

0.019

4

3

1

Ratio

1/4.1

1/16.4

1/1.9

1/21.5

1/1

1/20.3

1/1

1/0.89

1/0.88

1/27.9

1/21.5

1/1

1/1

1/25.6,1/20.2

1/1

1/1

1/1

Including flow area of baffle region
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Table 3.2 Experimental conditions of CCTF tests referred for evaluation of radial power

profile effect

Item

System pressure (MPa)

Initial average linear power* (kW/m)

Decay curve of power (—)

Axial peaking factor (—)

Radial peaking factor Fp ( —)

Radial power profile

Maximum clad temperature* (K)

Downcomer wall temperature* (K)

Other wall temperature* (K)

Steam generator secondary side water
temperature* (K)

K factor of intact primary loop ( —)

ECC injection to lower plenum/cold legs

Ace flow rate (m3/s)

Ace water temperature (K)

Ace injection period (s)

LPCI flow rate (m3/s)

LPCI water temperature (K)

Steep
power
test

0.2

1.40

A

1.40

1.37

Shown in
Fig.3.5

1072

467

392

538

25

91 x 103

308

14

11 x io3

308

EM
test

0.2

1.40

A

1.49

1.28

Shown in
Fig.3.5

1117

442

392

538

25

91 X 103

311

14

11 X 103

311

Base
case
test

0.2

1.40

A

1.49

1.15

Shown in
Fig.3.5

873

455

392

538

25

91 x 10"3

312

14

8.4 Xi(V3

312

Flat
power
test

0.2

1.07

A

1.40

1.0

Shown in
Fig.3.5

900

465

392

538

25

91 x io3

310

14

11 X 10"3

310

A : Decay curve = (1.2 X ANS + Actinides) from 30s after scram

* : Values at reflood initiation
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Table 3.3 Major dimensions of SCTF

<Upper plenum>

Flow area (m2)

<Downcomer>

Width (m)X Gap (m)

Flow area (m2)

Height (m)

<Core>

Flow area (m2)

Heated length (m)

Diameter of heated rods (mm)

Rod pitch (mm)

Number of heated rods

Number of non-heated rods

<Loops>

Cold leg elevation from core bottom (m)

Hot leg elevation from core bottom (m)

Flow area per loops (m2)

Flow area per loops (m2)

PWR

11.1

—

2.47

6.066

4.76

3.66

10.7

14.3

39372

4053

4.849

4.849

1.704 (4 loops)

1.149 (3 loops)

SCTF

0.525

0.484x0.25

0.121

5.994

0.26

3.66

10.7

14.3

1824

176

4.777

5.103

0.0826

0.0826

Ratio

1/21.1

—

1/20.4

1/1

1/17.7

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/21.0

1/23.0

1/1

1/0.95

1/20.6

1/16.5

Including flow area of baffle region
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Table 3.4 Experimental conditions of SCTF tests referred for evaluation of radial power

profile effect

Item

System pressure (MPa)

Initial average linear power* (kW/m)

Decay curve of power ( —)

Axial peaking factor (—)

Radial peaking factor Fp (—)

Radial power profile

Maximum clad temperature* (K)

Downcomer wall temperature* (K)

Other wall temperature* (K)

K factor of intact primary loop (—)

ECC injection to lower plenum/cold legs

Ace flow rate (kg/s)

Ace water temperature (K)

LPCI flow rate (kg/s)

LPCI water temperature (K)

Inclined power profile
test (Run 719)

0.2 MPa

1.03 kW/m

A

1.4

1.36

Shown in Fig.3.8

1108 (Specified)
1151 (Measured)

391

391

23

Max. 37kg/s

353 (Specified)

3.75 (kg/s) at 100s
after reflood initiation

393 (Specified)

Flat power test
(Run 718)

0.2 MPa

1.03 kW/m

A

1.4

1.0

Uniform

922 (Specified)
946 (Measured)

391

391

23

Max. 37kg/s

353 (Specified)

3.75 (kg/s) at 100s
after reflood itiation

393 (Specified)

A : Decay curve = (ANS + Actinides) X 1.02 from 40s after scram

* : Values at reflood initiation
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Table 3.5 Major conditions of CCTF tests referred for evaluation of radial power profile model

00
en

Test No.

C2-4

C2-1

C2-8

C2-SH2

C2-5

C2-3

C2-9

Cl-5

Cl-7

Cl-14

C2-6

Cl-19

C2-AC1

System
Pressure
(MPa)

0.20

0.42

0.15

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Initial average
linear power

(kW/m)

1.40
*

*

1.18

1.06
•

1.18
*

*

*

1.07

1.40

1.39

Initial clad
temperature

(K)

1072
*

*

*

*

*

*

873

973

900

900

1117

873

Ace injection
rate

(mVs)

91X if)'3

*

*

*

137 xiO"3

*

78X10"3

78X10"3

78X10-3

*

*

85X103

LPCI
injection rate

(nr7s)

11X i o 3

*

*

*

*

25 x 10"3

8.3x io3

8.3 x 10"3

8.3x io3

*

*

Radial peaking
factor

(")

1.37
*

*

*

*

*

*

1.15

1.15

1.15

1.00

1.28

1.50

Parameter

Steep power, Base case

High system pressure

Low system pressure

Low total core power, Low LPCI
injection rate

Low total core power

High Ace injection rate

High LPCI injection rate

Low initial clad temperature

Medium initial clad temperature

High initial clad temperature

Flat power

EM condition

Very steep power

Note: * means the same value as in the test C2-4

ECC water temperature: 308 K

Ace injection duration: 14 s

>

2
70
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ECC water

Broken loop

Primary pump

Pressure regulation
system

Containment
tank 2

Steam
generator

\ Hot leg

Pressure vessel

Cold leg

breakpoint

Break valve

Containment tank

Upper plenum

Core

o
o
CM

Lower plenum

0 8 4 id.

Intact loop

Steam
generator

Hot leg

ECC water

Primary pump

_^-Downcomer

Crossover leg

Only one intact loop is shown
instead of 3 intact loops.

( Not in scale )

Fig. 3. 1 Schematic diagram of CCTF main parts
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Upper head

Upper support plate

Upper ring

Vent valve

Upper plenum
Cold leg

Upper core support plate
End box tie plate

Downcomer

Core

Core barrel

Lower core support plate

Lower grid

Lower plenum

Bottom plate

Bottom of support plate

Hot leg

Loop nozzle center

Bottom of core plate
Top of heated section

Bottom of heated section
'-Top of core plate

Bottom of grid

• Heated rods in the core and" internals in the upper plenum
are not shown.

• Arrows indicate the general flow direction of fluid.
Unit : mm

Fig. 3.2 Dimension of CCTF pressure vessel
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(4 bundles)
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>
w
2

o

(1 ) Core (2) Upper plenum

Fig. 3. 3 Cross section of CCTF pressure vessel
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i
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h
i
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i
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i

r
i
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i

0 1 2
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10.79*

Thermocouple
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Heater element

Insulator (MgO and BN)
Clad (Inconel)
Insulator (A l 2 0 3 )

Section A-A

Fig. 3.4 Heated rod used in CCTF tests
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PN
k

Cross section
of CCTF
core

Bundle id. no

B

1.5

1.0

n R

6

-

21 30
1

I

i

29

— 1

.

28 15

-

10 24 31 30 19 3

Bundle id. no

Steep power test
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6 21

r
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i

29

~1
28

L_
15

I -

10 24 31 30 19 3

Bundle id. no
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6 21 30 29 28 15

10 24 31 30 19 3

Bundle id. no

Base case test

1.5

i.o

0.5

6 21 30 29 28 15

10 24 31 30 19 3

Bundle id. no

Flat power test

Fig. 3.5 Power profile along lines A and B
of referred CCTF tests

( Fr : Bundle power ratio )
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Fig. 3.6 Flow diagram and initial set-up of a typical SCTF test
in case of lower plenum injection
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UCSP
(40t)

Tie plate
(20t )

Top grid
spacer

(501

LCSP^
(40t)

Upper plenum
I I

Hot leg

2 I I 3 1 | 41| 5 H 6 B "̂ 8

292
x

3391

2124 x 2 4 0

Lower plenum vS^

632
x 250

3 1 2 1 x 4 6 0 \^7//.

8659 Top of pressure vessel

8004 Top of downcomer

7559 Upper end of hot leg

6822 Lower end of hot leg

6504 Lower end of cold legs

5772 Upper end of UCSP

5529 Upper end of t ie plate

^5467 Upper end of top grid spacer

^5332 Upper end of active fuel

1717 Lower end of active fuel

670 Upper end of LCSP

502 Lower end of borrel

0_ Bottom of pressure vessel
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4. REFLOOD PHENOMENA IN COMBINED INJECTION PWRS

4.1 Introduction

The model developed in chapter 3 has been incorporated into REFLA code. Assessment

calculation of REFLA code performed in chapter 3 has indicated that the predictability of REFLA

code is improved for the core having the non-uniform radial power profile. Resultantly, it has

become possible to predict the in-core thermal-hydraulics under both uniform and non-uniform

radial power profile conditions by giving the boundary condition at the core inlet.

Importance of the overall thermal-hydraulic response in a PWR primary system

However, for analytical use of the code for the thermal-hydraulics in a PWR core, the

boundary condition itself has to be predicted. According to the previous works/19* it is known that

the boundary condition is linked with the overall thermal-hydraulic response in the PWR primary

system. Therefore, it is necessary to study the thermal-hydraulics in the whole primary system.

Previous study on the overall thermal-hydraulic response in a cold leg injection PWR primary

system

Based on the above view point, a number of researches have been performed/5*' (92)'(93)

Author et al. have carried out a systematic investigation with the CCTF experiments^2*'(93) and

reported the major phenomena in the primary system, e.g. water accumulation behavior in the

upper plenum/31* thermal-hydraulics in the crossover leg/32* and so on/33* Author et al. have also

reported the parameter effect on the system response, i.e. the effect of the decay heat level,^6* the

effect of the pressure/34* and the effect of the loop seal phenomena/32* Okubo'94* has reported the

effect of the ECC water injection rate and Sugimoto(95) has reported the effect of the initial clad

temperature.

Using these results, Sugimoto developed a new version of REFLA code which had a

capability to predict the boundary condition at the core inlet.(96) He succeeded to predict the overall

thermal-hydraulics in the primary system of cold leg injection PWRs. Author et al. confirmed the

applicability of the code under various reflood conditions/54*

Study on the overall thermal-hydraulic response in other types of PWRs

On the other hand, some PWRs are equipped with ECCS of either downcomer injection or

upper plenum injection instead of cold leg injection. In these PWRs, ECC water is injected into

either downcomer or upper plenum. In addition, some PWRs are equipped with ECCS of

combined injection. Emergency core coolant is injected into both cold legs and hot legs in this type

of PWRs. In order to extend the applicability of REFLA code to such type of PWRs, the following

further effort is needed. Firstly, it is necessary to know the overall thermal-hydraulic behavior for

such type of PWRs. Secondly, it is necessary to develop quantitative prediction methods for the
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major phenomena governing the overall thermal-hydraulic behavior.

Therefore, author et al. investigated the thermal-hydraulics during a reflood phase in PWRs

with various types of ECCSs and found that the system response was respectively unique,

dependent on the type of ECCS.(38)'(40) Especially they found that the thermal-hydraulics in the

primary system of combined injection PWRs were unique.(41)l (42)

Pervious reflood experiments for combined injection PWRs and SCJl'h experiments

As described in chapter 1, Brant et al.(11) reported on the thermal-hydraulic behavior during a

reflood phase in combined injection PWRs, based on PKL experiments, that there was hardly any

flow in the primary loops and that the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel were little affected

by the primary loop characteristics. This means that the major phenomena controlling the reflood

behavior are limited only in the pressure vessel. Author also observed through CCTF experiments

the same tendency(41)"(42) that the primary loop affected little the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure

vessel. Hence, it is considered that SCTF, although it does not have well-simulated primary loops,

can produce useful experimental data on the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel.

As shown later in this chapter, the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel is radially non-

uniform. Therefore, it is considered that the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel are dependent

on the core radius. Resultantly, the reflood experiment with a full-radius core is essentially

necessary, although most previous experimental facilities, e.g. PKL and CCTF, are scaled ones.

Hence, the reflood experiments have been carried out by using the SCTF. The SCTF is the only

reflood experimental facility that has a full-radius simulated core.

Studies in this chapter

In this chapter, the overall thermal-hydraulics in combined injection PWRs is studied.

Through the study, the flow circulation phenomenon established in the core has been considered to

be important phenomenon for the core cooling during a combined injection PWR reflood phase.

Hence, the flow circulation model is developed for quantitative prediction on reflood behavior. This

developed model is utilized to extend the applicability of REFLA code. Extending the applicability

of REFLA code to combined injection PWRs is described in chapter 5.

4.2 SCTF test

4.2.1 Facility description

Facility description of SCTF is presented in section 3.3. In the following, an additional

description is presented.
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Heated rod

The dimension of the used heated rods is 10.7 mm in diameter and 3613 mm in heated length,

which are nearly identical to those of combined injection PWRs.

Core-upper plenum interface

To perform the reflood simulation experiments for combined injection PWRs, it is important

to simulate a core-upper plenum interface.

The interface of the experimental facility is shown in Fig. 4.1. It has been designed to simulate
that of combined injection PWRs well. There are a top grid spacer, an end-box tie plate, and an
upper core support plate in the interface, as the same as PWRs. The end-box tie plate is a
perforated plate with flow holes of 12 mm and 10.5 mm diameters (total flow area blockage ratio =
0.63). The upper core support plate is a perforated plate with eight flow holes of 195 - 215 mm in
diameter. Each flow hole is located above each bundle.

ECC water injection system

To perform the reflood simulation experiments for combined injection PWRs, it is also

important to simulate an ECC water injection system.

The ECC water is injected into both cold leg and upper plenum in SCTF, although it is
injected into both cold legs and hot legs in combined injection PWRs. SCTF has two kinds of the
upper plenum injection ports. They are "Top" injection ports and "Side" injection ports, as indicated
in Fig. 4.2. Top injection ports are located at the top wall of the upper plenum, while side injection
ports are located at the side wall of the upper plenum. These upper plenum injection ports in SCTF
were used as a substitute of the hot leg injection ports in PWRs. This substitution was justified
based on CCTF and UPTF tests, as follows. It was evaluated through these tests that the ECC
water from the hot legs fell down locally in the concentrated regions from the upper plenum to the
core, and that ECC water was heated up both in the upper plenum and in the hot legs due to energy
transfer from steam caused by condensation. Hence, to simulate such observed ECC water
behaviors (flow concentration and temperature increase of water), the ECC water has been injected
in SCTF radially non-uniformly in a concentrated region into the upper plenum, i.e. above bundles
7 and 8. The ECC water temperature has been varied as an experimental parameter to cover the
temperature range measured in the UPTF reflood simulation tests, in which ECC water was
injected into hot legs.

4.2.2 Test procedure and test conditions

Test procedure and major test conditions

The initial set-up of the SCTF tests is shown in Fig. 4.2. Prior to a test, the valves VI and V2

are closed and the pressure vessel are pressurized with saturated steam to a specified pressure (0.6
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MPa in most tests). Heating power is supplied to heated rods in the core. When the clad

temperature of the heated rods reaches a specified value (usually 973 K), the valves VI and V2 are

opened. Thus, the blowdown behavior is simulated. The ECC water injection system is activated

and the heating power starts decreasing to simulate decay heat transient. The ECC water is injected

into both the cold leg and the upper plenum.

The power decay and the ECC injection rate are adjusted to follow the transients obtained

with a licensing calculation. Tests are performed by systematically changing the test condition, by

taking into account the uncertainty of a licensing calculation.

Definition of EM and BE conditions

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the test conditions of two typical SCTF tests (Run 717 and Run

715), respectively. The test condition of Run 717 simulates an evaluation model (EM) condition,

while the test condition of Run 715 simulates a best-estimate (BE) condition.

An EM condition is defined as the condition estimated by a special thermal-hydraulic model

used for reactor safety analyses. Assumptions which are more severe than the real are introduced to

the model by taking into account the uncertainty of the model. The introduced assumptions are

based on the governmental licensing guidelines/2^ Therefore, the EM condition is supposed to be

necessarily severe more than the real. On the other hand, a BE condition is defined as the condition

estimated by a thermal-hydraulic model which is intended to predict the real thermal-hydraulics.

Therefore, the BE condition is considered to be the most probable in the real reflood sequence.

4.3 Reflood behavior in combined injection PWRs

Overall reflood behavior observed through SCTF tests is described in the following.

4.3.1 Major measured responses

Figure 4.3 shows the major measured responses of the thermal-hydraulics in the primary

system, which have been obtained in SCTF Run 717 (EM test).

Pressure

The topmost figure shows the transients of pressure in the upper plenum and the containment

tank 2. Before valves VI and V2 are opened, both pressures are constant. Just after valves are

opened, pressure in the upper plenum decreases rapidly due to discharge of steam in the pressure

vessel to the containment tanks. At reflood initiation (t - 0 s), it starts increasing due to steam

generation in the core. Since the pressure in the containment tank 2 is controlled to be constant, the

pressure in the containment tank 2 and resultantly the pressure in the upper plenum are nearly

constant after 20 s.
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ECC water injection rate and water accumulation

The second figure from the top shows the ECC water injection rates into the cold leg and the

upper plenum. The ECC water injection starts at the same time when the valves are opened. The

third figure from the top indicates the vertical differential pressure in the downcomer, the lower

plenum, the core and the upper plenum. The vertical differential pressure indicates almost a static

water head, i.e. amount of accumulated water. Water accumulation in the core and the upper

plenum does not occur before reflood initiation. This indicates that most water injected into the

upper plenum and the cold leg flows out from the downcomer to the containment tank 1 through

the valve VI without accumulation in the pressure vessel. After reflood initiation, water

accumulation initiates in the core and the upper plenum. The core is completely filled with water by

150 s, when the whole core is quenched. The downcomer is quickly filled with water by 20 s and

the water level reaches the elevation of the broken cold leg, through which the excessive water is

spilled over.

Void fraction, clad temperature, and heat transfer coefficient

• The third figure from the bottom shows the void fraction in the core. Void fraction decreases

quickly after reflood initiation and is very low in comparison with void fraction in cold leg injection

PWRs (Compare with the result shown in Fig. 2.16.). This low void fraction in combined injection

PWRs is mainly due to the steam condensation by ECC water in a pressure vessel. The second

figure from the bottom shows clad temperature transients and the lowermost figure shows the heat

transfer transient. The heat transfer coefficient is much higher than that in cold leg injection PWRs,

which is known from the comparison between the figure and Fig. 3.19.

4.3.2 Overall reflood behavior

Through all other measured data, the reflood behavior has been considered as follows. Figure

4.4 illustrates the reflood behavior in the primary system, especially in the pressure vessel.

(1) Until reflood initiation (Fig. 4.4(1))

After the cold leg break, the pressure in the pressure vessel decreases by discharge of the

fluid in the pressure vessel through the break point. During this transient, the ECC water injected

into hot legs enters the upper plenum, falls down through the core into the lower plenum, and flows

up in the downcomer. Finally the water is blown out to the break point. Two-phase up-flow is

established in the downcomer and it carries out water from the lower plenum to the break point

during the significant depressurization period. Therefore, almost no water accumulates in the core

and the upper plenum. This phenomenon is called "ECC bypass".

Water down-flow in the core is established in a locally concentrated region, i.e. water down-

flow region, where subcooled water flows downwards and the core is cooled effectively. Whereas
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little water flows in other region and the core is poorly cooled there.

Two-phase up-flow rate in the downcomer decreases with decrease in the depressurization

rate. When two-phase up-flow in the downcomer becomes weak enough, the ECC water

accumulation initiates in the lower plenum and the water level in the lower plenum rises. This is

called "lower plenum refill".

The water injected into the hot legs condenses steam in the upper plenum and promotes the

depressurization. Resultantly, it fastens the lower plenum refill initiation. Several seconds after the

lower plenum refill initiation, the water level reaches the bottom of the core and the reflood phase

initiates.

(2) After reflood initiation (Fig. 4.4(2))

Almost all ECC water injected into the hot legs flows downward in the core without flowing-

out toward steam generators. Some part of the ECC water accumulates in the core and in the

upper plenum. The rest flows up in the downcomer, and finally flows out to the break point. Thus,

the net water flow direction at the core bottom is usually downward (net downward flow).

The subcooled water flows down from the upper plenum to the core. This water down-flow

is established locally, as the same as before reflood initiation. Hence, two thermal-hydraulically

different regions, i.e. two-phase up-flow region and water down-flow region are formed separately

in the core (two region formation). The significant corewise flow circulation is established between

these two regions in the core (flow circulation).

Just after the reflood initiation, water entering the core from the bottom spreads rapidly to the

upper part of the two-phase up-flow region due to significant steam generation. Consequently,

good core cooling begins in the entire elevation in the two-phase up-flow region. Flow circulation

and resultant high flooding rates as well as high subcooling at the bottom of the two-phase up-flow

region enhance the core cooling there. Thus, the flow circulation plays an important role on the

core cooling in combined injection PWRs.

Most steam generated in the core is condensed in the upper plenum and the hot legs due to

the subcooled ECC water injected into the hot legs (significant condensation around upper plenum).

Resultantly, little steam flows through steam generators, and hence so-called steam binding effect

does not play an important role on core cooling in combined injection PWRs. Little steam and then

nearly single-phase water flows out from the downcomer to the break point through the broken

loop PV side.
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4.3.3 Physical investigation on major phenomena

As described in section 4.3.2,

a) net downward flow at the core bottom,

b) two-region formation in the core,

c) flow circulation in the core, and

d) condensation around the upper plenum

are unique phenomena observed during a reflood phase in combined injection PWRs. They are

opposite phenomena in cold leg injection PWRs, where

a)'net upward flow,

b)'little two-region formation,

c)'little flow circulation, and

d)'no condensation around the upper plenum

are observed.(17)

In the following, above unique phenomena are described.

(1) Two-region formation in the core

Water down-flow and two-phase up-flow regions have been established in the core.

Resultantly, thermal-hydraulic characteristics have been significantly non-uniform along horizontal

direction. Figure 4.5 shows an example of non-uniform thermal-hydraulic characteristics. In the

upper part of the core (z > 2.76 m, z = Elevation from the core bottom), regions of subcooled

water and saturated fluid are separately formed. Consequently, discontinuous horizontal fluid

temperature distribution is observed during most reflood phase, although smooth horizontal fluid

temperature distribution is observed between bundle 5 through bundle 7 around the whole core

quenching (150 s in the figure).

Subcooled water region and saturated water region have been corresponding to water down-

flow region and two-phase up-flow region, respectively. This is noticed from Fig. 4.6, which shows

the local flow direction measured with drag-body-flow-modules installed at the tie plate elevation.

The drag-body-flow-module(97) is an advanced two-phase flow instrument developed at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory in USA. Basically the drag-body-flow-module is a combined instrument of a

turbine meter, a drag body to measure force acting on the tie plate, and AP measurement across the

tie plate. Based on a proper calibration, the drag-body-flow-module gives individually the steam

and water mass flow rates per one bundle. It can distinguish the flow directions (upward or

downward) for steam and water individual phases. In the SCTF, four drag-body-flow-modules are

installed at the tie plate elevation above bundles 1, 4, 5 and 8. Through Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, it is

indicated that water down-flow and two-phase up-flow regions are separated and the fluid mixing

between these regions are insignificant except around the time of the whole core quenching it =

-150 s).
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In lower part of the core (z < 1.38 m), the region separation is clear for early transient (t < 50

s), as noticed from Fig. 4.5. However, it is not clear for later transient (t > 100 s) and fluid

temperature is almost uniformly subcooled.

(2) Flow circulation

Experimental evidence of existence of flow circulation

Figure 4.7 shows the mass flow rate in the pressure vessel, which has been calculated based

on the various measurements in SCTF Run 717 (EM test).

Since the measured data include some error, the mass flow rates in the figure are

quantitatively inconsistent with each other. However, it is shown that a large amount of water (50

kg/s) flows down from the upper plenum to the core and returns back to the upper plenum. Hence,

existence of the flow circulation is suggested. Figure 4.6 indicates that water down-flow and water

up-flow are detected separately in space at the interface between the core and the upper plenum.

Thus, existence of the flow circulation is supported.

Typical transient of flow circulation rate

Figure 4.8 shows the water down-flow rate measured with the drag-body-flow-modules.

Since the measurement has been made only in four bundles (Bundles 1, 4, 5 and 8) out of eight

bundles, a following approximation has been adopted to estimate the water down-flow rate over

the entire core.

+ n4xmi4 + n5 xm^s + n8 xm^g) (4-1)

where miDWN (kg/s) is the water down-flow rate over the entire core through the tie plate, m^ (i =

1, 4, 5 and 8) (kg/s) is water flow rate measured with the drag-body-flow-module at bundle i, and

n,s are constants. The constants «jS have been set as «; = 2, n4 = 2, n5 = 2, «« = 2 in order to obtain

water down-flow rate over the entire core. The constants have been determined by judging which

bundle is in water down-flow region or in two-phase up-flow region based on measurements of

fluid temperature and differential pressure across the tie plate, as described in section 4.4.1(2).

In the same figure, steam up-flow rate over the entire core is shown, which is also measured

with the drag-body-flow modules. When the steam up-flow rate is high enough, the water down-

flow rate is small (t = 0-10 s). After this short period, the water down-flow rate increases (t =

20-70 s) and then gradually decreases (t = 70~150 s). In the figure, ECC water injection rate into

the upper plenum is also shown. It is noticed that water down-flow rate is higher than ECC water

injection rate from 10 s-140 s. This indicates that water coming from the core to the upper plenum

turns to the core. Thus, the flow circulation continues during most reflood period until 140 s,

nearly when the whole core has been quenched (~150s).
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4.4 Prediction of water down-flow rate

As described in section 4.3, flow circulation behavior plays an important role on the core

cooling in combined injection PWRs. Therefore, water down-flow rate resulted by flow circulation

behavior is investigated in this section. Additionally the mechanism of water down-flow is studied.

The situation focussed on here is shown in Fig.4.9. Water is injected above a perforated tie

plate and flows down into core. Steam flows up through the perforated tie plate. This situation is

well known as counter-current flow (CCF). In this case, water down-flow is restrained by steam

up-flow (Counter-current flow limitation; CCFL), if steam up-flow rate is large enough. Therefore,

CCFL is primarily considered to be a mechanism controlling water down-flow rate during a reflood

phase of a combined injection PWR. However, as described in 4.4.1, CCFL is not enough to

explain the water down-flow rate.

Hence, another mechanism controlling water down-flow rate is considered. This mechanism

has been derived by taking into account the momentum balance between water down-flow and

two-phase up-flow. The detail is described in section 4.4.2.

Through these investigations, prediction method of water down-flow rate is studied.

4.4.1 Study on CCFL phenomenon at a large-scaled perforated plate

(1) Comparison of water down-flow rate with prediction by previous CCFL correlation

CCFL data are correlated usually with Wallis parameter / , ( 9 8 ) l (99) Kutateladze number K*,{m)

or a combination of both.(101) These parameters succeed to correlate CCFL data for test sections of

a small-scaled pipe and a perforated plate. General form of the correlation is as follows.

K;°-5 + nK,™ = C (4-2)

It is known that the above parameters n and C are dependent on the geometry of the test sections.

Sobajima performed CCFL experiment(102) by using a 152.8mmxl52.8rnm-perforated plate. The

flow hole diameter d, the flow hole pitch p, the plate thickness / and the hole edge shape of the used

perforated plate were nearly identical to those of the SCTF tie plate. His result is shown in Fig. 4.10.

According to his experiment, the parameters are in the following range.

n = 1, C = 1.8 ~ 2.2 (4-3)

Prediction of water down-flow rate with Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) is shown by a shaded area. The

data of the present SCTF test (SCTF Run 717) is compared with the predicted area in Fig. 4.10.
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Time shown in the figure means the time after the reflood initiation. Measured water down-flow

rate indicated by x marks is nearly equal to the prediction during first reflood periods (( = 1-5 s).

However, it is much larger than the prediction during most period. Thus, the above correlation is

not appropriate to the whole reflood phase of combined injection PWRs.

In Fig. 4.10, data by Kokkonen et al.(103) are also shown. They used several sizes of

perforated plates ranging from a circular channel of 60-mm diameter to a hexagonal channel of

234-mm width. Rough geometry of the used test section is shown in Fig. 4.11. All of them are

small-scaled ones in comparison with the SCTF tie plate (0.23 m x 1.9 m). It is noticed that the

water down-flow rate of the present SCTF test is much larger during most period than Kokkonen's

result.

Jones(104) investigated the subcooling effect on CCFL by using a perforated plate scaling

down a tie plate used in BWRs, and succeeded to predict his data with an ordinary CCFL

correlation like Sobajimafc and Kokkonen's by assuming that steam up-flow rate was reduced by

complete condensation due to subcooled water down-flow. However, his model underpredicts the

down-flow rate of the present SCTF test, because this condensation effect is already taken into

account in the present data evaluation of SCTF tests.

In summary, the water down-flow rate of the present SCTF test (Run 717) is not explained

quantitatively by the CCFL results of small-scaled test sections.

(2) CCFL experiment with SCTF to investigate effect of non-uniform steam up-flow

Effect of non-uniform steam up-flow

The correlation indicated with Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) assumes potentially that steam up-flow

rate and water down-flow rate are uniformly distributed in the horizontal direction over the tie plate.

However in a large-scaled perforated plate like SCTF and a PWR, steam up-flow rate becomes

horizontally non-uniform easily. In fact, steam up-flow and water down-flow are non-uniform in

SCTF Run 717, as indicated in Fig. 4.6. This is one of the deficiencies of Eq. (4-2) for the present

situation.

Sobajima's experiment for wide flow channel under water of saturation temperature

Sobajima(10S) investigated CCFL at a perforated tie plate in the wide flow channel (0.23 m x

1.9 m). He stated that, even when steam up-flow was non-uniform, the relation of local water

down-flow rate and local steam up-flow rate could be correlated with Eq. (4-2) in a case of water

of saturation temperature. This concept can explain that the total water down-flow rate under non-

uniform steam up-flow rate condition is higher than that under uniform steam up-flow rate

condition, or at a small-scaled perforated plate. However, water down-flow rate in the water down-

flow region in SCTF Run 717, where steam up-flow rate is almost zero (See Fig. 4.6.), can not be

predicted with this concept.
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Although Sobajima's concept cannot explain the present SCTF data, the horizontally non-

uniform flow is considered to affect the water down-flow behavior at a large-scaled perforated

plate. Therefore, author et al. performed CCFL tests by using SCTF in order to investigate the

CCFL behavior at a large-scaled tie plate.

SCTF CCFL tests for wide flow channel under subcooled water

Figure 4.12 indicates a schematic of the SCTF CCFL tests. Steam has been injected into the

downcomer, and steam up-flow has been established in the core. Water has been injected above the

tie plate through 4 injection ports. Water reaching the lower plenum has been extracted from the

pressure vessel. Many sensors to measure differential pressure across the tie plate and fluid

temperatures above and below the tie plate have been installed. Through these measurements, the

range of the water down-flow region has been judged. When the measured differential pressure

across the tie plate has been negative, the water flow direction has been judged to be downward at

the measuring location and the location has been judged to be in the water down-flow region.

As noticed in section 4.3, water temperature distribution above the tie plate is not uniform in

the reflood phase of combined injection PWRs. Hence, in order to investigate the effect of the

water temperature distribution on CCFL at the large-scaled tie plate, three CCFL tests (Runs 707,

708, and 709) have been performed by changing the condition of the horizontal temperature

distribution of water injected above the tie plate. The distribution of the injected water temperature

is indicated in Fig. 4.12. The experimental conditions of the distribution of the injected water

temperature are as follows:

• Run 707: Uniformly subcooled (7a, = 336 K; AT^ = 70 K)

• Run 708: Subcooled (To, = 336 K; AT& = 70 K) locally in one zone

• Run 709: Subcooled (To, = 323 K and 343 K; AT&, = 83 K and 63 K) locally in two zones

(3) Facility scale effect on CCFL

Present experimental result

White circles in Fig. 4.13 show data of SCTF CCFL test (Run 707). Data of Kokkonen et

al.(103) are also shown in the figure. In SCTF, Kg* has been calculated by taking into account the

contribution of condensation. Geometry of the used plates is indicated in Fig. 4.11. Data indicate

the facility scale effect on CCFL. The larger scale of the plates gives larger Ki*.

Fluid behavior with different facility scale (Kokkonen's result)

In order to explain the facility scale effect on Kt*, Kokkonen et al. investigated the fluid

behavior on a perforated plate under CCF condition. They found that the fluid behavior varied with

increase in the scale of the plate, as shown in Fig. 4.11. The fluid behavior was

intermittent/alternative weeping in their small-scaled plate and it changed to half-wave oscillation

with increase in the scale of the plate. They considered that these different fluid behavior with
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different facility scale decreased the interaction between steam up-flow and water down-flow and

hence increased K* with the facility scale increase.

Supposed flow behavior at a large-scaled tie plate

The above explanation can be extrapolated to SCTF CCFL tests. According to SCTF CCFL

tests, the nearly continuous delivery of water through the tie plate has been observed, as shown in

Fig. 4.11. Although the inclined water level distribution is observed above the tie plate, the water

level distribution is little oscillatory and the location of water down-flow region is not directly

dependent on the water level distribution.

The nearly continuous water delivery is considered to be a major characteristic of counter-

current flow at a large-scaled tie plate. This character minimizes the interaction between the water

down-flow and the two-phase up-flow, and resultantly increases Ki.

(4) Extrapolation of SCTF CCFL data to a PWR scale

Comparison of SCTF CCFL data with UPTF CCFL data

In order to extend the scale effect to a full-scaled facility and confirm the applicability of

SCTF CCFL test result to a PWR, SCTF CCFL data is compared with CCFL data obtained with

UPTF. UPTF is a full-scaled facility to a PWR, and the total flow area of its perforated tie plate is

about 25 times of that of SCTF. The comparison of the data is shown in Fig. 4.14.

Weiss et al.(106) performed CCFL tests with using UPTF under subcooled water injection

condition. They performed CCFL tests by injecting up-flowing steam (rate = mg:inj) accompanied by

up-flowing water (rate = m^j) and investigated the effects of mg>inj and m^j on A}\ With increase

in mijnj, Ki decreases. In SCTF CCFL tests water is not injected into steam up-flow in the core.

Thus, the detailed experimental conditions between SCTF and UPTF CCFL tests are different. By

taking into account the effect of m^, it is noticed that UPTF CCFL tests give larger Ki than

SCTF CCFL tests. Thus, it is confirmed that the larger facility scale gives the larger water down-

flow rate under CCF condition in a large-scaled perforated plate like the tie plates of UPTF and

SCTF.

Applicability of SCTF CCFI, test result to a PWR

Although there is the detailed difference between SCTF and UPTF results (larger K* with a

larger-scaled perforated plate), the difference is much small in comparison with the difference

between SCTF and Kokkonen's results. This suggests the applicability of SCTF CCFL data to a

PWR.

(5) Effect of water temperature distribution on CCFL test result

Relation between water temperature distribution and water down-flow region

Based on SCTF CCFL data, the relation between water temperature distribution and location
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of water down-flow is investigated. The result is indicated in Fig. 4.11. The water down-flow is

observed at the subcooled region. Thus, the location of the water down-flow is relating to the

water temperature distribution more closely than the water level distribution.

Relation between water temperature distribution and water down-flow rate

Effect of water temperature distribution on K* is investigated. Figure 4.15 indicates the effect.

It is shown that the water temperature distribution affects the water down-flow rate. However, the

difference of the water down-flow rate is not so large in comparison with the difference between

data in a small-scaled tie plate and in a large-scaled tie plate.

The best fit curve for SCTF CCFL test result is written by

K;0-5 + nK?5 = C, (4-4)

where n = 0.227, C = 2.5.

(6) Applicability of SCTF CCFL data to water down-flow rate during a reflood phase

Comparison of water down-flow rate between SCTF CCFL test s and SCTF reflood test

Water down-flow rate during a reflood phase of a combined injection PWR, which data have

been obtained in SCTF reflood test (Run 717), has not explained quantitatively by the CCFL results

of small-scaled test sections, as described in section 4.4.1(1). Therefore, it is confirmed whether

water down-flow rate during a reflood phase of a combined injection PWR can be explained by the

CCFL results of large-scaled test sections, i.e. SCTF. Hence, result of SCTF reflood test (Run 717)

is compared with result of a representative SCTF CCTF test (Run 707). The comparison is shown

in Fig.4.13.

Result of comparison

It is noticed that water down-flow rate of the reflood test, indicated by x marks, is almost

equal to the result of CCFL test, indicated by white circles, during early period (t = 1 s - 30 s). Thus,

water down-flow rate during early reflood phase is explained by CCFL mechanism at a large-scaled

perforated plate.

However, it is noticed from Fig.4.13 that water down-flow rate is smaller than the result of

CCFL test during later reflood period (t = 30 s - 200 s). Consequently, it is considered that the

mechanism different from CCFL governs the flow circulation phenomenon during later reflood

phase. This is discussed in section 4.4.2.
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4.4.2 Model description and its evaluation on predictability

(1) Model description

Basic equations

Based on an experimental finding described in section 4.3.3, i.e. two-region formation and

flow circulation, a schematic flow diagram shown in Fig. 4.16 is assumed. Channel A is a two-

phase up-flow channel, while channel B is a water down-flow channel. It is assumed that steam is

injected at the bottom of channel A. It is also assumed that no condensation and no evaporation

take place in the channels.

With the assumptions of no condensation and no evaporation, following equations are

obtained.

For water down-flow channel B,

where UBI is the water velocity at level 1 of channel B, i.e. velocity of water coming into channel B.

UBO is the water velocity at level 0 of channel B, i.e. velocity of water coming out of channel B. zB

and Km are the shear stress on wall and the form loss coefficient of component i, respectively. pt

ghu is a static water head between level 1 and level 2 above channel B.

For two-phase up-flow channel A,

- UAO)

where pi ghv' is a static water head between level 1 and level 2 above channel A and the last term

of the right hand side means the pressure necessary to accelerate water circulating in the upper

plenum.

If we put

GIA(UAI-UAO)
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and use Eqs. (4-5) and (4-6), a following equation is obtained.

IuBO)

= APA+fn/uu1/SA+Pi gQh-K)

Simplification of Eq.(4-8)

Following equation is assumed by the pressure balance in the upper plenum between level 1

and level 2.

mw U2/SA + Pighu' = pighu (4-9)

Furthennore, following equation is assumed because the flow areas for water down-flow just

below level 0 and just above level 1 are considered to be identical.

Mfli = UB0

Hence,

GutuBrUBo)=O . (4-10)

Using Eqs. (4-9) and (4-10), Eq. (4-8) is simplified to

(4-8)'Y,KBi
i 2

Conversion of Eq.(4-8Y

Considering void fraction distribution in channel B, following equation can be assumed.

\h»>Plg{l-a)dz = PlghB (4-11)

If we assume the free fall of water and no frictional loss from level 1 to water pool surface in

channel B, the following equation is obtained

\ oz ) De 2

Form losses come mainly from the tie plate and the core section. Hence,
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PlUBi 1 2 1 2

LKBI—-— = ~KTPP,UTP + ~KBPIUB v4~iA)
i 2 2 2

where KTp and KB are flow resistance factors across the tie plate and channel B, respectively.

Mass conservation equation is

SBTP UTP=SB UB , (4-14)

where SBTP and SB are flow areas through the tie plate and channel B, respectively.

Using Eqs. (4-11), (4-12), (4-13) and (4-14), Eq. (4-8)'can be converted to

Pl ghB - [ i ^ l [ M \ KTP
KDeJV SB J

Hence, a following equation can be derived by converting Eq. (4-15).

(4-15)

= Pi SBTPUTP - Pi SBTP
2{p,ghB-ApA}

Pi

f ( v v f~^r (4"16)

A^l^f- }+KTP + KB K f
SB J \ is J

Discussion on solution of Eq. (4-16)

There are two special solutions of Eq. (4-16). This is discussed in the following.

• Solution 1

Equation (4-16) indicates the relation between mB and hB. Water down-flow rate mB at a

given hB is calculated by Eq. (4-16). However, there is a case when hB is not arbitrary and

determined by mB. In order to explain this, first the mass balance in the upper plenum is noted,

which is described as

mB = mA1 + mEcc - dMJdt. (4-17)

Here, dMu/dt is water mass change in the upper plenum. If Mv = 0, dMv/dt can not be negative and

hence mB must be equal to or less than mAi + mECc- Second, the relation between mB and hB is

noted. The rough relation based on Eq. (4-16) is illustrated in Fig. 4.17. In a case of (D (mB=mB)

where mB > mA1+mECc, mB-(mAI+mECc) must be compensated by mass decrease -dMv/dt due to

the mass balance in the upper plenum. However, if Mu = 0, this compensation is impossible. In this

case, (D approaches to ® (mB-^mAi+mECc) and finally the steady state is established at (2).
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Resultantly, water down-flow rate mB is determined in this case by

Solution 1 : mB=mAI+ mEcc (4-18)

• Solution 2

Figure 4.18 indicates the relation between hB and mB at various times. Generally, APA and

mAi increase with time during a PWR reflood phase. Therefore, height hB of water pool in channel

B increases with time, as hB'-^hB" -thsi in Fig. 4.18. Thus, hB approaches toward hm and finally

is hm.

When hB is hB1 (maximum value of hB), water down-flow rate mB is determined by

Solution 2 : mB = PISBTP — r ~ 7 — s , Pl8,B1 " : 7W (4"19)

Additional explanation on solutions

It is obvious from Fig. (4-16) that solution 1 is obtained only when the water level hB in

channel B is below the tie plate elevation hBi, i.e.

hB<hB1.

On the other hand, solution 2 is obtained when
hB -hm.

Furthermore, solution 1 by Equation (4-18) means that all water entering the upper plenum
flows down to channel B. This suggests that water in the upper plenum is not supported by water
in channel B, since hB < hBi and hence there exists some space for water accumulation below the
tie plate. Thus, solution 1 corresponds to the situation when water down-flow from the upper
plenum to channel B is not restricted by the pressure loss across the channel B or across the tie
plate.

Whereas, solution 2 by Eq. (4-19) corresponds to the situation when water down-flow from
the upper plenum to channel B is restricted by the pressure loss across the channel B, since hB = hm

and hence there exists no space for water accumulation in channel B.

Determination of water down-flow rate m%

Based on the above discussions, the water down-flow rate mB during a reflood phase in a

combined injection PWR may be explained by CCFL mechanism (Eq.(4-4)) and momentum

balance mechanism (Eq. (4-18) when hB < hBi and Eq. (4-19) when hB = hBi). In order to confirm

the adequacy of this consideration, an evaluation has been performed. The evaluation result is

described in the next section. According to the evaluation, the adequacy has been confirmed. It has
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been also confirmed that mB can be determined by a following equation. Physical interpretation on

the reason of the adequacy is also presented in the next section.

mB = Min(predictions with Eqs. (4-4), (4-18), and (4-19)) (4-20)

(2) Evaluation of present model

Evaluation by SCTF reflood test performed under EM condition

The measured water down-flow rate obtained in a representative reflood test is compared

with the water down-flow rates calculated by Eqs. (4-4), (4-18) and (4-19). The test referred here

is a SCTF refiood test (Run 717) performed under EM condition of combined injection PWRs.

Detailed calculation procedure by Eqs. (4-4), (4-18) and (4-19) are described in Appendix 3.

Figure 4.19 shows a comparison between the measured and the calculated water down-flow

rates. The result calculated by Eq. (4-4) gives the best agreement with the measured during the

early short transient (5 < t < 15). The result calculated by Eq. (4-18) is nearly equal to the measured

for an early transient (15 < / < 70 s). The result calculated by Eq. (4-19) agrees well with the

measured for the later period (t > 100 s). Thus, water down-flow rate is well predicted by the

present model, if proper selection of mB is made. It is also confirmed from the figure that Eq. (4-

20) gives the proper selection.

Evaluation on relation between water level and solutions

According to the discussion in 4.4.2(1), solutions 1 is realized when hB < hBI, while solution

2 when hB = hB1. Hence, in order to confirm that this relation is correct, the relation between hB

and solutions has been investigated.

At the SCTF experiments, the gamma ray densitometers have been installed in the pressure

vessel to measure fluid density. One of them has been installed at 3.2 m elevation from the core

bottom (about 0.8 m below the tie plate) in Bundle 7, which has been judged to be in the water

down-flow region based on the measurement result of differential pressures and fluid temperatures.

The result of the gamma ray measurement is shown in Fig. 4.20. The fluid density is 250-750 kg/m3

until 65 s after the reflood initiation and it is above 900 kg/m3 after 70 s. Hence, it is considered that

the water down-flow region is almost filled with water after 70 s. Before this time, however, it is

considered that the water down-flow region is not filled with water. This timing U ( = 70 s) is

shown in Fig. 4.19 by a vertical line. It is noticed that the calculated result by Eq. (4-18) gives good

result before tj and the calculated result by Eq. (4-19) gives good result after t}.

These characteristics confirm that the above-mentioned relation is correct.

Evaluation on Eq. (4-20)

It is obvious that CCFL mechanism gives the upper limit of water down-flow rate mB.
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Therefore, if Eq. (4-4) gives less mB than Eqs. (4-18) and (4-19), the final solution mB should be

the calculated result by Eq. (4-4).

It is also obvious that mB should be equal to or less than the calculated result by Eq. (4-19).

Therefore, if Eq. (4-19) gives less nts than Eqs. (4-4) and (4-18), the final solution mB should be

the calculated result by Eq. (4-19).

On the contrary, even if Eq. (4-18) gives less mB than Eqs. (4-4) and (4-19), it is not assured

that the real water down-flow rate is the calculated result by Eq. (4-18) because the water mass

change -dMuldt in the upper plenum can contribute to the water down-flow. However, if water

mass in the upper plenum Mu is negligibly small, the contribution of -dMv/dt is considered to be

insignificant and the final solution mB should be the calculated result by Eq. (4-18). In the present

case, water in the upper plenum is not supported by water in the water down-flow region and

solution 1 is less than solution 2.

Consequently, it is considered that Eq. (4-20) gives the real water down-flow rate. The

adequacy of Eq. (4-20) is empirically confirmed in the wide range in the following.

Evaluation of the present model by other SCl'F reflood tests

The validity of the present flow circulation model has been confirmed above by using data of

one of basic SCTF reflood tests (Run 717) performed under EM condition. The validity is

evaluated more in the following by using other available SCTF data.

(1) Evaluation by SCTF reflood test performed under BE condition

The present flow circulation model is applied to the other basic SCTF reflood test (Run 715).

Major experimental conditions of Run 715 are shown in Table 4.2. The experimental condition of

Run 715 is determined to simulate the BE condition expected by best estimation.

Figure 4.21 indicates that the predicted agrees with the measured for SCTF Run 715 within

±23% error in most reflood period. It has been proved that the present model is applicable from

EM condition (Fig. 4.19) to BE condition during the reflood phase.

(2) Evaluation by SCTF reflood tests performed under various experimental conditions

In order to prove the present model under various experimental conditions, application to

other SCTF tests has been performed. The comparisons between the predicted and the measured

water down-flow rates are indicated in Appendix 4. Through these comparisons, it is known that

the present model is applicable to SCTF reflood tests under various experimental conditions

supposed in reflood phase.
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4.5 Summary

(1) The thermal-hydraulics in the reflood phase of combined injection PWRs have been compared

with those of cold leg injection PWRs which have been covered in chapters 2 and 3. The

former thermal-hydraulics have been significantly different from the latter, as follows.

1) The ECC water injected into the hot legs condenses steam generated in the core.

Resultantly the steam flow rate from the upper plenum to the hot legs becomes almost zero

and so-called steam binding effect hardly influences the reflood behavior, while it is known

that the steam binding effect has significant influence on the reflood behavior in cold leg

injection PWRs.

2) Most ECC water injected into the hot legs flows downward in the core, flows upward in

the downcomer, and flows out through the break point. Resultantly, the net water flow

direction is downward at the core bottom, while it is known that the net flow direction is

upward at the core bottom in cold leg injection PWRs.

3) Two thermal-hydraulically-different regions are formed in the core, namely, the water

down-flow region where water flows downward and the two-phase up-flow region where

the two-phase mixture flows upward. Resultantly, the horizontal thermal-hydraulic

characteristics are significantly non-uniform, while it is known that those are almost

uniform in cold leg injection PWRs except for the flow concentration toward the high

power region.

4) Flow circulation is established between the water down-flow region and the two-phase up-

flow region and plays an important role on the core cooling, while it is known that such

flow circulation is little formed in cold leg injection PWRs.

(2) Facility scale effect on CCFL has been investigated by using a perforated plate. Water down-

flow rate increases with increase in the facility scale. This is attributed to be due to steam-water

phase separation along the horizontal direction in a large-scaled facility. In the map indicating

the relation ofKg*
lfZ and K*1/2, the facility scale effect has appeared mainly in the inclination n,

which is larger with the larger facility scale. CCFL correlation applicable to PWR scale has

been developed.

(3) A quantitative model for the flow circulation has been developed by taking into account the

momentum balance between the water down-flow region and the two-phase up-flow region.

According to the present model, water in the upper plenum flows down into the core without

any restriction when the water down-flow region is not completely filled with water, while

water down-flow from the upper plenum to the core is governed by the momentum balance

between the water down-flow region and the two-phase up-flow region when the water down-

flow region is completely filled with water. Additionally, when steam up-flow rate is high

enough, CCFL mechanism governs the water down-flow rate.

(4) The present model has provided a good agreement on the water down-flow rate between the

predicted and the measured for SCTF tests.
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Table 4.1 Experimental conditions of a typical SCTF test performed

for simulating evaluation model condition (Run 717)

Item

Pressure (MPa)
Containment tanks
Pressure vessel (Initial)

Power
Initial power (MW)
Power decay curve
Time after scram (s)
Radial power profile

Clad temperature (K)
(Peak at ECC start)

ECC water inj. location

Cold leg injection
ECC injection rate (kg/s)
ECC temperature (K)

Upper plenum injection
ECC injection rate (kg/s)
ECC temperature (K)

Initial water level (m)
(Lower plenum)

Value*1

0.3
0.6

7.5
ANAXl.03+Act.
25
Uneven*2

973

CI/7UP*4

Transient*5

308

Transient'6

308

0.4

•1
*2

*3
* 4

Test conditions are determined to simulate evaluation model conditions.

Bundle power ratio: 1.04:1.08:1.08:1.04:1.04:1.04:0.97:0.71 (Bundle 1~8)

Cold leg

Upper plenum

Simulating evaluation model condition

See Fig. 4.3.

Simulating evaluation model condition

See Fig. 4.3.
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Table 4.2 Experimental conditions of a typical SCTF test (Run 715)

Item

Pressure (MPa)
Containment tanks
Pressure vessel (Initial)

Power
Initial power (MW)
Power decay curve
Time after scram (s)
Radial power profile

Clad temperature (K)
(Peak at ECC start)

ECC water inj. location

Cold leg injection
ECC injection rate (kg/s)
ECC temperature (K)

Upper plenum injection
ECC injection rate (kg/s)
ECC temperature (K)

Initial water level (m)
(Lower plenum)

Value'1

0.35
0.6

6.5
ANA X 1.0+Act.
30
Flat

873

CL*2/UP'3

Transient*4

308

Transient*5

308

0.4

•1

*2

*3
* 4

Test conditions are determined to simulate best-estimate conditions.

Cold leg

Upper plenum

Simulating best-estimate condition

Initially 65 kg/s, hereafter decreasing

Simulating best-estimate condition

Initially 79 kg/s, hereafter decreasing
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5. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THERMAL-HYDRAULICS IN PRESSURE VESSEL
OF COMBINED INJECTION PWRS DURING REFLOOD PHASE

5.1 Introduction

As shown in chapter 4, the thermal-hydraulics in combined injection PWRs are unique in

comparison with those in cold leg injection PWRs. Major unique characteristics are that two

thermal-hydraulically different regions are formed in the core (two-region formation) and the flow

circulation is established in the pressure vessel (flow circulation).

As described in chapter 1, these phenomena are not predicted with existing reflood-behavior
analysis codes including REFLA code. Main reason for REFLA code is that the code is essentially
one-dimensional, although it can take into account the radial power profile effect for cold leg
injection PWRs. However, for the reactor safety analysis use, it is expected to predict the clad
temperature transient under the above conditions (two-region formation and flow circulation).
Hence, author has intended to develop an analytical model for the prediction.

Study in the present chapter

In this chapter, development and assessment of the analytical model is described. Since a lot
of phenomenological understandings on the thermal-hydraulics have been obtained in chapter 4,
those are utilized in the model development as much as possible. It is intended to describe in a
simple form the thermal-hydraulics understood phenomenologically. The present simple analytical
model will give a guideline to develop a future advanced code. It can be considered that the
phenomenological understanding is proved, if the present model gives reasonable prediction. In this
viewpoint, the assessment of the present model is performed.

5.2 Model description

The basic approach to develop the present model is to predict the principal mechanistic
behavior realized in the pressure vessel as much as possible. Therefore, the following basic
assumptions are introduced based on the experimental findings described in chapter 4.

5.2.1. Basic assumptions

The basic assumptions introduced are as follows:
1) Core is divided into two regions, i.e. water down-flow region and two-phase up-flow

region. Therefore, the pressure vessel can be divided into five regions, as shown in Fig. 5.1,
which are the upper plenum, the water down-flow region, the two-phase up-flow region,
the lower plenum, and the downcomer.

2) Flow circulation between the water down-flow region and the two-phase up-flow region
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occurs. And then fluid flows as shown in Fig. 5.1. That is,

(a) water and steam two-phase mixture flows from the two-phase up-flow region to
the upper plenum,

(b) water and steam two-phase mixture flows from the upper plenum to the loops (hot
legs)

(c) water flows from the upper plenum to the water down-flow region,

(d) water flows from the water down-flow region to the lower plenum,

(e) water flows from the lower plenum to the downcomer and the two-phase up-flow
region, and

(f) water is injected into the upper plenum.

3) Mass and energy exchange between the water down-flow region and the two-phase up-
flow region is negb'gible. The validity of this assumption has been evaluated by the author et
al..(42)

4) In the upper plenum, condensation occurs due to subcooled ECC water injection.
5) Thermal-hydraulics in the two-phase up-flow region can be predicted with REFLA code.

The validity of this assumption is discussed in section 5.3.

6) In each region, motion and temperature of steam and water individual phases are one-
dimensional.

5.2.2 Basic equations

(1) Property
According to thermal kinetic theory, following relations can be derived.

1) For water

2) For ideal gas

(dp\ _ p_ (dp\ _£_ (&A _
[dTjP~'T '{dp)T~P'{dT)p-

L'

hs = flsat + hfg + Cpg \T g- Tsal) - Cpi I'sal + fl fg + Cpg \Jg ' 7sat)

(2) Conservation in upper plenum (Region U in Fig. 5.1)
It is assumed that water pool is formed in the upper plenum. When the water pool level

exceeds the loop level, water is spilled over to the loops. Hence, the following conservation
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equations are obtained.
1) Mass conservation equation for water

dMw
dt

~ Ml LOOP ' ttllUW "I" ITll ECC

- Pw

dt

dVw
dt

+ V,u

| (dPi\
dt {dP)Tw dt

Tw

dt dt

(5-3)

(5-4)

(5-5)

2) Mass conservation equation for steam

dMgu _
~ - TYlgTV ' tngLOOP~ TtlcondU

dt

dVw , ,„ °Pg algu

[ dTg J dt
^ * ' Pv

f Pgu I dTgu I i

(dpg

{ dP

Pu )

1

dt

dPu
dt

(5-6)

(5-7)

(5-8)

3) Energy conservation equation for water

• ; =

dt

We assume

follows.

d{Mwhm)
dt

' tniwophiwop ~ tniuwhiuw + tniEcc hiEcc + tnconwv h/g (5-9)

= hiwop = hum- Then, by using Eq. (5-5), Eq. (5-9) can be converted as

= Miu

-hw) + miEcc (hiEcc - hiu) + mCOndv (hfg ~ hm)

dPu
dTi)Pu dt {dP)Tiu dt

„ dTw . (l-PTw)dPu
•pi' dt Pw dt

(5-10)

(5-11)

(5-12)

4) Energy conservation equation for steam

d

dt
\M gU hgu) ~ WgTV ondU h fg (5-13)
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By using Eq. (5-8), Eq. (5-13) can be converted as follows.

M gU ~ = mgTU\heTV ~ hgu) + JTlcondV \HgV ' k ft)

at

- Mgu dt [dP)Tiu dt

dt

(5-15)

(5-1-6)

5) Mass conservation equation for steam under saturation condition

Under saturation condition, following relations are obtained.

hg = hgMl(P),pg = pgsat(P) (5-17)

In this case, energy conservation equation is not needed and mass conservation equation is
written as follows.

, dP )\dt ) (5-18)

= fflgTU ' TtlgLOOP " ItlcondU

(3) Conservation in water down-flow region (Region W in Fig. 5.1)
It is assumed that the bottom part of the water down-flow region is filled with water, while

the upper part with steam. In other word, the water pool is formed in the water down-flow region.
Mass flow rate from the upper plenum to the water down-flow region is determined by the different
mechanisms whether the water pool surface reaches the top level of the water down-flow region or
not, as written in chapter 4.

Conservation equations are written as follows.
1) Mass conservation equation

dMiw _ Sw d
dt g dtK ' (5-19)

where 5^ is a cross sectional flow area of the water down-flow region (= aw Sc ,aw'- Ratio of
cross sectional flow areas of the water down-flow region to the core).

2) Energy conservation equation
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—{Miwhiw) = miuwhiuw-miwLhtw (5-20)
at

—j

at
(him••hiw) + Q w (5-21)

where Qw is heat release rate from heated rods in the water down-flow region. Since heated rods

in the water down-flow region is cooled to the saturation temperature soon after the reflood

initiation,(42) Qw is estimated by \qjiz .

(4) Conservation in lower plenum (Region L in Fig. 5.1)

It is assumed that the lower plenum is always filled with water. It is known from the test

result that this assumption is adequate. It is also assumed that fluid mixes completely in the lower

plenum. Then, conservation equations are written as follows.

1) Mass conservation equation

m\ LT - fnnvL" mi ID (5-22)

2) Energy conservation equation

~rL = miwLhiwmtu)hiLD - mnr hin (5-23)
at

We assume hn - hur - hujj. Then, Eq. (5-23) can be converted to

PY ~~l , tniWlhlW TtllLDhlL' TTllLT hlL
at

(5) Conservation in two-phase up-flow region (Region T in Fig. 5.1)

It is assumed that REFLA code can be applied to the two-phase up-flow region. REFLA

code can predict the thermal-hydraulics in the core under upward fluid flow condition if the

boundary conditions (Pu,, Uun , T&,) at the core bottom are given.(53) In the present model the

boundary conditions at the bottom of the two-phase up-flow region are determined as follows.

= mas I(ST PIL) (5-25)

where ST is a cross sectional flow area of the two-phase up-flow region (= aT Sc , aT : Ratio of

cross sectional flow areas of the two-phase up-flow region to the core) at the core bottom.
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REFLA code predicts ntiw, Tmj, mgTu, TgTu, &Pr across the core, and clad temperature at
each elevation in the two-phase up-flow region.

5.23 Models utilized in a present analysis

To close the present model, following models are required.

(1) Flow circulation model to determine m

Water down-flow rate mum is determined by using momentum conservation equation. The
detailed description is shown in chapter 4.

(2) Condensation model in upper plenum to determine mcon4v

In SCTF tests, ECC water is injected through two injection ports into the upper plenum. One
of them is located at the top of the upper plenum. Therefore, ECC water through the port comes
into contact with steam well in the upper plenum and hence we assume that this water contributes
to condensation completely. The other port is located at the bottom of the upper plenum. We
assume that ECC water through the port falls down from the upper plenum to the water down-flow
region without coming into contact with steam and hence this water does not contribute to
condensation in the upper plenum. Based on the above assumption, /»«,«/[/ is predicted as

= (hSat - hmcc )fniEcc, up I h/g (5-26)

where miEcc,u,P is ECC injection rate through the ports at the top of the upper plenum.

(3) Loop flow model to determine miLoop and mgLOop
To determine mgwop, following pressure balance equation is used.

ffigwop = SWOP {2pgu (Pu - PBREAK ) / KWOP } (5-27)

Where SLOOP and KWOP are flow area and flow resistance factor of the loop from the upper plenum
to the break point.

To determine niiwop, following mass balance equation is used. The equation assumes that
water is not entrained to the loops but spilled over to the loops when the water pool level exceeds
the loop level.

= 0 {Vv < Viu)
+ mcondv - mluw - d{piVVv ) / dt (Vu^Vm) (5-28)
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5.2.4 Solution method

In the present solving procedure, following variables and parameters were used as inputs.

And, the following solving procedure was adopted.

(1) Inputted variables
Inputted variables are as follows,

(i) Water injection rate into upper plenum miEccit)

(ii) Temperature of water injected into upper plenum Tmccit)

(iii) Pressure at break point PBREAK(0

(iv) Water flow rate from lower plenum to downcomer muj}if)

(v) Power density supplied into two-phase up-flow region qj{t, z)

(vi) Power density supplied into water down-flow region qw{t, z)

Variables misccit), TiEcc(t)> PBREAK(0, and muj}(0 were given by transient data measured in SCTF
tests. Variables qjit, z) and qw{t, z) were given by qr{t, z) - qw{t, z) = qdt, z), where qc{t, z) is
electrical power density supplied to the core.

(2) Inputted parameters
Inputted parameters are shown in Table 5.1. Important parameters are the ratio aw of the

flow areas of the water down-flow region to the core at the core top and the ratio ar of the flow
areas of the two-phase up-flow region to the core at the core bottom. These ratios obtained with
SCTF tests were mainly governed by steam up-flow rate. When steam up-flow rate was typical
value expected during the reflood phase, aw was nearly 0.25. Hence, following values were
selected.

aw = 0.25, aT = 1 - aw = 0.75 (5-29)

The validity of Eq. (5-29) is described in section 5.4.

(3) Solving procedure

The basic equations given by Eqs. (5-3) through (5-24) have the following general form.

c1(y,T,P)~ + c2(V,T,P)~ + C3(V>T,P)?f =
at at at

To solve the set of above differential equatioas, following linearization has been adopted.
•t/t + 1 T/> Jfl+I rrft pfl+J pi

^+c2(v,r,F)^+c3(v,r,p)
Ar Ar At

(5-30)
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where superscripts n and w+1 are indices of old and new times, respectively. For example, the mass

conservation equation in the upper plenum is converted as follows.

n VlU ' Via , i ..„ n (j^llU - 11U , fT,n " \ "V ~ *U

Piu Y— + (" Via Pw P) T+— + (Vlu KT P™> n—

= \WllTU ~ WllLOOP ~ WllUW "*" WllECC )

i I m'ECC I J , Ufllsat ,, , \Ohfg \ / T V I t / ^ ,
+ 5 1 /I & ̂  v«fafl<" nmcc) ~z r ^ u ~ ru

(5-31)

For the first step, the set of the differential equations, i.e. Eqs. (5-5), (5-8), (5-12) and (5-16),

are solved in the upper plenum concerning the unknown variables Tju' > T^u1 > Pu+1 > and Vju1 • If the

calculated result is Tgu1 > Tsa (Pu+1)> ft ^ adopted as the solution. On the other hand, if the

calculated result is Tsat (Pu+1)> Tgu1, the calculation is performed again by assuming that steam is

saturated.

The same procedure is performed in Region W, and then Region L after the calculation in the

upper plenum (Region U). Then the boundary condition at the bottom of the two-phase up-flow

region is calculated by Eq. (5-25). The calculated boundary condition is transferred to REFLA

code to predict the in-core thermal-hydraulics in the two-phase up-flow region. Hence, the

calculation in the upper plenum for next time step is performed. Thus, the calculation is repeated.

5 3 Thermal-hydraulic characteristics in two-phase up-flow region

REFLA code can predict the thermal-hydraulics in the core when water enters the core

upward from the bottom. Murao indicated that REFLA code is applicable under upward water

velocity up to 8 cm/s .^ To improve the predictability of REFLA code for higher upward water

velocity, Ohnuki(65) developed a modified correlation on heat transfer coefficient applicable to the

case under high upward water velocity up to 30 cm/s and incorporated it into REFLA code.

Major water flow direction in the two-phase up-flow region during a reflood phase in

combined injection PWRs was upward. Therefore, by considering the similarity of water flow

direction, the author assumes that the REFLA code is applicable to predict the thermal-hydraulics

in the two-phase up-flow region. Since water flow direction can not be assumed to be absolutely

upward in the lower part of the core due to horizontal cross flow, caused by the flow circulation

from the water down-flow region to the two-phase up-flow region, the applicability of this

assumption must be assessed. In addition, water up-flow rate at the core bottom is estimated to be

much higher in combined injection PWRs (superficial water velocity = 0.15 - 0.3 m/s) than that in
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cold leg injection PWRs (superficial water velocity = 0.015 - 0.04 m/s) and under such high water
up-flow rate REFLA code has not been assessed yet. Therefore, the applicability of REFLA code is
assessed. The assessment is performed in the following two steps.

As the first step, correlation of void fraction and heat transfer coefficient, used in REFLA

code, is assessed by using the local measured conditions. The correlation of void fraction is a

developed one in chapter 2. The correlation of heat transfer coefficient is Eqs. (3-2) through (3-5).

Through this assessment, the error and the uncertainty of the correlation itself are evaluated with

eliminating the error and uncertainty induced with REFLA code.

As the second step, REFLA code is assessed. In this assessment calculation, boundary
condition at the bottom of the two-phase up-flow region are given by using the measured data
instead of the predicted by the present model described in section 5.2. Through the assessment, the
application of REFLA code for the prediction on the thermal-hydraulics in the two-phase up-flow
region is justified without the error and uncertainty induced by the present model.

5.3.1 Applicability of correlation on void fraction and heat transfer coefficient to
two-phase up-flow region

Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of void fraction between the measured and the predicted
for a typical SCTF test. We need data of pressure, ugo and Um to predict void fraction. Pressure was
obtained from the measurement. The values ug0 and ui0 were calculated from the heat balance by a
procedure identical to that written in section 2.3. The value uw was about 0.15 - 0.3 m/s. The
predicted void fraction gives a fairly good agreement with the measured within the error of ±30%.
Thus, it is proved that the correlation developed in chapter 2 is applicable under high superficial
water velocity up to 0.3 m/s and for the two-phase up-flow region.

Figure 5.3 shows the comparison of heat transfer coefficient between the measured and the
predicted for a typical SCTF test. We need data of void fraction and quench front elevation to
predict heat transfer coefficient. They were obtained from the measured data. The predicted gives a
fairly good agreement with the measured. Thus, heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase up-flow
region can be predicted with correlation in REFLA code, originally developed for cold leg injection
PWRs.

5.3.2 Applicability of REFLA code on thermal-hydraulics in two-phase up-flow region

Assessment calculation of REFLA code has been performed by assuming that the two-phase

up-flow region is a single flow channel with a heated rod. The inlet boundary conditions, i.e. water

up-flow rate, water temperature, and pressure, have been given. They have been determined based

on the measured data. Figure 5.4 shows the given boundary condition.
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Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of differential pressure across the two-phase up-flow region

and a comparison of void fraction between the predicted and the measured. The predicted agrees

fairly well with the measured, although some discrepancy is observed in the upper part (z = 1.37 m

- 3.24 m) in the first period (t = 0 - 50 s).

Figure 5.6 shows a comparison of heat transfer coefficient between the predicted and the

measured. The predicted agrees fairly well with the measured, although it tends to be lower.

However, the discrepancy is within the error band of the correlation (±30%) during most period.

Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of clad temperature between the predicted and the measured. The

predicted is slightly higher than the measured.

In conclusion, REFLA code is applicable to the two-phase up-flow region in combined

injection PWRs, although some slight improvement on heat transfer coefficient is expected.

5.4 Investigation on experimental data on water down-flow area

Data source

Since the ratio aw of the flow areas of the water down-flow region to the core at the core top

is one of important factors governing the thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel, it is investigated

by using data presently available from large-scaled test facilities. Referred data are obtained with

SCTF and UPTF.

UPTF CCFL test result

Data concerning the ratio aw has been obtained by Hertlein et al. in tests with UPTF,(108)

which is a full-scale test facility. The result is indicated in Fig. 5.8. The UPTF data indicate that aw

is little affected by steam flow rate when steam flow rate per bundle is higher than 0.7 kg/s and it is

approximately 25%.

SCTFreflond test result

Above UPTF results have been obtained in so-called CCFL tests. Therefore, it is considered

that there exists a space for water accumulation below the tie plate. However, there may be no

space for water accumulation below the tie plate during the later reflood phase, as discussed in

chapter 4. This can influence the relation between the ratio aty and the steam flow rate. To check

this possibility, data obtained in SCTF reflood simulation tests instead of CCFL tests have been

investigated. The result is also indicated in Fig. 5.8. The ratio a\y of SCTF reflood tests decreases

with increase in steam flow rate, and it is nearly in agreement with aw of UPTF CCFL tests. The

ratio aw of SCTF reflood tests is nearly 25% when steam flow rate per bundle is higher than 0.4

kg/s.
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Ratio gff probable during a major reflood phase

Steam flow rate per bundle expected in the major reflood phase is considered to be higher
than 0.3 kg/s based on the result of a typical SCTF reflood test (See Figure 4.8.). Hence, it is
confirmed empirically that the probable ratio aw is around 25% under typical reflood condition
expected in combined injection PWRs. The ratio appears to be little affected by steam flow rate
when steam flow rate per bundle is higher than 0.4 kg/s. At present the mechanism to govern the
ratio aw is not clear. Therefore, aw has been set to be 25% in the following assessment calculation
of the present model described in section 5.2.

5.5 Prediction with present model

The present model described in section 5.2 is assessed by using SCTF data.

(1) Base case calculation

The base case calculation has been performed in order to evaluate the present model under

the basic condition. The calculation has been performed for a test (SCTF Run 717) carried out

under EM condition. The major test conditions are listed in Table 4.1.

Figure 5.9 shows the comparison of pressure, fluid temperature, and water level in the upper
plenum between the predicted and the measured. Pressure and fluid temperature are predicted well.
Water level is predicted well until 90 s. After 90 s, the predicted is much larger than the measured.
According to the detailed comparison between the predicted and the measured, it is considered that
the difference in the upper plenum water level comes from the difference in water down-flow rate,
which is resulted from the difference in water down-flow area between the prediction and the
measurement. The ratio aw has been assumed to be 25% in the calculation. Whereas data have
indicated that this assumption is valid only until 90 s. After 90 s, the ratio aw has become more than
25% due to the decrease in steam generation in the core and increased with time. Therefore, the
water down-flow rate has been underpredicted and resultantly the upper plenum water level has
been overpredicted after 90 s. Thus, the present calculation is valid until 90 s.

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of the water down-flow rate per bundle and the water
velocity at the bottom of the two-phase up-flow region between the predicted and the measured. In
the range of the validity of the present calculation, the predicted agree fairly well with the
measured.

Figure 5.11 shows the comparison of clad temperature and differential pressure across the
two-phase up-flow region between the predicted and the measured. In the range of the validity of
the present calculation, the predicted agree fairly well with the measured.

In conclusion, the present model gives a fairly good prediction for a test carried out under
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EM condition, when proper aw or water down-flow area is given.

(2) Calculation for best-estimate condition

In order to assess the applicability of the present model, calculation for a test carried out

under BE condition is performed. The BE condition is defined as the most probable condition

expected during LOCAs. Therefore, EM condition and BE conditions are two special cases for a

LOCA. If the applicability of the present model is proved for BE condition, it is considered that the

applicability is confirmed in the wide range supposed in PWR LOCAs.

Figure 5.12 shows the comparison of clad temperature and differential pressure across the

two-phase up-fiow region between the predicted and the measured. In the range of the validity of

the present model, the predicted agree fairly well with the measured. Thus, the applicability of the

present model is confirmed in the wide range supposed in PWR LOCAs.

(3) Summary of assessment calculation

Thus, although further improvement for determination of water down-flow area is necessary

for the better prediction, the thermal-hydraulics in the two-phase up-flow region are well predicted.

This supports the adequacy of the phenomenological understanding, which is a base of the present

model. It is considered that the present model gives a guideline to develop a future advanced code.

5.6 Summary

(1) Although the reflood behavior in combined injection PWRs is significantly different from that

in cold leg injection PWRs, as shown in chapter 4, the correlation developed for cold leg

injection PWRs have been applicable to the two-phase up-flow region concerning void fraction

and heat transfer coefficient.

(2) An analytical model has been developed to predict the reflood behavior of combined injection

PWRs, by combining the above experimental knowledge and the model for the flow circulation

phenomenon developed in chapter 4. The present model treats the core as two regions, i.e.

water down-flow region and two-phase up-flow region, and assumes one-dimensional flow in

each region.

(3) The present model has been applied to SCTF tests. A fairly good agreement has been provided

between the predicted and the measured concerning the transients of the water amount in the

core, the void fraction and clad temperature in the two-phase up-flow region, the water down-

flow rate from the upper plenum to the core, and the two-phase up-flow rate from the core to

the upper plenum. The agreement has been confirmed in the ranges from EM condition to BE

condition.

(4) The fact that the thermal-hydraulics in the two-phase up-flow region have been successfully

predicted with the present models supports the phenomenological interpretation, which has
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been obtained in chapters 4 and 5 and is a base of the present model. Furthermore, it has been
confirmed that treating the core as two regions and treating the flow circulation based on
CCFL mechanism and momentum balance mechanism are reasonable for analyzing major
reflood behavior on the core of the combined injection PWRs.

(5) However, there still remain several points for the further improvement of the present model,

for example the flow area ratio of the water down-flow region to the entire core flow area.
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Table 5.1 Inputted parameters

Parameter

Vv

vL

Sc

aw

aT

K-LOOP

SLOOP

Value

1.16 m3

1.30 m3

0.26 m3

0.25 m3

0.75

68

0.0826 m2

Description

Upper plenum volume

Lower plenum volume

Core cross sectional area

Ratio of cross sectional flow areas of water down-flow region
against core

Ratio of cross sectional flow areas of two-phase up-flow region
against core

Flow resistance factor of loops from upper plenum to break
point

Flow area of loops in hot leg
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Fig. 5.1 The adopted schematic for the prediction on thermal-hydraulics
in pressure vessel
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Fig. 5.2 Prediction of void fraction in two-phase up-flow region
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Fig. 5.3 Prediction of heat transfer coefficient in two-phase
up-flow region
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Fig. 5.4 Boundary conditions at bottom of two-phase up-flow region
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with REFLA code by giving boundary condition shown
in Fig. 5.4
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6. CONCLUSION

The experimental and analytical investigation has been performed concerning four issues on

the thermal-hydraulic behaviors during a reflood phase of a PWR LOCA in order to get the

physical understanding on the thermal-hydraulic behaviors and to develop quantitative prediction

models based on the physical understanding.

The specified issues are as follows:

1) Void fraction in core during reflood phase of cold leg injection PWRs

The objectives here have been to clarify the void fraction characteristics during a reflood phase

of cold leg injection PWRs, and to develop a correlation applicable in the wide range of the

conditions expected in a PWR reflood phase. Specifically, it has been intended that the

correlation describes quantitatively the effects of the superficial steam and water velocities and

the equivalent diameter of the bundle on the void fraction under the PWR reflood conditions, i.e.

low superficial fluid velocity in an unquenched/quenched bundle. By utilizing the developed

correlation, it has been intended to improve the predictive capability of a reflood-behavior

analysis code REF1A

2) Radial power profile effect on in-core thermal-hydraulics during reflood phase of

cold leg injection PWRs

The objectives here have been to clarify the effect of the non-uniform radial power profile on the

in-core thermal-hydraulics in a wide core, and to develop a quantitative model to predict the

radial power profile effect. By utilizing the developed model, it has been intended that REFLA

code becomes applicable not only to the core having the uniform radial power profile but also to

the core having the non-uniform radial power profile.

3) Reflood phenomena in combined injection PWRs

The objectives here have been to clarify the essential reflood behavior in combined injection

PWRs and to clarify the differences from that in cold leg injection PWRs. Additionally, it has

been intended that a mechanism of the flow circulation phenomenon which has been found as

one of the most important phenomena governing the reflood behavior is clarified and a

quantitative model on the flow circulation rate is developed.

4) Analytical model of thermal-hydraulics in pressure vessel of combined injection

PWRs during reflood phase

The objectives here have been to develop an analytical model concerning the thermal-hydraulics

in the pressure vessel of combined injection PWRs during a reflood phase, based on the physical

understanding obtained through the experimental investigation. By utilizing the developed

model, it has been intended that REFLA code becomes applicable not only to cold kg injection

PWRs but also to combined injection PWRs.

The following results have been obtained concerning the above-specified issues through the

investigation of the experimental results mainly by 4x4-rod test, CCTFtest, and SCTF test.
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(1) Void fraction in core during reflood phase of cold leg injection PWRs

Void fraction in a bundle under stagnant water condition is lower than that in a pipe. This void

fraction difference is more significant with decrease in superficial steam velocity. On the

contrary, it is small when superficial steam velocity is larger than 3m/s and then the turbulence

intensity is large.

Based on the flow observation, it has been considered that the void fraction difference between

a bundle and a pipe comes from the following fluid behaviors in a bundle under stagnant water

condition.

1) Water up-flow, which is drawn by steam up-flow, and water down-flow, which is formed

to keep mass balance, can be formed in subchannels different with each other. Hence

steam flows up readily in subchannels where water up-flow is dominant.

2) Void in peripheral subchannels concentrate toward central subchannels and hence steam

flows up readily there.

Due to above void fraction difference between in a bundle and in a pipe, void fraction in a

reactor core during a PWR reflood phase is not predicted by most previous correlation based

on the experiments with using vertical pipes. On the other hand, Cunningham-Yeh correlation,

which is based on the boil-off experiment in a bundle, predicts void fraction during a PWR

reflood phase fairly well. However, it has not adequately described the effects of the superficial

steam and water velocities on the void fraction in the ranges of the high superficial steam and

water velocities, where the turbulence intensity is large, because the range is out of the

applicable range of Cunningham-Yeh correlation.

Consequently, a new correlation has been developed by taking into account the effects of the

superficial steam and water velocities, based on the experimental finding that void fraction

difference between a bundle and a pipe is smaller with increase in the turbulence intensity. The

developed correlation has predicted the void fraction within the error band of ±20% in the

ranges of the conditions expected during a PWR reflood phase.

In addition, under stagnant water condition, the equivalent diameter effect of the bundle on the

void fraction is described by the term describing a diameter effect in a pipe. However, it is

negligible in the current PWR plant design, since neglecting this effect brings the error of 2.5%

at most.

(2) Radial power profile effect on in-core thermal-hydraulics during reflood phase of

cold leg injection PWRs

Radial power profile effect on void fraction has been investigated in the range of maximum

radial power ratio up to 1.37. It is revealed that the void fraction in the peripheral subchannels is

lower than the average in entire subchannels. This is due to the influence of the outer wall of the
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flow channel. On the other hand, void fraction except in peripheral subchannels is nearly uniform
even when steam generation is horizontally non-uniform due to non-uniform radial power
profile. As a result, the void fraction correlation developed in chapter 2 has been applicable to
the core having the non-uniform radial power profile, by assuming that the superficial steam
velocity is distributed uniformly among all subchannels.

The uniform void fraction distribution has been considered to be caused by good

communication of stagnant water in the horizontal direction. That is, under stagnant water

condition realized during a reflood phase, gravity force acts on stagnant water stronger than

steam shear force and flow resistance for horizontal movement of stagnant water is small in a

PWR bundle.

A quantitative model has been developed on the basis of the assumption that the superficial

steam velocity and the amount of the stagnating water are uniform in order to predict the radial

power profile effect on the in-core thermal-hydraulics. The present model has improved the

prediction of the clad temperature transient in the core having the non-uniform radial power

profile. It is revealed that, although the radial power profile effect should be predicted by a

three-dimensional analysis, the present model is useful as a practical model since existing three-

dimensional analyses have not given a good result.

However, the present model has not formulated the experimentally-observed heat transfer
enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region. Therefore, it has
slightly overestimated the maximum clad temperature. Hence, it is considered that the present
model is particularly useful as a model for a reactor licensing calculation, where it is desirable
that the model always overestimates the maximum clad temperature and the discrepancy
between the estimation and the true value is as small as possible.

It is necessary for the further improvement of the present model to formulate the heat transfer

enhancement due to the flow concentration toward the high power region. By incorporating

into the present model an empirical correlation describing this heat transfer enhancement, the

prediction has been improved further.

(3) Reflood phenomena in combined injection PWRs

The thermal-hydraulics in the reflood phase of combined injection PWRs have been significantly
different from those of cold leg injection PWRs. That is, in combined injection PWRs,

1) the water injected into the hot legs condenses steam, resultantly the steam flow rate from
the upper plenum to the hot legs becomes almost zero and so-called steam binding effect
affects little the reflood behavior,

2) most water injected into the hot legs flows downward in the core, flows upward in the
downcomer, and flows out through the break point. Resultantly, the net water flow
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direction is downward at the core bottom,
3) two thermal-hydraulicaUy different regions are formed in the core, namely, the water

down-flow region where water flows downward and the two-phase up-flow region
where two-phase mixture flows upward,

4) flow circulation is established between these two regions.

The core in combined injection PWRs is better cooled due to the above-mentioned decreased

steam binding effect, two-region formation in the core and resultant flow circulation than in

cold leg injection PWRs.

Flow circulation behavior, which is one of the most important phenomena in a reflood phase of
combined injection PWRs, is considered to be realized when coolant is supplied to the top of a
large-scaled boiling heated bundle. In order to predict flow circulation rate, a quantitative
model has been developed. The model takes into account the CCFL mechanism at the core top
and the momentum balance mechanism between the water down-flow region and the two-
phase up-flow region.

Flow circulation rate governed by CCFL increases with increase in facility scale. This is because
the flow pattern changes depending on the facility scale, i.e. intermittent/alternative weeping,
half-wave oscillation, and so on. Resultantly, steam/water interaction weakens with increase in
the facility scale due to phase separation along the horizontal direction. CCFL correlation
applicable to a PWR scale has been developed.

Governing equations describing momentum balance mechanism have been obtained. Two

solutions on flow circulation rate have been obtained with the governing equations, depending

on the conditions. They are corresponding to whether the water down-flow region is

completely filled with water or not.

The present model has provided a good agreement of the water down-flow rates between the

predicted and the measured at SCTF tests.

(4) Analytical model of thermal-hydraulics in pressure vessel of combined injection

PWRs during reflood phase

Although the reflood behavior in combined injection PWRs is significantly different from that in

cold leg injection PWRs, as shown in chapter 4, void fraction in two-phase up-flow region can

be predicted by a correlation developed in chapter 2. In addition, the thermal-hydraulics in two-

phase up-flow is well predicted by a reflood-analysis code REFLA, after incorporating a void

fraction correlation developed in chapter 2 and a power profile effect model developed in

chapter 3.
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By using the model for the flow circulation behavior developed in chapter 4, a quantitative

model has been developed for the prediction of the reflood behavior of combined injection

PWRs. The present model treats the core as two nodes and assumes one-dimensional flow in

each node. The result of the application of the present model to the SCTF experimental results

has indicated a good agreement with the measured concerning the transients of the water

amount in the core, the clad temperature, the water down-flow rate from the upper plenum to

the core, and the two-phase up-flow rate from the core to the upper plenum. Consequently, it

has been confirmed that treating the core as two nodes and treating the flow circulation

behavior based on CCFL mechanism and momentum balance mechanism are reasonable for

analyzing the reflood behavior in the core of combined injection PWRs. However, there still

remain several points necessary for the further improvement of the present model, i.e. the

prediction concerning the flow area ratio of the water down-flow region to the two-phase up-

flow region.

The void fraction correlation shown in chapter 2 has improved the predictive capability of

REFLA code developed in JAERI. The radial power profile model shown in chapter 3 has

extended the applicability of REFLA code, since REFLA code has become possible to calculate the

thermal-hydraulic behaviors not only for the core having the uniform radial power profile but also

for the core having the non-uniform radial power profile. The applicability of REFLA code has

been extended further by a model shown in chapters 4 and 5, since REFLA code has become

possible to calculate the thermal-hydraulic behaviors not only for cold leg injection PWRs but also

for combined injection PWRs.

The presently developed models have been simple ones, since a practical use of the models

has been principally aimed. However, the experimental knowledge and the basic concepts, which

have been introduced as the bases of the model development, are considered to be utilizable for

further development and improvement of new advanced codes.
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Appendix 1 Evaluation on error of void fraction calculated with Eq. (2-11)

The void fraction was calculated with Eq. (2-11) in the present study. The flow in the core was
assumed to be steady to derive this equation. Furthermore, the accelerational and frictional losses were
assumed to be negligible. In order to justify Eq. (2-11), the errors induced by these assumptions must
be evaluated.

1. Error induced by steady-state assumption

To derive Eq. (2-9), the momentum change in Eq. (2-6)

did {apgitg + (l-a)piut}

is neglected based on the steady-state assumption, where

t
a
Pg

Pi

Time (s)
Void fraction (-)
Steam density (kg/m3)
Steam velocity (m/s)

Water density (kg/m )

Water velocity (m/s)

Neglecting this term is valid, if the term is negligibly small in comparison with the total pressure
gradient dPIdi^ as known from Eq. (2-6). That is,

diet {apgug + (1-a) pm } I « I dPidt I (AM)

P : Pressure (Pa)
z : Elevation (m)

Therefore, I dldt{apgug + {\-a) piUi} I is compared with I dPIdi I in the following.

Based on the mass balance, a following equation is obtained.

^ {<*Pg ug + {l~ a)p, ui} = --{apg + (l-a)Pl} (Al-2)

Using Eq. (Al-2), the momentum change I dl<%{apgug+(l-a)piU[} I is expressed as follows.
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i U^M^-li^-iap Ug+(l-a)plUt}dz]\

(Al-3)

dt'

g : Gravity acceleration (m/s2)

: Static pressure difference (Pa)

Consequently, I dPjdi I is compared with I (\lg)e?APstldil I instead of djdt {apgug + (1-a) piut}.

Theoretically, the true I {\lg)^APald? I must be used for the comparison. However, the true

I (l/g)c?APst/t3
i I is not known from the present experimental data. Therefore, I (llg)c?'APsildiL I

calculated with Eq. (2-11) is used instead of the true I {llg)^APslld^ I .

The result of the comparison under a typical experimental condition is shown in Fig. A l . l . It is

known that the term I (lfflcfAPs, Id? I is negligibly small in comparison with I dPjdi I . Thus, Eq.

(Al-1) and the steady-state assumption are considered to be valid during a PWR reflood phase.

2. Error induced by neglecting accelerational and fractional losses

(1) Accelerational loss

The accelerational loss dDvlfc of two-phase flow at steady state can be evaluated with the

following equation.

dDv/dz = d{apgU
2

g + (l- a) Pl u]}ldz = d(Ggug + G,

: Accelerational loss (Pa/m)

Gg : Gas mass velocity (kg/m2s)

G\ : Liquid mass velocity (kg/m2s)

The accelerational loss is estimated in the following two cases.

Case 1: us = U[ = u

dDvldi in a heated pipe can be written as follows.
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BDv/dz = d(Gug)/dz = GdUg Idz + Ug dG/dz

^dUg d{apg+(l-a)Pl}
= G-&'U* dt

where G = Gg + Gt.

If steady state is assumed as in above section 1, d{apg + (l-a)pi}ld is zero and hence

cDvlct = Gdujdz. (Al-6)

Since ug = mg/(pgaS),

dusldz = d{mgl{pgaS)}l& = {V(pgaS)}{(cmg/&) - (ug/a){oa/cb)}

where mg : Steam mass flow rate (kg/s)

In addition, since dafdi is positive in a heated channel,

Further, dmgjdi is regarded to be

dng/£=Nq/hfg

for saturated two-phase flow, where

JV : Number of heated rods
q : Linear heat rate (kW/m)
hfg : Latent heat of water (kl/kg)

Resultantly,

I dDvldz I < I GNq/(hfgpgaS) I (Al-10)

By assuming following values that are typical or conservative during a PWR reflood phase,
GNql{ h/gPgCc S) is estimated.

Tjpical values :G =20kg/m2s, S/N = 4.76/39372 = 1.21x10^ m2

Conservative values :q =1.96kW/m, P =0.1MPa

The values S and iV are referred to those of a 15xl5-type PWR plant. The estimated result is as

follows:
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GNq I (hfg pg aS) = 238Pa/m at a =1.0 (AMI)
298Pa/m at a = 0.8

476 Pa/m at a = 0.5

The absolute error of the void fraction is calculated by comparing the above values to pig (Pa/m).
Resultantly, the absolute error of void fraction due to neglecting the accelerational loss is estimated to
be less than 2.5% at a = 1.0 and 5.0% at a = 0.5.

Case 2 :

Water velocity ui is assumed to be smaller than steam velocity ug due to gravity force except
near the quench front. Therefore, the above estimation shown in case 1 is the upper limit of the error
induced by neglecting the accelerational loss.

(2) Frictional loss
The frictional loss Fw ( =APf) of two-phase flow at steady state is evaluated for two different

flow patterns, i.e. saturated two-phase flow and transition flow, which are dominant in the core during

a PWR reflood phase.

Saturated two-phase flow

Akagawa derived a following empirical correlation for frictional loss APj of two-phase flow.

APf/Az = (APl01 AzXl-a)175 (Al-12)

APf : Frictional pressure loss of two-phase flow (Pa)

APio : Frictional pressure loss of water flow (Pa)

can be estimated with Blasius correlation. APf/Az estimated with Eq. (Al-12) for an equivalent
hydraulic diameter D, = 0.01 m and the pressure P = 0.1 ~ 0.5 MPa is as follows.:

Less than 100 Pa/m at a < 0.8 and uw < 0.05 m/s
Less than 330 Pa/m at a < 0.9 and ua < 0.05 m/s

Hence, the absolute error of void fraction due to neglecting the frictional loss is estimated to be less

than 3.5% under above condition, which is a typical condition during a PWR reflood phase.

Transition flow

The following are assumed for a flow structure shown in Fig. A1.2:

i) A vapor film is formed on the surface of the heated rod. The film thickness increases with the

distance from the quench front until the elevation zc-

ii) The flow pattern in the vapor film changes at zc from laminar flow to turbulent flow,

iii) Laminar sublayer and turbulent two-phase core are formed above zc.
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The following equation can be derived in the laminar sublayer by the force balance:

-(APf/Az) = (1/SAz) Jpw Tdz = -(1/SAz) /Pw ^duldr)dz = -(PJS) ju (du/dr) (Al-13)

Pw : Wetted perimeter (m)

r : Shear stress on wall (Pa)
fj. : Coefficient of viscosity (Pas)
r : Distance from center of flow channel (m)

In the laminar sublayer, fi is regarded to be coefficient of molecular viscosity. Resultantly,

Az UJUJ.,..,, D. S

where ugc : Representative steam velocity of turbulent two-phase core (m/s)

8 : Thickness of vapor film (m)
The last term was introduced by assuming a linear vapor velocity profile in the laminar sublayer. The
representative steam velocity ugc is regarded to be an averaged steam velocity of the turbulent two-
phase core.

Considering heat transfer process through the vapor film, the thickness 8 of vapor film can be
evaluated as

8=A/h . (Al-15)

where X and h are thermal conductivity (W/mK) and heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K), respectively.
According to the experiment, the heat transfer coefficient h is usually 100 ~ 200 W/m2K during a
PWR reflood phase. Hence, 5= 0.7xl0'3 ~ 0.35x103 m at steam temperature in vapor film = 773 K.

The representative steam velocity ugc was evaluated as ug0 la. According to the estimation with
above equations, the absolute error of a is 3.2% at ugo la of 10 m/s, Dt of 0.01 m, and 8 of 0.35 x 10'3

m. These selected conditions are supposed to bring the maximum error of a for the transition flow
during a PWR reflood phase.

3. Summary

The error of void fraction that is calculated with Eq. (2-11) has been estimated for saturated

two-phase flow and transition flow. The result has indicated that the error is small under a PWR

rcflood condition except near the quench front, where there is a possibility of ug < ui.
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Appendix 2 Evaluation of validity of assumptions introduced to calculate ug0 with Eqs. (2-12)

and (2-12)'

To calculate the superficial steam velocity ug0 at a given elevation z, Eqs. (2-12) and (2-12)'were

derived. These equations are obtained under the following assumptions.

1) The thermal equilibrium exists between steam and water at each elevation.

2) The flow behavior is quasi-steady. This means that the values uq, ATq, (dT/dt)/, and P can be

assumed to be constant for the period when the steam generated at the lower elevations

reaches the elevation z, where

uq : Quench front velocity (m/s)

ATq : Temperature fall due to quenching defined in Fig. 2.3 (K)

(dT/dt)h : Time derivative of heated rod temperature (K/s)

P : Pressure (Pa).

3) There is no heat loss through the channel housing.

4) When the quenching occurs at a certain elevation, the heat stored in the heated rod at the

elevation is released instantaneously.

5) The radial temperature distribution in the heated rods is uniform.

In order to make assumption 3) satisfied, the present experiment was performed with keeping

the channel housing at saturation temperature by external electrical heaters mounted on the outside of

the channel housing.

The validity of assumption 4) was checked based on a special purpose test, in which the thermal

time constant r of the heated rods used in the experiment was experimentally determined. The special

purpose test result showed that rwas 1 ~ 2 s. If we assume that the heat released due to quenching, i.e.

Qq in Fig. 2.3, decreases exponentially with time, the ratio rj of the heat released by time / after the

quenching to the heat initially stored is estimated by

77 = 1 - exp(-tl T).

When r is 2 s (upper limit of z) and t is 5 s tentatively, calculated 77 is 0.92. This means that the

assumption 4) is regarded to be valid when the calculated {ug0(z, t)-ug0(z, (t+5))} is significantly small

in comparison with the calculated ug0(z, t). That is,

{ug0(z, t)-ug0(z, (t+5))} « ug0(z, t)

ugo{z, t) : Superficial gas velocity (m/s)

The calculated values {ug0(z, t)-ug0(z, (t+5))} and ug0(z, t) are compared in Fig. A2.1. It is known

that {ug0{z, t)-ug0(z, (t+5))} is significantly small in comparison with ug0(z, t) during most period. Thus,

the assumption 4) is valid during most period.
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The validity of assumption 5) was checked based on an analysis using a heat conduction

equation to investigate the radial temperature distribution in a heated rod. It was estimated that the

maximum temperature difference between the inner surface of the insulator and the outer surface of the

clad is below 20 K except for the vicinity of the quench front, where heat flux and then temperature

difference is high. Hence the assumption 5) is regarded to be satisfied except for the vicinity of the

quench front.

Although the assumptions 3), 4) and 5) have been validated in the above, it has been difficult to

validate assumptions 1) and 2) individually in the present experiment. Therefore, the calculated ug0 at

the core outlet with Eq. (2-12) or Eq. (2-12)'has been compared with the measured ug0 , in order to

evaluate the validity of Eqs. (2-12) and (2-12)'.

The calculated steam mass flow rate mg (= pg ug0 S) is shown with the measured in Fig. A2.2.

These data were obtained in a CCTF reflood test (Run 14) performed under a typical reflood condition.

The steam mass flow rate was measured with an advanced two-phase flow instrumentation called a

spool piece. The spool piece(A21) was developed in Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in USA. It

has the capability to measure individually the steam and water mass flow rates in a pipe. Colson, et al.

performed a calibration test. They reported that the measurement accuracy for the total mass flow rate

was within 10% under the reflood conditions,(A2-1) although the measurement accuracy for the

individual mass flow rates was not clearly indicated.

The figure indicates that the calculated agrees fairly well with the measured. Thus, although the

validity of the assumptions 1) and 2) has not been investigated individually, Eqs. (2-12) and (2-12)'can

be regarded to be valid to calculate ugo at a given elevation.

References

(A2.1) Colson, J. B., Gilbert, J. V.: "JAERI instrumented spool piece performance in two-phase

flow", CONF-790655-6, (1979)
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Appendix 3 Application procedure of flow circulation model

As described in section 4.4.2, water down-flow rate mB due to flow circulation in the pressure

vessel of combined injection PWRs during a reflood phase can be predicted by Eqs. (4-4), (4-18) and

(4-19). Each equation is written as follows.

Kg'
05+ 0.227K10'-'= 2.5 (4-4)

mB = mA1 + mECC (4-18)

KTP + KB

, , 1Q,(4-19)

In the following, the application procedure of Eqs. (4-4), (4-18) and (4-19) is described in detail.

(1) Eq.(4-4)
To calculate ma by Eq. (4-4), we need steam up-flow rate. In SCTF, steam up-flow rate (kg/s)

through the tie plate was measured with drag-body-flow modules described in section 4.3.2. By using
this measured steam up-flow rate and the flow area STp through the tie plate, Kg was calculated. The
used STp was 0.1566 m2, which was obtained from the designed value of the perforation of the tie plate.
By using the calculated Kg' and Eq. (4-4), water down-flow rate mB was calculated.

(2) Eq.(4-18)
In SCTF, water up-flow rate mAi and water injection rate mEcc were measured individually. By

using these measured data, water down-flow rate mB was calculated by Eq. (4-18).

(3) Eq.(4-19)
In order to calculate water down-flow rate mB by Eq. (4-19), following procedure was adopted.

1) The measured differential pressure across two-phase up-flow region was used as APA.

2) The term pigAhy was neglected because it was much less than APA during most reflood phase.
This was experimentally justified.

3) The water density pi was calculated from the measured water temperature just below the tie
plate.

4) Following values were used.
hB1 : 3.99 m

SBTPISB : 0.66

SBTP : 0.03915 m2

MhB1/Dt)+KB 13.5

KTP : 2
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The value of hsi was determined to be equal to the vertical distance between the lower pressure
tap and the upper pressure tap for APA measurement. The value of SBTP ISB was determined based on
the designed value of the ratio of the tie plate flow area to the core flow area.

The value of SBTP, which was the tie plate flow area in the water down-flow region, was
determined to be equal to one fourth of the total flow area through the tie plate. This value was
selected by the measurement results in most experiments.

The values KTP and X (hBi /De)+KB were determined based on the result of an experiment
performed under single-phase flow conditions.

(4) Selection of water down-flow rates calculated with Eqs. (4-4), (4-18) and (4-19)
Water down-flow rate was selected finally among the water down-flow rates calculated with Eqs.

(4-4), (4-18) and (4-19), as follows.

Final water down-flow rate mB

= Min[water down-flow rates calculated with Eqs. (4-4), (4-18) and (4-19)]
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Appendix 4 Applied result of flow circulation model to SCTF tests under various conditions

In order to evaluate the flow circulation model derived in section 4.4.2, the model is applied to
SCTF reflood tests performed under various experimental conditions.

The experimental conditions of the tests are shown in Table A4-1. Following the procedure that
is written in Appendix 3, the prediction of water down-flow rate has been performed with the present
model. The comparisons between the measured and the predicted water down-flow rates are indicated
in Figs. A4.1(l) through A4.1(5). The predicted agrees nearly to the measured.

Through these comparisons including the comparisons indicated in section 4.4.2 for EM and BE
conditions, it is confinned that the present model is applicable to SCTF reflood tests under wide
experimental conditions expected during the reflood phase of combined injection PWRs.
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Table A4-1 Major test conditions of SCTF tests used for evaluation of flow circulation model

Run

Pressure (MPa)

Containment

Pressure vessel (Initial)

Power

Initial power (MW)

Power decay curve

Time after scram (s)

Radial power profile

Clad temperature (K)

(Peak at ECC start)

ECC water inj. location

Cold leg injection

ECC injection rate (kg/s)

ECC temperature (K)

Upper plenum injection

ECC injection rate (kg/s)

ECC temperature (K)

Initial water level in LP (m)

703

0.3

0.3

7.3

(1)

25

Flat

943

UP

-

-

40

308, 343

0

705

0.3

0.3

7.5

(1)

25

Flat

943

UP

-

-

40

308, 343

1.4

706

0.3

0.3

7.5

(1)

25

Flat

943

UP

-

-

40

308

0

710

0.3

0.3

7.5

(1)

25

(2)

943

UP

-

-

40

308, 343

0

716

0.4

0.4

7.5

(1)

25

Flat

1023

UP

-

-

40

308

0

(1) ANS X 1.03+Actinides

(2) Radial power ratio; Bundles 1:2:3:4:5:6:7:8 = 1.04:1.08: 1.08: 1.04:1.04: 0.97: 0.71

UP: Upper plenum

LP: Lower plenum
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